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Zusammenfassung
Wenn der Durchmesser flu¨ssigkeitsgefu¨llter Poren molekulare Gro¨ßenordnungen er-
reicht, a¨ndert sich die Struktur der darin befindlichen Flu¨ssigkeit und kann stark von
der Gleichgewichtsstruktur innerhalb der Flu¨ssigkeit abweichen. Die Struktura¨nderung
kann die Moleku¨ldynamik beeinflussen und somit die Eigenschaften der Flu¨ssigkeit
a¨ndern. Die Struktur an einer Flu¨ssig-Fest-Grenzfla¨che ist jedoch fu¨r eine Vielzahl
technischer Prozesse bedeutsam. So ha¨ngt die Leistung von Batterien und Konden-
satoren entscheidend von der Struktur der Flu¨ssig-Fest-Grenzfla¨che ab. Auch katalytis-
che Prozesse werden von der Moleku¨lstruktur am U¨bergang von flu¨ssig zu fest bee-
influsst. Ein weiteres Beispiel fu¨r eine starke Abha¨ngigkeit der molekularen Anord-
nung von der Spaltgro¨ße zeigt sich in tribologischen Anwendungen. Die Erforschung
der molekularen Struktur der Flu¨ssig-Fest-Grenzfla¨che ist deshalb nicht nur aus wis-
senschaftlicher Sicht von Bedeutung, sondern kann auch einen Beitrag zu technischem
Fortschritt leisten.
Die experimentelle Untersuchung der Flu¨ssigkeitsstruktur in engen Spalten ist je-
doch nicht so einfach mo¨glich. Methoden wie Surface Force Apparatus, Colloidal Probe
oder Atomic Force Microscopy messen Kra¨fte und schließen daraus auf die moleku-
lare Anordnung. Eine direkte Untersuchung der Moleku¨lstruktur findet nicht statt. Die
Untersuchung eingeschlossener Flu¨ssigkeit in einer Porenstruktur ist ebenfalls nicht
zielfu¨hrend, da die Kru¨mmung der Porenwa¨nde die Eigenschaften der Flu¨ssigkeit bee-
influsst. Ein idealer Versuchsaufbau wu¨rde die Untersuchung der Flu¨ssigkeit in einer
Schlitzporengeometrie ermo¨glichen und signalgebende Methoden, welche direkt die
Moleku¨lstruktur untersuchen, verwenden.
Eine solcher Versuchsaufbau wurde mit dem in dieser Arbeit konstruierten Gera¨t
realisiert. Das als X-ray Surface Force Apparatus bezeichnete Gera¨t verbindet die
Methoden der Surface Force Apparatur mit Methoden der Ro¨ntgenstreuung. Die somit
zuga¨nglichen Informationen u¨ber die Struktur der Flu¨ssigkeit erga¨nzen sich komple-
menta¨r und ermo¨glichen neue wissenschaftliche Einblicke. Der Abstand zweier Ober-
fla¨chen la¨sst sich mit diesem Gera¨t bis zu molekularen Gro¨ßenordnungen kontrollieren.
Die Flu¨ssigkeitsstruktur la¨sst sich durch dynamische Auslenkung einer der beiden Spal-
toberfla¨chen in horizontaler und vertikaler Ausrichtung mikrorheologisch untersuchen.
Anwendbare Ro¨ntgenmethoden umfassen Ro¨ntgenstreuung zur Untersuchung der hori-
zontalen Flu¨ssigkeitsstruktur, aber auch Ro¨ntgenreflektivita¨tsmessungen zur Untersuchung
der Struktur vertikal zu den Spaltoberfla¨chen.
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0 ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
In dieser Arbeit wurden zwei unterschiedliche Probensysteme anhand des X-ray
Surface Force Apparats untersucht. Der smektische Flu¨ssigkristall 4’-Octyl-4-Cyano-
biphenyl wurde bei Spaltbreiten von 120 nm und 1700 nm untersucht. Streuexperi-
mente ermittelten eine Ausrichtung der Moleku¨le senkrecht zu den Spaltoberfla¨chen.
Diese geschichtete Struktur wurde durch Kompressions/Dekompressions-Zyklen mech-
anisch belastet. Es zeigte sich, dass Kompression die Anisotropie der smektischen
Schichten erho¨ht, wa¨hrend Dekompression zu einer Verringerung der Anisotropie der
Flu¨ssgkeitsmoleku¨le fu¨hrt. Die Moleku¨le reagieren viskoelastisch auf Sto¨rung und
zeigen eine Reorientierung zuru¨ck in den Ausgangszustand auf einer Zeitskala von 20
Sekunden. Ein Anisotropieniveau wie unter Kompression wird jedoch nicht wieder er-
reicht. Bei einer Spaltbreite von 120 nm wurde ein Absinken der Spaltbreite aufgrund
der mechanischen Belastungszyklen gemessen. Vor dem Hintergrund einer konstanten
Ro¨ntgenreflektivita¨t wird dies durch die Induzierung von Fehlstellen im Flu¨ssigkristall
erkla¨rt. Einzelne Fehlstellenmoleku¨le liegen desorientiert in den smektischen Lagen
und ergeben sogenannte ”Parking-lot-states”.
Das zweite untersuchte Probensystem war die ionische Flu¨ssigkeit 1-Decyl-3-Methyl-
imidazolium Chlorid. Ionische Flu¨ssigkeiten werden als erfolgversprechende Elek-
trolyte in Batterien und Kondensatoren gehandelt, in denen sie meist in einer Poren-
struktur vorliegen. Da sich in der praktischen Anwendung der Kontakt mit Luftfeuchtig-
keit kaum ausschließen la¨sst, wurde der Einfluss von Wasser auf die Struktur der ion-
ischen Flu¨ssigkeit untersucht. Dazu wurden Ro¨ntgenmessungen und rheologische Ex-
perimente durchgefu¨hrt, aber auch Untersuchungen in engen Spalten durch Einsatz des
X-ray Surface Foce Apparates. Dies ermo¨glicht einen Vergleich des Verhaltens in Poren
im Gegensatz zur unbeeintra¨chtigten Flu¨ssigkeit. Die Absorption von Wasser im Bere-
ich von 10 ≤ wi ≤ 60 Gewichtsprozent induziert in 1-Decyl-3-Methylimidazolium
Chlorid eine hoch geordnete flu¨ssigkristalline Phase. Die mechanischen Eigenschaften
a¨ndern sich stark, die Viskosita¨t steigt um fu¨nf Gro¨ßenordnungen. Eine Doma¨nenstruk-
tur aus hexagonal dichtgepackten Sta¨bchen bildet sich aus. Der Sta¨bchendurchmesser
entspricht der Anordnung von zwei Decyl-Seitenketten und einer Imidazolium-Kopf-
gruppe. Diese Struktur wurde nun im X-ray Surface Force Apparat bei Spaltbreiten
von 180 nm und 80 nm durch Scherversuche untersucht. Bei schrittweiser Auslenkung
der Oberfla¨che zeigte sich eine viskoelastische Kraftrelaxation durch Kriechen. Da
gleichzeitig eine konstante Ro¨ntgenreflektivita¨t auf eine gleichbleibende Struktur hin-
deutet, wurde dies als ein Fließen der Sta¨bchenstruktur interpretiert. Oszillatorische
Scherbelastung ergab, dass die Flu¨ssigkristallstruktur durch Scherung ausgelenkt, aber
nicht zersto¨rt wird. Oberhalb einer Scherrate von γ˙ ≤ 0.401s−1 wird die Struktur
beeintra¨chtigt. Die beobachtete mesoskopische Struktur in der Flu¨ssigkeit, kann durch
die Mobilita¨t der Mesogene in der flu¨ssigkristallinen Phase erkla¨rt werden.
Die in dieser Thesis pra¨sentierten Ergebnisse ermo¨glichen neue Einblicke in Flu¨ssig-
kristalldynamiken in Poren. Die erzielten Resultate ermo¨glichen ein besseres Versta¨nd-
nis von Strukturen komplexer Flu¨ssigkeiten in der Flu¨ssig-Fest-Grenzschicht. Der Grund-
stein zu weiteren Versuchen auf dem Feld der Mikrorheologie wurde durch die erfol-
greiche Konstruktion des X-ray Surface Force Apparat gelegt.
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Abstract
When confinement approaches the molecular dimensions of a liquid, the structure of the
liquid adjacent to the solid wall can differ significantly from bulk structure. These in-
terfacial structures can strongly affect the dynamics of the confined system and thereby
properties. Recent studies on the performance of batteries and capacitors showed that
electrochemical processes at electrodes are highly sensitive to the molecular scale liquid
structure adjacent to interfaces. In catalytic processes the molecular scale liquid struc-
ture adjacent to interfaces is important as well. Also liquids in lubrication applications
rely on the structure in between two solid walls, as the properties of the lubricant have
to meet performance expectations in the confinement gap. These examples demonstrate
that many technical devices and applications rely on liquids under confined conditions.
Thus, a detailed knowledge of the molecular scale structure of liquids in confinement is
of great interest for scientific as well as for technical progress.
However, the elucidation of structures in confinement is intricate. Force measure-
ments as performed by a Surface Force Apparatus, Colloidal Probe, or Atomic Force
Microscopy, do not directly probe the molecular structure. Other techniques, such as
the confinement of liquids in porous bulk-like materials, have the drawback that the cur-
vature of the walls influences the confined structure. Hence, a slit-pore geometry would
be ideal to investigate structures formed in confinement.
To tackle this problem, in this work a new set-up to probe liquids in slit-pore con-
finement was designed, constructed and operated. This device combines Surface Force
Apparatus and X-ray techniques. Complementary structural information are obtained
by X-ray techniques and simultaneous force measurements. Using white light inter-
ferometry, the X-ray Surface Force Apparatus can realize a controlled confinement in
a slit-pore geometry with a gap thickness down to the molecular length scale. Forces
between the apposing interfaces can be modulated to compress/decompress or shear the
structure giving insight into the dynamics of confined liquids. X-ray techniques include
X-ray reflectivity, investigating the profile perpendicular to the confining interfaces, and
X-ray scattering, investigating the in-plane structure parallel to the slit-pore.
Results for two different complex liquid sample systems were obtained in this the-
sis. The smectic liquid crystal 4‘-octyl-4-cyano-biphenyl was confined to gap widths
of 120 nm as well as 1700 nm. Scattering patterns indicate that the smectic layers are
preferably arranged with their long axis perpendicular to the solid/liquid interfaces.
This layered structure was stressed by compression/decompression cycles. Compres-
sion stress enhances orientation within the smectic layers as well as in in-plane orien-
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tation. Uptake of molecular orientation upon stress application occurs viscoelastic on
a time scale of 20 seconds. Decompression results in misalignment. However, per-
pendicular molecule orientation recovers viscoelastic, again on a time scale of 20 sec-
onds. Deflected from an orientation perpendicular to the surface due to the decom-
pression, the molecules tilt back to perpendicular position, though not reaching their
previous scale of anisotropy. Gap distance decrease is observed upon subsequent com-
pression/decompression cycles. Corresponding to the observed X-ray signal behavior,
this is interpreted by defect formation and relaxation processes. So called parking-lot-
states are induced by the compression stress cycles. Here, liquid crystal molecules are
lying in their smectic layers in a disordered way.
In the second example, experimental data on the structure of the confined ionic liq-
uid 1-decyl-3-methyl-imidazolium chloride are presented. Confined ionic liquids play
an important role in many technical applications and processes as they are candidates
for future electrolytes in batteries and capacitors. In these applications, humidity is an
ubiquitous pollutant. Answering to this, the structural response of the wet ionic liquid
is probed by X-ray and rheology measurements in bulk, as well as in confinement using
the X-ray Surface Force Apparatus. This enables a concise comparison between bulk
and confinement behavior. Water absorption in 1-decyl-3-methyl-imidazolium chloride
induces a transition from a liquid structure to a highly oriented liquid crystalline phase
for water contents of 5 ≤ wi ≤ 60 weight percent. Mechanical properties change dras-
tically and viscosity rises by five decades indicating gelation. Highly orientated pillars
with dimensions of two times the molecule length scale are ordered in a hexagonally
close packing. Different domains of orientation are formed. Time resolved X-ray Sur-
face Force Apparatus measurements elucidate the structural behavior after shear stress
application in 180 to 80 nm slit-pore confinement. Applying step-wise shear force the
structure shows viscoelastic creeping above a shear strain threshold. This is interpreted
as a structure flow as it is not answered by a structural change observed by X-ray reflec-
tivity. Oscillatory shear measurements show that the liquid crystalline domain structure
is deflected by shear below a certain shear strain, but not destroyed. Beyond a shear
rate of γ˙ ≥ 0.401 s−1 the liquid crystalline structure is perturbed. The observed meso-
scopic orientation after oscillatory shear is explained by the anisotropic mobility of the
mesogens in the lyotropic liquid crystalline phase.
The work presented provides novel insights into liquid (crystal) dynamics under
molecular confinement. Results obtained can lead to a better understanding of struc-
tures formed by complex liquids and the resulting dynamics at the solid-liquid interface.
The constructed X-ray Surface Force Apparatus can form the starting point for future
research in several fields, such as lyotropic structure dynamics or confinement induced
structure dynamics.
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Part I
Introduction
1

Introduction
Just as the number of people walking through a narrow alley at a busy Saturday after-
noon changes how the casual shopper roams, the same applies at the molecular level.
The close approach of two solid walls creates a spatial confinement. Spatial confine-
ment influences structural order. Structure formation changes molecular mobility, inter-
action and hence the properties of the material in confinement. A process illustrated in
Fig. 1. Especially liquid molecules are found frequently in confinement, as they exhibit
a high mobility and enter small pores easily. When the distance between confining solid
surfaces reaches the molecular dimensions of the liquid, the behavior of molecules at
interfaces changes [45, 77, 95, 129]. Different regimes apply in molecular confinement
than in bulk, governing structure formation at the interfaces.
Molecular confinement of liquids can be found in many technical applications. Bat-
teries [8, 112], Fuel Cells [49, 164] and Capacitors [11, 24, 143, 144] are examples
of electrochemical devices that rely on the chemical structure of a liquid adjacent to
a solid interface. In catalysis, the chemical structure at liquid/solid interfaces is im-
portant as well [221, 255, 259]. Friction and lubrication [114, 161, 178] are examples
from the field of tribology in which the confined liquid structure plays the key role, too.
This shows how the problem of confined liquid structures branches to different fields of
industry, making the structure on a molecular level of a liquid under confinement of fun-
damental interest. Of special interest are applied complex liquids such as liquid crystals
(LCs) or complex electrolytes like Ionic Liquids (ILs). Liquid crystals find application
in displays, where they are used in thin films, confined between electrodes [75, 125].
The large, anisotropically orientated, but still liquid molecules make a well behaved sys-
tem for measurements and are often used to probe molecular orientation. Ionic Liquids
(ILs) are molten salts as they consist entirely of ionic species [287]. They have melting
points below 100◦ C. In contrast to that, melting temperatures of conventional salts are
significantly higher, e.g. NaCl has a melting point of 800◦ C. Having unique properties,
ILs see application in all aforementioned technical situations.
When trying to mimic a slit pore confinement as it can be found in powders, elec-
trodes, membranes, foams, nano-tubes or other highly porous media, an immediate
problem becomes obvious: How to probe the structure in confinement? The slit ge-
ometry requires two solid surfaces to be brought close together, leaving no space for
the approach of a physical probe as in Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). In contrast to
that, the so called Surface Force Apparatus (SFA) approaches two surfaces and creates
a controlled confinement, but can only measure forces exerted onto the solid surfaces
3
Figure 1: Change of structure, when the confinement dimension D reaches the molec-
ular level d. The properties of the material can change drastically due to a change in
structure, when in molecular confinement.
[109]. Structure on a molecular level in the liquid is not directly probed, but structure
is interpreted from force measurements only. Probing the molecular structure directly
is possible by X-ray techniques. They are sensitive to the chemical structure on molec-
ular length scales of a liquid at a liquid/solid interface. Hence, the combination of both
techniques into one device promises new insights into mechanisms and interactions of
confined liquids.
To address the question on how confined liquids behave, the present work researches
on confined liquid structures using SFA and X-ray methods in a newly constructed de-
vice that combines both methods to a so called X-ray Surface Force Apparatus (XSFA).
A focus is especially laid on Ionic Liquid structures. Promised results contribute to the
elucidation of IL structures in confinement and the properties of the structures formed
at the solid-liquid interface.
The work is divided into four parts. The second part THEORY AND BACK-
GROUND gives an introduction into how structures in Ionic Liquids arise, which forces
are acting and how liquid structures can be described and quantified in general. It also
gives an overview on structures probed in confinement to date. The third part BULK
IONIC LIQUIDS presents structures formed in neat and water infused bulk Ionic Liq-
uids. This lays the ground work for a better understanding of structures observed in
confined Ionic Liquids in the fourth part X-RAY SURFACE FORCE APPARATUS.
Here, the device constructed and used throughout this work is introduced. Acquired data
are presented and discussed. Part five SUMMARY recapitulates the results achieved in
this work, puts them in context to each other and concludes with a focus on future re-
search possible with the newly constructed device.
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Part II
Theory and Background
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Chapter 1
Structure of Liquids
Commonly chemists deal with three states of matter: solid, liquid and gaseous. In each
state the principal constituent of the phase, the atom or molecule, does not change. It
is the interactions between particles and with it the arrangement of particles relative to
each other that is subject to transition. The mobility of the particles is described by
the kinetic energy KN , the interactions between particles by the potential energy of the
system |VN | [84]. In a first approach, each specific phase of state is identified by a
certain molecular arrangement of the particles. A distinction can be made as follows:
Solid: KN|VN |  1
Solid phases display a high potential energy of the particles, but low kinetic energy.
Practically no relative motion of particles is observed, as the interactions between mole-
cules are strong. A long and short range orientation of particles follows, for example a
crystal lattice structure.
Liquid: KN|VN | ≈ 1
In liquids, the kinetic and potential energy of the system are of the same order. Liquid
phases usually have no long range orientation, but a short range order as the interactions
between molecules are only influencing close neighbors. Liquid structures exhibit close
to zero compressibility as the particles are still densely packed.
Gaseous: KN|VN |  1
In gases the kinetic energy of the particles is high, whereas interactions between parti-
cles are low. Thus mobility of the particles is high, whereas the interactions, in com-
parison to the distances between particles, are weak, resulting in no long or short range
order.
1.1 Intermolecular Forces
In this work we are concerned with structure determination in the liquid state, espe-
cially with the structures displayed by complex liquids, such as ionic liquids (ILs).
Ionic liquids are molten salts, are solely made of ions and have melting temperatures
below 100◦C. The molecules in ILs display intricate interactions, due to their complex
chemical structure. For liquids, the interparticle forces are in the same range as the par-
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ticle distances. Two major contributions occure in the molecular interactions of ionic
liquids[30, 225]: short and long range interactions. The interplay of short and long
range interactions is well balanced between kinetic and potential energy. In an ionic
liquid, the potential energy between two particles α and β is described by:
Wαβ = 40
[(
σαβ
rαβ
)12
−
(
σαβ
rαβ
)6]
+
1
4pi0
qαqβe
2
rαβ
(1.1)
In Eq. 1.1 the first term is associated with short range forces, the second term with
long range forces.  is the depth of the potential well, σ is the distance at which the
inter-particle potential is zero, 0 is the dielectric constant of vacuum, qα and qβ are the
charges of particles, α and β, respectively, e is the elementary charge.
Short Range Forces
The first term of Eq. 1.1 describes the Lennard-Jones potential, contributing short ranged
interactions [116]. They usually do not extend further than one particle dimension.
Short range forces can be divided into repulsive forces originating in the Pauli-principle
and attractive forces, such as van-der-Waals-forcesCtotal (vdW).
When bringing atoms or molecules in close contact to each other, orbitals start to
overlap. Following the Pauli-principle, two electrons can not occupy the same state in
an orbital. Hence, strong repulsive forces occur because the electrons have to switch to
energetically higher orbitals when starting to overlap. Naturally, these repulsive forces
are very short ranged and decay quickly with increasing distances between molecules
showing an r−12 dependency with the radius r between particles.
The term van-der-Waals-forcesCtotal summarizes several attractive or repulsive forces
originating in dipole-dipole interactions [26]: Ctotal = Corient + Cind + Cdisp Here, Corient
represents the interaction of freely rotating dipoles, often refereed to as Keesom in-
teractions. Debye interactions between an induced dipole created by the influence of
a permanent dipole are described by Cind. London dispersion forces Cdisp summarize
the fluctuations of electron density in an atom or molecule, leading to induced dipoles
in normally completely apolar particles. In this term, for normal simple molecules,
London dispersion forces Cdisp have the largest contribution. Van-der-Waals-forces are
longer ranged and decay over an r−6 dependency.
Long Range Forces
A distinct difference of ionic liquids to simple liquids is the presence of discrete charges
qi within the molecule. Resulting in Coulomb interactions this is described by the sec-
ond term of Eq. 1.1. Coulomb forces are long range forces with a decay over r−1 with
attractive or repulsive interactions, depending on the sign of the two interacting parti-
cles. In classical molten salts, they dictate molecular behavior [142, 300]. In contrast
to that, organic salts are liquids and display liquid structure around room-temperature,
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despite the strong interactions. This can be attributed to the diminished coulombic inter-
action by ion pairing [186], an effect not observed in classical molten salts. However, a
picture of a discrete association of ion pairs would be misleading. Ion species do screen
each other, and are associated, though on short timescales and not permanently, as self
diffusion coefficient measurements show [266, 289]. So interactions between pairs are
observed, attributed to much weaker forces, such as hydrogen bonding, supporting the
idea of screening of the Coulomb interactions [279, 284].
Another reason for the liquid behavior of ILs despite Coulombic interactions is the
asymmetry and complexity of the IL molecules, rendering it difficult to crystallize and
form short and long range order. IL cations usually show low molecular symmetry and
good distribution of the electric charge throughout their electronic system [286]. When
introducing long alkyl side-chains in the cation, even mesoscopic structure is observed,
due to vdW-interactions in apolar parts of the molecule. IL anions are usually larger,
branched molecules, also stabilized by a distribution of their negative charge.
1.2 Distribution Functions
In liquids, the balanced interplay of intermolecular forces and molecular kinetics leads
to a short range structure. The absolute particle position might not be fixed, however the
relative position of particles to each other is not random, giving rise to a local atomic
environment. Hence, a good parameter to describe the liquid structure is the interatomic
distance rαβ between a particle α, forming the origin of coordinates, to a particle β. As
we are usually not interested in the single pair distance, but in a statistical description
of an average of interparticle distances, a pair distribution function (PDF) can be used
to describe the distribution of interatomic distances. The PDF gives the probability
of finding a particle β at a distance r of a particle α. As liquids are isotropic, the
PDF is independent of orientation and is only a function of the separation distance
rαβ = |rβ − rα|. It is then called radial distribution function (RDF) gαβ(r) and is
described by:
gαβ(r) =
1
NαNβ
Nα∑
α=1
Nβ∑
β=1
〈δ (|rαβ| − r)〉 (1.2)
Here,Nα,Nβ is the number of particles in a Volume V and δ is the Dirac delta. The sums
are taken over all particles in the sample result in a histogram of distances between par-
ticles. When the distances rαβ become large, the interatomic potential gets weaker and
finally vanishes. Particle α does not exert a strong influence on particle β anymore, they
become uncorrelated, gαβ(r) approaches the ideal gas case for r →∞. In an ideal gas,
the particles are totally uncorrelated and gαβ(r) ≈ 1. For r → 0 the RDF approaches 0,
because it is impossible to find a particle in the same position (c.f. Fig. 1.1b).
A more useful parameter is the reduced pair distribution function h(r) = g(r) − 1
(often pair correlation function G(r)), which fluctuates around 0 [53]. One advantage
is that it is directly accessible from the scattering amplitude S(q) acquired in scattering
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r
dr
(a) 2-dimensional sketch of a liquid structure
around a central particle. Area probed is in-
dicated by radius r. When extending the ra-
dius by dr, the liquid structure looses cor-
relation, as can be seen from the amount of
particles fully lying within the area A =
pirdr.
(b) Oscillations in a pair correlation function of
liquid Argon probed by Neutron Scattering
describing inter-particle distances. Repro-
duced from J. Yarnell et al. [302]
Figure 1.1: Structure in bulk liquid
experiments via Fourier-Transformation, as we will show later. Due to this for h(r),
in contrast to g(r), the random uncertainties are constants in r, making it easier to use
when comparing calculated and measured distribution functions.
We can now describe the direct correlation between two particles by h(r). In a
many-body system this way of interaction is unrealistic and indirect correlations have
to be taken into account as well. This relation is achieved by the Ornstein-Zernike-
Equation (OZR) [192].
h(rαβ) = c(rαβ) + δ
∫
c(rαβ)h(rαβ)dr3 (1.3)
Here, c(rαβ) gives the direct correlation between particles, the second term gives the
indirect correlations. This equation is valid for a single component fluid, but can be
adapted to mixtures of different components, as in the case for ionic liquids, which
compose of two different species. The OZR then reads:
hαβ(r) = cαβ(r) + δ
∑
γ
xγ
∫
cαγ(|r − r′|)hγβ(r′)dr′ (1.4)
Here, the number concentration of species γ is given by xγ = Nγ/N.
Solving Eq. 1.4 in Fourier space using the generalized mean spherical approxima-
tion (GMSA) it can be shown that two types of correlation decays are possible[147]: a
monotonic exponential decay
rhαβ(r) ∝ A exp
(
− r
γ
)
(1.5)
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Figure 1.2: Cross-over lines for
the RPM calculated using the
GMSA. The short-dashed curve
is the FW line where cross-over
from monotone to damped oscil-
latory decay occurs for the total
number density correlation func-
tion hs(r). Onset of charge os-
cillations, in hD(r), occurs on
the dotted line K. The solid line
is the liquid-vapor coexistence
curve and the long-dashed line
marks the accompanying spin-
odals. Reprinted (adapted) with
permission from R. Evans and
R.J.F. Leote de Carvalho [54].
Copyright 1996 American Chem-
ical Society.
or an exponentially oscillatory decay.
rhαβ(r) ∝ A exp
(
− r
γ
cos
(
2pir
d
− θ
))
(1.6)
The boundary condition of a restricted primitive model (RPM), which assumes charged
hard spheres of equal diameter R, simplifies mathematical treatment. Here, γ is the cor-
relation length, d is the periodicity and θ is a phase angle. A cross-over between the two
states means a change in molecular environment. Two different parameters can change:
The number of molecules in the volume around a particle can change, leading to num-
ber density oscillations. Also, the amount of charge in the volume around a particle can
change, leading to charge oscillations. Number density oscillations were first observed
by Fisher [60], charge oscillations were described by Kirkwood [124]. For the number
density oscillations a cross-over between the two states is observed when 2pir/d = −1/γ.
The occurrence of a transition of the total correlation function hαβ(r) from an expo-
nential decay to an oscillatory decay can be justified by the interplay of repulsive and
attractive interactions. If repulsive interactions are the dominant interaction, a mono-
tonic decay results. If attractive interactions contribute, an oscillatory decay can occur.
As real liquids feature both interactions, thermodynamic states occur in which a transi-
tion between monotonic and oscillatory decay results. In a ρ-T-diagram this transition
is marked by the so called Fisher-Widom line (see Fig.1.2). If long range interactions
are present, as in the case of molten salts, the transition from exponential to oscillatory
is represented by the Kirkwood line. In both cases, for charge as well as for number
density oscillation, the decay length ξ and the periodicity d is the same.
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Chapter 2
Small Angle Scattering
2.1 Small Angle Scattering
Small angle scattering (SAS) is an established method of diffraction to probe the struc-
ture of matter on length scales from A˚ngstrom up to one hundred Nanometer. An im-
pinging wave is deflected by the molecular or mesoscopic structure of the sample into a
solid angle, where it is recorded by a detector. The amplitude of scattering ISC is deter-
mined by the scattering length b of the scattering source. Two different SAS techniques,
Small Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS) (photons) and Small Angle Neutron Scattering
(SANS) (cold neutrons) were used in this work, whereas primary focus is laid on X-ray
radiation. For both methods the principle of scattering is similar, whereas the radiation,
and with it the center of scattering, is different. Several monographs can be found in
literature giving excellent introduction into the topic [2, 41, 172, 242].
X-ray radiation, constituing of photons, is an electromagnetic wave and is scattered
at electrons. The free, single electron is the basic center of scattering. A key feature for
SAS techniques is that they consider scattering to be elastic. The wavelength λ′ of the
scattered particle is the same as the incident wavelength λ. No energy is transfered to
the point at which the wave is scattered. The particle, having a wave vector k = 2pi/λ,
has a wave vector transfer q = k − k′ (see Fig. 2.1). The wave vector transfer q in a
scattering experiment depends on the incident wavelength and the angle of scattering
2Θ and can be calculated following Eq. 2.1.
q =
4pi
λ
sin
(
2Θ
2
)
(2.1)
The incident wave is scattered at different particle positions. The subsequent electric
field from each scattering event at the sample is superposed, leading to constructive
or destructive interference, resulting in the observed scattering pattern recorded by the
detector. The interaction with matter is assumed to be weak and multiple scattering
effects are not considered (kinematical approximation).
In a SAS experiment the fundamental quantity determined is the differential scatter-
ing cross section (see Fig. 2.2), which is given in Eq. 2.2. The incident radiation with a
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Figure 2.1: Left side: The incident beam with a wave vector k is scattered into the solid
angle 2Θ by different volume elements of the sample. The angle 2Θ and the incident
wavelength λ are the measurable quantity making it possible to determine the wave
vector transfer q (see Eq. 2.1). Middle: The scattering triangle depicts the dependency
of wave vector transfer and wave vector on the incident radiation and angle of scattering.
Right side: Scattering geometry in a SAS experiment
flux Θ0 [particles s−1cm−2] is scattered by the sample into a solid angle Ω.
dσ
dΩ
=
ISC
Θ0∆Ω
(2.2)
The differential scattering cross section describes what is actually measured in a SAS
experiment: the flux of the scattered beam ISC , normalized to the flux of the incident
beam Θ0 and the solid angle Ω covered by the detector, measured as a function of
scattering angle. It gives the probability that a photon or neutron is scattered into that
solid angle, whereas details of the experiment (flux of incident beam Θ0, size of detector
Ω) have been normalized away as can be seen by the denominator in Eq. 2.2.
But what is influencing this measured intensity of photons, scattered into a solid
angle? We will deal with X-rays first, later addressing neutron scattering. The ability of
a particle to scatter is characterized by the scattering length b, having a unit of distance.
Every single, free electron has the same ability to scatter, described by the classical
electron radius, also called Thomson scattering length, of b = 2.82× 10−15 m. Scatter-
ing length of an atom or compound depends on the number of electrons. The scattering
length of a particle can therefore be calculated by multiplication of the Thomson scatter-
ing length and the number of electrons in the particle bx = b z. Thus scattering length is
proportional to atomic number for X-rays. Materials with higher z show stronger inter-
action with X-ray radiation, for example higher absorption, and scatter more strongly.
For atoms, the ability to scatter X-rays depends on the number of electrons in the atom
and is described by the atomic scattering factor f . The atomic scattering factor f is
dependent on incident photon energy and angle. In SAXS, dealing with small angles,
it is a good approximation that scattering takes place in forward direction, making the
angle dependency negligible. The wavelength dependency can be described by Eq. 2.3
f = z + f ′(E) + i f ′′(E) (2.3)
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Figure 2.2: Scattering of photons into a solid angle. The incident beam intensity is rep-
resented by Φ0 which is proportional to the absolute square of the incident electric field
|Ein|2. Depending on the internal electron structure of the scattering object (green), the
incident photons are scattered into a solid angle ∆Ω. The intensity ISC is the recorded
quantity during an X-ray scattering experiment. It can be normalized to experimen-
tal parameters like incident beam intensity Φ0 and solid angle ∆Ω. Figure taken from
J. Als-Nilsen [2].
Here z is the number of electrons of the atom, E is the photon energy and f ′(E) and
i f ′′(E) are the dispersion coefficients. The dispersion coefficients are energy depen-
dent. They change distinctly, when an absorption edge is approached and the incident
photon has the right quantity of energy to interact with an electronic level in the atom.
At adsorption edges f ′(E) reaches a minimum. Whereas the imaginary part i f ′′(E)
rises steeply at absorption edges and accounts for absorption effects.
The distribution of electrons within the atom can be assumed to be continuous and
can be approximated by the electron density ρe. The electrons can be imagined as
surrounding the nucleus like a cloud. The quantity we are now interested in is the
amount of scattering of all the electrons in an atom. Keeping in mind that the intensity
is the absolute square of the scattered amplitude ISC = |F | · |F ∗|, we can describe the
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amplitude of scattering from an atom by
f(q) =
∫
atom
ρ(r) exp(iqr) dr (2.4)
To evaluate the scattering amplitude F (q), the electron density in the atom is weighted
by a phase factor and integrated over the whole atom. This equation describes the
atomic scattering factor as an integral over all the scattering volume elements of an
atom. Equation 2.4 can easily be extended to molecules and particles, as the basic
principle of a scattering factor, describing the scattering amplitude of the structure under
consideration, remains the same. For molecules the molecular scattering factor F particlej
describes the scattering amplitude of the j-th particle.
F (q) =
particles∑
rj
f particlej exp(iqrj) (2.5)
As can be seen in Equation 2.4, the dependency of the scattering amplitude is a Fourier-
Transformation of the electronic structure of the sample. This is a key feature of scatter-
ing experiments. The mathematical transformation from the so-called real space (elec-
tron) structure to a scattering pattern is given by a Fourier-Transformation, linking the
sample structure to the reciprocal space (picture space) which is the measured signal
after scattering. This becomes even more clear when looking at the inverse Fourier-
Transform of Eq. 2.4.
ρ(r) =
∫
V
f(q) exp(−iqr) dr (2.6)
Unfortunately, a direct back transformation to real space is not possible from the mea-
sured quantity reciprocal space in SAS. As mentioned earlier, the measured quantity in
a scattering experiment is intensity ISC . The phase information of the radiation detected
is not included and lost during measurement. As the intensity is a complex function of
the amplitude, extraction of both, real and imaginary part, of the single unit of mea-
surement intensity ISC is not possible. Hence, a direct electronic distribution is not
obtainable via Eq. 2.6.
To derive information about the internal structure of the sample, the actually mea-
sured scattering patterns are fitted by models for the scattering amplitude, i.e. a formula
derived for the model of electron density. However, this requires some prior assumptions
about the scattering structure to extract information by parameter refinement, because
several parameter combinations can achieve satisfying results. Several approaches are
possible, some depending on models for the scattering structure, some use direct mod-
eling [157, 199, 207]. Different models have been established[209], like Landau theory
[170], asymmetric Lorentz or Teubner-Strey [264], just to name a few. All approaches
extract valuable parameters describing the (liquid) structure, when depending on care-
fully considered sample properties. How liquid structures can be further probed by
scattering methods is described in the next section.
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The same methods and principles described above also account for neutron scatter-
ing. The principle of scattering cross section, leading to a fraction of incident radiation
becoming scattered into a solid angle and detected, is the same. Also scattering geom-
etry, as depicted in Fig. 2.2, remains the same. However, special consideration has to
be taken on generation, collimation, monochromaziation and detection of the neutron
radiation. A good introduction into instrumentation can be found in Ref. [57]. Neutrons
are uncharged elementary particles, they are scattered by atomic nuclei. The neutron
scattering length b is dependent on nuclei properties and varies for different isotopes.
For cold and slow neutrons, it is a good approximation that the scattering length is in-
dependent of their wavelength. Varying irregularly, the neutron scattering length does
not increase with increasing atomic number, as in the case for X-ray. Especially the dis-
tinct difference between hydrogen and deuterium enables the use of labeling techniques
to achieve good scattering density contrast between structures where X-ray scattering
length density contrast is insufficient. Furthermore, composing samples or solvents with
diametrically opposed scattering lengths, particles can be made ”invisible” in neutron
scattering experiments, improving contrast at sites of interest. Particularly for low z-
elements, where X-ray scattering contrast is notoriously weak, this is an advantage of
neutron scattering. Hence, X-ray and Neutron scattering are complementary techniques
due to the similar principle but different centers of scattering.
2.2 Probing Liquid Structure by Scattering Methods
As demonstrated in the previous section 2.1, the measured quantity in scattering exper-
iments is scattered intensity into a solid angle. Here we want to derive how an observed
intensity can be used to describe a liquid structure which is characterized by a distribu-
tion function.
The scattered intensity ISC was introduced to depend on the atomic scattering factor
f(Q). As a liquid is composed of a lot of atoms arranged in a packed manner, this ar-
rangement has to be accounted for. When the system comprises of N identical particles,
taking into account the scattering of all the particles leads to Equation 2.7.
ISC = Nf
2(q) + f 2(q)
∑
n
∑
m 6=n
exp(iq(rn − rm)) (2.7)
ISC = Nf
2(q)S(q)
Here, the first term describes the scattering of the individual particles N and is re-
ferred to as the particle form factor f 2(q), whereas the second term describes the inter-
particle interactions. The second term can be referred to as the structure factor S(Q) or
interference term, taking into account the interference of the radiation scattered by the
liquid structure formed by the arrangement of the particles. Hence, the liquid structure
factor can be written as:
S(q) = 1 +N
∑
k
sin(q rk)
q rk
(2.8)
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The distance rk describes the distances of the k-th particle to the particle at the origin
(see Fig. 1.1b). Thus, this equation already includes a description of the interparticle
distances, that means the liquid structure, a quantity also described by the radial distri-
bution function g(r). Introducing the radial distribution function g(r) into Eq. 2.8, we
derive Eq. 2.9.
S(q) = 1 +
N
V
∫ ∞
0
4pir2g(r)
sin(q r)
q r
dr (2.9)
S(q) = 1 + n0
∫ ∞
0
4pir2g(r)
sin(q r)
q r
dr
Here it was taken into account that the considered volume element is 4pir2dr and the
total volume is V . The number density of particles in the scattering volume is n0 = N/V .
The integral denotes that the radial distribution function is a continuous function and
replaces the summation. The radial distribution function converges to 1 for large q. In
practice, the measured intensity, described by the liquid structure factor S(q) converges
to 0. The practically accessible function is the reduced pair distribution function h(r) =
g(r)− 1.
S(q)− 1 = n0
∫
4pir2[g(r)− 1]sin(q r)
q r
dr (2.10)
Equation 2.10 links the measured intensity signal S(q) with the reduced pair distribu-
tion function h(r) which fluctuates around 0. In scattering experiments, the scattered
intensity ISC ∝ S(q) is linked to the distribution function in real space via a Fourier-
transformation. Via a reverse Fourier-transformation analysis, the radial distribution
function g(r) is directly accessible by scattering experiments. This is described by
Eq. 2.11.
g(r)− 1 = 1
n0
∫
4pir2 [S(q)− 1] sin(qr)
qr
dq (2.11)
In scattering experiments, the liquid structure factor S(q) is quantified by measuring
the scattered intensity. From the liquid structure factor S(q) in turn, conclusions can
be drawn about the structural arrangement of liquid molecules. Equation 2.11 connects
reciprocal space, on the right side, with real space, on the left side. The mathematical
operation of Fourier-transformation links information gained in each space.
This demonstrates that scattering experiments are an excellent tool to probe liquid
structures. A direct measurement of a statistical quantity, the radial distribution function
g(r), immediately describing the structure formed, is accessible. This is appreciated, as
liquid structures are especially characterized by their arrangement across larger volumes
of molecules. On short distances, a liquid molecule structure can be densely packed,
often indicated by a first sharp diffraction peak in scattering patterns (c.f. Fig. 1.1a).
What is of special interest is both the short and long range structure within the bulk
liquid. Scattering experiments show their advantage in describing both length scales of
the liquid structure in a non-invasive manner, having at least molecular resolution. This
makes them a valuable tool to research on structures in liquids nearly unmatched by any
other technique.
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Chapter 3
X-ray Reflectivity
The discussion of this section on X-ray reflectivity (XRR) is based on the detailed in-
troduction into the topic found in the dissertation of M. Mezger [173], P. Reichert [214]
and H. Schro¨der [237], as well as the work by J. Als-Nielsen [2].
3.1 Reflectivity
In the previously introduced scattering experiments the wavevector transfer q has no
specific direction and several structure length scales are probed at once. It is possible
though to resolve the structure in a specific direction by pointing the wave vector transfer
into a discrete angle. When reflecting at an interface, the wave vector transfer stands
perpendicular to the interface and the structure perpendicular to the interface is probed
(see Fig. 3.1). The interaction of matter with electromagnetic waves is described by the
refractive index n.
n = 1− δ + i β (3.1)
The real part δ describes the dispersion and the imaginary part β the absorption
within the material. Both parts are dependent on the atomic form factor f of the atoms
constituing the material and electron density ρe in the material:
δ =
λ2
2pi
reρe
f 1(q)
z
≈ λ
2
2pi
reρe (3.2)
β =
λ2
2pi
reρe
f 2(q)
z
=
λ
4pi
µ (3.3)
In the optical regime, the refractive index is positive with values of 1.2 to 2.0. When
positive, as in the X-ray region, the real part leads to the effect of total external reflection
of an impinging electromagnetic wave as the resulting refractive index becomes less
than 1. The imaginary part β is related to the absorption coefficient µ. Absorption
shows a negative exponential dependency of intensity Iref = exp(−µ l) on distance l
traveled in the material.
We see that the refractive index is wavelength, that means frequency dependent. As
X-ray frequencies are higher than most electronic transition frequencies in atoms, the
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Figure 3.1: XRR geometry: The incident
beam hits an interface at angle αi. Both in-
cident angle and refracted angle are equal
αi = αf . The two materials have refractive
indices n1 and n2, respectively. The inci-
dent beam is either totally refracted when
αi ≤ αc or it is refracted and transmit-
ted into the material, as depicted here. The
refacted beam in the material is bent to-
wards the interface.
ki kfqz
n1
n2
αi αf
αt
kt
2θ
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z
index of refraction decreases to values slightly lower than unity. As the difference to
1 is tiny, the resulting critical angles of total reflection are small. Qualitatively, the
transmission of an electromagnetic wave and the resulting angles at an interface are
described by Snells law:
n1 cos(αi) = n2 cos(αt) (3.4)
When considering n1 = 1 to be the refractive index of vacuum and n2 < 1, it is clear
that the transmitted beam in the material is bent towards the interface. A keep in mind
here is that Snells Law derives from the optical regime, in which, in contrast to most
X-ray notations and in contrast to Fig. 3.1, the angles are usually assigned towards the
interface normal. Snells law can be expanded to yield the critical angle of total reflection
αc =
√
2δ. As depicted in Fig. 3.1, the ideal reflecting interface is assumed to be sharp
and flat. When applying the boundary condition that the wave refracted at such an
interface is continuous, the quantitative distribution of the wave, the reflectivity r and
the transmitivity t, are described by the Fresnel equations:
r =
ki,z − kt,z
ki,z + kt,z
(3.5)
t =
2ki,z
ki,z + kt,z
(3.6)
The reflectivity r and the transmitivity t describe the amplitudes of the reflected elec-
tromagnetic waves, not the intensity. The measured quantity in reflectivity experiments
however is, just as in scattering, the intensity. For an ideally sharp and flat interface the
intensity is hence received by the Fresnel Reflectivity RF .
RF = |r|2 =
∣∣∣∣ki,z − kt,zki,z + kt,z
∣∣∣∣2
≈ (4pireρe)2 1
q4
for q ≥ 3qc
(3.7)
The Fresnel Reflectivity RF describes the ideal reflectivity at an ideally flat and sharp
interface and is the maximum intensity achievable. Reflection is always specular, that
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means it is confined to the x-z-plane into which also the primary beam is reflected. As
can be deducted from Eq. 3.7, the Fresnel Reflectivity RF is a smoothly but quickly
decaying function, as the q−4 dependency shows. This is a characteristic behavior of
reflectivity experiments. Decay of intensity at higher q, that means at higher angles,
is fast. Hence reflectivity measurements often cover several magnitudes of intensity.
Especially at higher angles with low signal intensity, this makes measurements sensitive
to background scattering. Thorough elimination of background scattering is crucial to
achieve good results.
As depicted by Fig. 3.1, the interface so far was assumed to be ideal. This sel-
dom applies, even under laboratory conditions. A real interface is never a discrete step
function as it is neither ideally flat nor sharp. Interfacial roughness will influence XRR
distinctly. When the Fresnel reflection is the ideally achievable reflection, all surface
roughness will diminish intensity from there. Roughness can be described by height
fluctuations of the interface and can be correlated or uncorrelated height differences in
z-direction.
For uncorrelated roughness an exponential damping factor accounts for intensity
decay rooted in the interfacial structure as described by formula 3.8.
ISC
Θ0∆Ω
=
(
ISC
Θ0∆Ω
)
Fresnel
e−q
2
zσ
2
(3.8)
Roughness enters the formula as a negative quadratic exponent σ2. The parameter σ
is the root mean square roughness (rms). When describing the surface roughness by a
Gaussian distribution, σ2 is the roughness parameter, describing the width of the Gaus-
sian error function. It can be shown that for uncorrelated surface roughness, reflected
intensity is scattered in specular direction, similar as for a perfectly flat interface.
This is different for correlated interfacial structure. A rough interface with correlated
structure also results in diffuse scattering, deviating from specular scattering direction.
This is accounted for by a diffuse component, as depicted by formula 3.9.
ISC
Θ0∆Ω
=
(
ISC
Θ0∆Ω
)
Fresnel
e−q
2
zσ
2
Fdiffuse(q) (3.9)
Scattering by correlated roughness surfaces, which are obviously physically far more
meaningful than uncorrelated interface structures, decays even stronger in intensity.
This illustrates which huge impact already small deviations from a sharp interface
can have. Roughness in the nanometer range severely influences, if not even hampers,
reflectivity measurements. Intensity drops fast under the influence of interfacial rough-
ness, obstructing measurements especially at the higher angle regions. This demon-
strates that surface preparation is critical for successful XRR measurements. Multiple
interfaces, all contributing with their individual, not fully suspendable roughness, ag-
gravate measurements further.
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Figure 3.2: Recursive refraction of an inci-
dent X-ray beam at a model structure con-
sisting on N slaps. Each slap has a thick-
ness of ∆ and a refractive index of nj . Top
layer and substrate are infinite. The inten-
sity reflected from the top layer of such a
model structure can be obtained by a recur-
sive solution of the Fresnel formulae at each
interface, the Parratt formalism.
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3.2 Probing Structures by Reflectivity
So far only refraction at a single interface has been considered. For a single interface
the amplitudes for the reflected and transmitted waves are given by the Fresnel formu-
lae given in Eq. 3.5. However, the strong suit of X-ray reflection lies in the elucidation
of complex vertical molecular structures. Alteration of electron density due to changes
in molecular structure is the source of different local refractive indices, leading to re-
fraction at interfaces detaching them (see Fig. 3.2). A description of this structure can
be achieved by a model structure made up of consecutive slaps of different refractice
indices nj with the first and last slap considered to be indefinite. When consisting of
multiple slaps N detached by discrete interfaces, refraction/transmittion occurs at each
consecutive interface. Combining the Fresnel coefficients of the single interfaces under
consideration of Snells law at each interface leads to an exact solution for the reflectivity
obtained by a complex structure consisting of multiple slaps. The recursive calculation
of the reflectivity coefficient rj at every interface, starting from the bottom layer N up
to the top layer N − (N − 1) gives the reflectivity of the whole structure, measured as
reflectivity from the top layer, influenced by the interference of the refractions of the
structure beneath it. Exact reflectivity results for a multilayered system with ideal inter-
faces are achieved by this approach which is called recursive Parratt formalism [196].
For each slap a transition coefficient Xj = rj/tj and a reflectivity coefficient rj,j+1 result
as stated in Eq. 3.10 and Eq. 3.11. The reflectivity of the interfering layers is given
after N iterations by R = |X1|1 = |R1|2. The Parratt formalism is only valid in the
kinematical region, neglecting multiple reflections at one interface. Hence it holds only
true far away from the critical angle qc, in the regime q ≥ 3qc.
Xj = ϕi,j
(rj,j+1 +Xj+1ϕj+1,j)
(1 + rj,j+1Xj+1ϕj+1,j)
(3.10)
rj,j+1 =
(kj,z − kj+1,z)
(kj,z + kj+1,z)
(3.11)
ϕl,m = exp (−2i exp(ipi(l +m))kl,zzm) (3.12)
The Parratt formalism enables the description of a more complex molecular structure.
The reflectivity experimentally measured is the reflected intensity IR = |r(q)|2, lacking
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phase information of the signal. This is obstructing a direct inverse Fourier- Transfor-
mation of the signal from reciprocal space to real space. Meaningful information from
reflectivity experiments can be gathered by fitting model reflectivity functions, for ex-
ample derived from the Parratt formalism, to the experimentally obtained data curves.
Based on prior information of the sample structure, a model structure is drafted in-
cluding parameters such as layer material, thickness, refractive index, electron density
and more. If more parameters are known beforehand, this adds physical significance to
the function as less parameters are volatile. As the shape of the model curve depends
on the parameters chosen for the model surface, parameter refinement can lead to an
understanding of sample structure properties.
Problems in the optimization process can occure when complex stratified structures
with large differences in thickness and electron density have to be considered. Slap
thickness can range down to 0.2 A˚ to gain required resolution for molecular structures,
leading to computationally difficult high numbers of slaps when layers in micro-meter
size occure in the structure. This aggravated a quantitative evaluation for the interfa-
cial structure observed in this work. However, qualitative evaluation of the observed
reflection signal is still possible.
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Chapter 4
Ionic Liquids
The complex liquids used in this work are ionic liquids. Ionic liquids are salts with a
melting temperature Tm below 100◦C and consist solely of ions [287]. Attractive in-
termolecular coulombic interactions are reduced by the anions and cations molecular
architectures (see chapter 1.1), diminishing crystallization enthalpies [135]. A typical
IL is composed of a bulky asymmetric organic cation paired with an inorganic, poly-
atomic anion which can distribute its negative charge. The chemical structure of each
individual ion has a huge influence on physical and chemical properties of the resulting
IL. By changing the ion’s molecular architecture a wide variety of parameters can be
accessed. Also, structure and solvent properties can be tailored by the selection of a
specific anion and cation combination [194]. Hence, ILs have a huge chemical design
space, leading to the term ”designer solvents” [63]. Featuring a wide temperature win-
dow in which they are liquid, some ILs exhibit melting temperatures as low as −60◦C
[287]. Some exhibit a high thermal stability with negligible vapor pressures up to their
decomposition temperatures [52]. Decomposition temperatures ranging from 200 to
300◦C were reported, depending on the IL [44, 132]. They can also be optimized for
a wide electrochemical window and high electrical conductivity [298]. These unique
properties make them promising candidates in a variety of applications such as green
solvents [223], heterogeneous catalysis [259], and electrochemistry [8].
The easiest approach for a synthesis of standard ionic liquids is a two-step process:
• Formation of desired cation
• Metathesis with a desired anion where necessary
This scheme roots in the chemically easily altered cation structure. Especially for
imidazolium based cations chemistry is non-problematic. Cation chemistry results in
stable (chemically, thermally, electrochemically), easy to handle, relatively unharmful
and cheap ILs, with low melting points. Several imidazolium precursors are commer-
cially available being easily adapted to the required properties. This made imidazolium
based ILs the cations of choice for this work. The cations of the ionic liquids used
in this work were imidazolium [CnCnim]+ based with an alkyl-substitute in position
1 and 3 at the imidazolium ring. The 1 position was substituted by a methyl-group,
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Figure 4.1: Commonly used cations in Ionic Liquids. In this work, imidazolium based
cations were used (top left corner). Cations exhibit easy but influential structure adap-
tion at the positions indicated by R. No chemical formula are given explicitly, as type
and length of R have a huge impact on IL properties. Only for imidazolium and pyroli-
dinium colloquial abbreviations are stated.
whereas in the 3 position longer alkyl side-chains (n = 8, 10, 18, 22) were used. In
a Debus-Radziszewski-reaction imidazole is achieved by a reaction of glyoxal and
formaldehyde in ammonia. For the production of 1-methylimidazole (C1im) imidazole
is methylated with methanol. This universal precursor is usually commercially avail-
able. In a quarterization reaction with for example halogenalkane it can be tailored with
a alkyl side-chain of desired length, resulting in a molten salt made of the IL cation and
halogen counter ion [308].
A variety of different anions are available (see Fig. 4.2), although IL-anions are
chemically less easily accessible. Hence, on a laboratory scale anions are often bought
commercially and then introduced in the second step, the metathesis anion exchange re-
action. This diminishes the creativity of the experimentalist. The anions of ILs are often
perfluorinated to make them chemically more stable. Hydrolysis diminishes IL stability
at the anion, when not better protected by perfluorination [64, 280, 292]. Small, simple,
often hygroscopic anions like chlorine Cl− or bromine Br− can be introduced by the
metathesis step. More complex anions like bis(trifluoromethyl-sulfonyl)imide [NTf2]−
require a multi-step synthesis, often incorporating fluorine chemistry, making it chem-
ically demanding to perform [47, 62]. The anionic structures used in this work were
diverse and covered small, hydrophilic anions like chloride Cl− over medium sized hy-
drophobic anions like tris(pentafluoro-ethyl)trifluorophosphate [FAP]− or bis(trifluoro-
methylsulfonyl)imide [NTf2]− to large hydrophobic anions like bis(nonafluorobutylsulfonyl)-
imide [NNf2]−.
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Figure 4.2: Commonly used anions in Ionic Liquids. Ions are labeled by name, molec-
ular formula and abbreviations often found in literature to reference them. Anions used
in this work are Cl, FAP, NTf2 and NNf2 (not shown).
4.1 Hydrophilicity/Hydrophobicity of Ionic Liquids
Most ILs are more or less hydrophilic, if not even hygroscopic, as can be derived from
Tabel 4.1. The chemical structure of the IL molecules directly dictates the solvation be-
havior [33]. The hydophilicity of an IL is influenced by both cation and anion structure
[287]. However, anion chemical structure has a bigger impact [102].
When looking at the water solubility of the cation, a decreased polarizability de-
creases water miscibility. Hence, a delocalisation of charge across an aromatic system,
as found in for example imidazolium based ILs, is an advantage. Other cations, like
ammonium or pyrrolydinium based ILs, have a more localized charge. Furthermore,
the cations potential ability to form hydrogen bonds, as well as their side chain length
has an important influence. When using 1-methylimidazole (C1im) substituted with a
longer alkyl-side chain in 3-position, no hydrogen bond can be formed, adding to the
hydrophobicity of the IL. The substituted alkyl side-chain length additionally enhances
water immiscibility. The longer the alkyl side-chain, the more hydrophobic the IL be-
comes due to the increased apolar part of the molecule [102]. For short side-chain
lengths (n=4), ILs and water are fully miscible.
For the anion it holds true that the more organic the anion, the less hydrophilic
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it becomes. Halogen anion based ILs are fully water miscible [79]. Whereas tetra-
chloroaluminates are hydrophilic in a sense that they react with water and decompose
[280, 292] when exposed to moisture for a longer time, already Tetrafluoroborat [BF4]−
is much more water stable. Very hydrophobic, water stable at higher temperatures
and stable in the presence of acids are anions containing fluorinated groups [19]. The
fluorination increases hydrophobicity as it distributes the charge across the molecular
structure. Most fluorinated anions can not form hydrogen bonds anymore, due to the
fluorination. They become non-spherical in shape by the fluorinated groups, hence ag-
gravating the attachment of small molecules such as water [211, 299]. An example
for such molecules are trimethanesulfonates (triflate) [CF3SO3]− or bis(n-fluoroalkyl-
sulfonyl)imides [CFnSO2N]−. In general, polar molecules, especially when they are
able to form hydrogen bonds with the ions, are organized around anions [163, 270].
Most small molecules are preferentially located around the anion in a more or less
tightly bound manner [181, 235]. In particular, anion properties are crucial for the
observed solvation behavior of polar solvents with low molecular weight. The subse-
quent screening of the anion charge influences the intermolecular interaction, leading to
deviations in molecular liquid structure and thus different macroscopic behavior of the
liquid.
But do small molecules influence the IL bulk structure? In combination with small
molecules, such as water, the IL mesoscopic bulk structure can change distinctly. MD
simulations show how the IL mesoscopic structure is influenced even by small amounts
of solvents [4, 6, 113, 236]. Smirnova et al. reported that water soluble ILs with long
aliphatic chains behave similar to surfactants, where different degrees of mesoscopic
segregation or micelle formation are expected when mixed with different amounts of
water [251]. For imidazolium-based ILs micelle formation was observed, depending
on hydrophilicity of the anion and cation side-chain length (n=8) [140]. These sys-
tems might form different mesoscopic structures such as micelles or liquid crystalline
phases, when mixed with different amounts of water. Hence, this would also apply to
the IL used in this work, which has the same side-chain length. When dealing with
protic imidazolium-based ILs, a stabilization of structures in connection with water was
observed [139]. However, this does not apply in our case, as [C8mim]+Cl− is an apro-
tic IL. Not all small molecules are taken up similarly. A distinct difference in solution
behavior can be observed for polar and apolar molecules [82, 83, 148].
4.2 Ionic Liquid Bulk Structure
The bulk structure of various ILs was extensively studied experimentally by X-ray scat-
tering [23, 29, 42, 65, 66, 120, 174, 175, 176, 185, 227, 229, 233, 243, 271, 272],
neutron scattering [42, 65, 87, 89, 271], coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering [243],
and computer simulations [5, 7, 89, 94, 119, 158, 159, 166, 194, 244]. By today, it is be-
lieved that ILs, composed of cations with long alkyl chains, exhibit structure on multiple
length scales [7, 91, 119]. They originate from correlations of the different molecular
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Table 4.1: Water miscibility of ILs. Taken from [19]. Original Table Heading:
Water Content at Saturation in Mass%, at 20◦C, of the Imidazolium Salts Which Are
Liquids or Supercooled Liquids at That Temperaturea
Im+ TfO− NfO− Tf2N− TA− HB−
3-Me
1-Me s 2.5 s
1-Et s s 1.4 s
1-Bu s 17.5 1.4 s s
1-i-Bu 1.5
1-MeOEt s 3.0
1-CF3CH2 s 2.5
3-Et
1-Et s 2.0 s
1-Bu 8.9 1.3 s
1-Et-2-Me
3-Me 1.8
1-Et-5-Me
3-Me s 2.2
3-Et s 1.7
as: water soluble. Determination by Karl-Fisher titration;
estimated error: ± 7%
moieties. Detailed understanding on the local distribution of anions and cations was
obtained by comparing information from simulations and scattering techniques using
empirical potential structure refinement [87, 233]. One particular feature that draws
significant attention, is the appearance of a sharp diffraction peak in the small angle
scattering region. For ILs with alkyl chains longer than a butyl group, a so-called pre-
peak or first sharp diffraction peak (FSDP) in the total scattering structure function
S (q) is observed below 5 nm−1 [66, 272]. This momentum transfer corresponds to
a real space length scale above 1 nm, indicating intermediate range mesoscopic order.
The molecular architectures of these materials show an amphiphilic character. Intu-
itively, it was suggested that such ILs can form mesoscopic structures by micro-phase
separation. Indeed, MD simulations showed that these ILs consist of ionic regions,
where the negative and positive charges are located, alongside with non-polar regions
composed of the aliphatic moieties [7, 245]. This mesoscopic structure was confirmed
by systematic studies using small angle X-ray (SAXS) and neutron scattering (SANS)
on a series of [CnC1im]+ based ILs with Cl−, [BF4]− , [PF6]−, and [NTf2]− anions
[23, 65, 66, 87, 227, 228, 229, 271, 272]. This allows correlating the dimensions of the
structural inhomogeneities with the cation’s alkyl chain length. Analysis of the pre-peak
positions q0 showed that the lengths of the alkyl chains govern the periodicities 2pi/q0 of
the underlying structures [87]. Therefore, it was concluded that the pre-peak originates
from structural heterogeneities caused by polarity alternations between the polar and
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Figure 4.3: Mesoscopic structure in 1-
heptyl-1-methyl-pyrrolidinium
[
Pyrr1,7
]+
bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl) amide [NTf2]
−
ionic liquid depicted by a snapshot in
molecular dynamics simulation. Colors
are based on the polarity partitioning
of S(q). Bottom: Single ion pair, Left:
1-heptyl-1-methylpyrrolidinium cation,
Right: bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)amide
anion Green: polar, White: apolar.
Reprinted (adapted) with permission from
H. E. Kashyap et al. [121]. Copyright 2013
American Chemical Society.
apolar moieties [7]. In contrast to the strong effects of the cations, it was postulated that
the influence of the anions on the liquid structure is rather weak. For a series of protic
ILs Hayes et al. concluded that changing the anions has no significant effects on the
structure of the IL [89]. Hettige et al. showed that changes in the peak intensities ob-
served for ILs composed of different anions can be explained by the scattering contrast
between polar and apolar moieties rather than changes in the liquid structure [94].
In this work, we systematically studied the temperature dependent liquid struc-
ture of a matrix of five ILs with methylimidazolium ([CnC1im]+, n = 18, 22) cations
and large tris(pentafluoroethyl)trifluorophosphate [FAP]−, bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)-
imide [NTf2]−, and bis(nonafluorobutylsulfonyl)imide [NNf2]− anions. We present a
quantitative analysis of the SAXS and SANS patterns based on a generalized Teubner-
Strey model [264]. This analysis technique allows to extract information on the meso-
scopic correlation functions G (r) that are beyond the approximated length scales dp ∼
2pi/q0 of the liquid structure. This provides information on the interplay between the
anions and cations molecular architectures with structural and thermodynamical prop-
erties in imidazolium based ILs with long aliphatic side chains (Fig. 6.2 and Tab. 6.1).
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Chapter 5
Confined Liquids
Due to their mobility liquids are frequently found at interfaces or confined between
hard walls, for example when entering pores in an electrode-like structure. An interface
between the liquid molecules and the solid medium results, with the molecular liquid
structure changed from the bulk liquid structure close to the interface. It is well known
that the liquid structure at an interface differs from that in bulk [25, 110, 205]. The struc-
ture formed often exhibits an oscillatory decaying density profile into the bulk liquid,
leading to so called ’solvation layers’. The structure formation is not based on inter-
molecular forces such as van der Waals or electrostatic forces, but originates in a mere
geometric effect introduced by the presence of the interface. Hence, this liquid order-
ing can also be observed in the absence of attractive surface-liquid interactions [110].
Theoretical descriptions were the first to predict solvation layers as early as the 1970s
[1, 141, 254, 277, 278]. Simulation experiments found an oscillatory density profile for
spherical molecules confined between two hard walls (see Fig. 5.1). At a solid surface,
pronounced layering across several molecular diameters occurs even in simple liquids
when solvation forces between particles are significant in comparison to van der Waals
forces. The observed ’layering’ does not mean particles are immobilized as in a frozen
structure. They are just more localized. Despite the more localized structure, particles
remain their liquid character and display motion in two dimensions across the surface.
5.1 Molecular Liquids at Interfaces
Indeed, it could be shown experimentally that layering at solid-liquid interfaces oc-
curs. Oscillating density profiles were first observed in simple molecular liquids such
as octamethylcyclotetrasiloxane (OMCTS) [99]. Simple molecular liquids, with their
isotropic, neutral, large and nearly spherical structure, were easy first benchmark sam-
ples. The device making this possible was the newly developed surface force apparatus
(SFA) by the group of J. Israelachvili [108] during the late 1970s. SFA continued to shed
light on structures at interfaces and remains to be one of the key techniques to measure
force oscillations on the nanometer range until today. The solid surface of choice is usu-
ally mica in SFA measurements. OMCTS was further investigated [129], but also other
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Figure 5.1: Schematic
structure of a simple
liquid confined between
two parallel walls. The
order changes dras-
tically, depending on
distance, which results
in an oscillatory force.
Figure reproduced from
H. J. Butt et al. [25]
materials were shown to be prone to layering. Christenson observed structures at an
interface by SFA in tetrachloromethane, benzene, and 2, 2, 4-trimethylpentane [40]. In
tetrachloromethane and benzene structures reached out for about ten periods of molec-
ular diameter, a length scale of about 5 nm. 2, 2, 4-trimethylpentane structure only ex-
tends about 2 nm from the interface. A comparison of the layering behavior of these
three molecules with cyclohexane, octamethylcyclotetrasiloxane and n-octane showed
that the internal rigidity of the molecules is the mayor influence, whereas molecular
shape, size, and temperature are of minor influence to the structure. Dynamic charac-
terization of the solvent layers is also possible by SFA. Dynamic SFA measurements of
hexadecane and OMCTS were performed by the group of Steve Granick [276]. Both
liquids exhibited an oscillatory density profile on mica and also showed an increased
viscosity compared to bulk liquid viscosity when sheared in confinement on molecular
length scales. This points to a solidification of the ordered structure at the interface for
both geometrically spherical and unspherical liquids. The thesis of T. E. Balmer [12]
researched on OMCTS in confinement by SFA. Here especially, the influence of rela-
tive humidity on OMCTS structure at the mica/liquid interface was elucidated. It was
observed that mica adsorbs water and influences the oscillatory structure of OMCTS.
A more complex class of liquids are liquid crystals. Especially biphenyl-based liq-
uid crystals with different side chain lengths have received much attention [184, 230].
Again it was the group of Israelachvili using an SFA to perform static and dynamic
measurements on thin films of 4′-n-octyl-4-cyanobiphenyl (8CB) [230]. Layering at
a mica surface is accounted for by an improved positional order introduced by con-
finement. During shear measurements the increased orientational ordering of the 8CB
molecules is observed in the structured layers at the interface. This ordering seems
to be shear induced, as it vanishes when dynamic oscillations of one of the surfaces
stopped. Confining the nematic liquid crystal 4-cyano-4´-hexylbiphenyl (6CB) between
mica surfaces, the group of Kurihara could show that the confinement effect can exceed
the influence of the electric field orientation of the LC molecules [184].
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Other interesting molecular systems are surfactants and the lyotropic systems dis-
played by them at interfaces. Such systems have been investigated by Parker [195].
Layers of hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) on solid substrates show
swelling when water molecules enter the layer by absorption from humid environment.
A similar behavior is displayed by dihexadecyldimethylammonium acetate (DHDAA),
whereas calcium alkylbenzenesulfonate (CaABS) takes up water at low humidity, lead-
ing to swelling, but gets thinner at higher humidity. Zwitterionic phospholipid L-α-
dimyristolphosphatidylethanolamine (DMPE) shows no swelling, as the alkyl chains
are too close together and interact too strongly, preventing water penetration to the polar
head group region. This shows how geometric, orientational and chemical layer prop-
erties dictate behavior of structure at the interface. Similar experiments using DHDAA
were performed by Ninham [197, 198].
Another technique to probe structures at an interface is atomic force measurements
(AFM) [25, 68]. When measuring hexadecane on highly oriented pyrolytic graphite
(HOPG) with a conducting tip, discrete jumps in tip-substrate conductance can be in-
terpreted as discrete changes in the number of liquid layers [128]. Again, OMCTS, and
also mesytilene, on HOPG show layered structures when probed in the magnetic a/c
mode of AFM [81]. Probing OMCTS and n-dodecanol by AFM in force modulation
mode showed that oscillatory structural forces can also be measured when using one
surface with a high curvature, i.e. an AFM-tip with curvatures of R ≈ 14 nm[193].
The effective viscosity for OMCTS solvation layers at a HPOG surface increases by
≈ 4 orders of magnitude.
Also, X-ray reflection methods are able to demonstrate layered structures at an in-
terface. This method measures the structure at a real single interface, as it does not
rely on a second interface as a probe. The group of P. Dutta investigated layered
structures of silanes (tetrakis(2-ethylhexoxy)silane (TEHOS), tetrakis(trimethylsiloxy)-
silane (TTMSS) and octamethylcyclotetrasiloxane (OMCTS)) on a silicon surface [145,
305, 306]. These nearly spherical, non-reactive, insulating, non-polar and non-liquid-
crystalline molecules display layering from three to six layers, which corresponds to
structure ranges of 3.2 nm up to 6.4 nm. Temperature was shown to have only a small
effect on the structure of these liquids [179]. Hexane was also studied by XRR and
found to form layers extending up to 4.0 nm into the bulk of the film formed on a smooth
silicon surface [50].
All techniques have shown that already simple liquids form layered structures at
interfaces. Systems such as ionic liquids, which often have a mesoscopic bulk order,
might show much more intriguing effects when perturbed by an interface.
5.2 Ionic Liquids at Interfaces
In Chapter 4 it was shown that ILs can display a rich bulk liquid structure. Whereas the
bulk structure is well researched, knowledge on the solid-liquid interface structure is still
scarce, although ILs, due to their chemical design space, promise good tuneability of the
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Figure 5.2: 2D-FD AFM measurements of water-concentration dependent interfa-
cial structuring of [C8MIm] [Cl]/water mixtures on freshly cleaved mica surfaces with
schematic structural interpretations as inset. The slopes of compression curve are indi-
cated in blue dash line. Figure and caption reproduced from H.-W. Cheng et al. [38].
interfacial structure. This mesoscopic bulk structure is now influenced by the presence
of an interface. The mere presence of an interface would just impose generic geometric
effects. A competition between bulk liquid structure and surface effects is observed. The
bulk symmetry is broken at solid/liquid interfaces and the IL molecular scale structure
is now governed by surface effects such as surface charge or hydrophobicity. However,
the intermolecular interactions between the ions, as well as the specific interactions with
the solid surface, have to be considered.
When using SFA or AFM to probe the structure, mica surfaces are often the surface
of choice due to their inherent atomical roughness. Carrying potassium ions on the
surface, the mica interface normally displays positively and negatively charged sites.
However, mica becomes negatively charged when the potassium ions leave the surface
and dissolves in the liquid, resembling charged metal surfaces.
Just like molecular liquids, ILs show layering at the mica interface (c.f. Fig. 5.2).
Measuring by AFM on a mica surface, R. Hayes detected five to six solvation layers in
three different aprotic ILs, namely 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate
[C4Mim]+ [PF6]−, 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide
[C2Mim]+ [TSFA]−, and 1-butyl-1-methylpyrrolidinium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)-
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imide [C4Mpyr]+ [TSFA]− [88]. ILs were tested to be water-free by Karl-Fisher titration
before experiments.
Complementary observations were made for the systems 1-butyl-3-methyl imida-
zolium hexafluorophosphate [C4Mim]+ [PF6]− and 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium tetra-
fluoroborat [C4Mim]+ [BF4]− [20]. SFA measurements on charge-bearing mica sur-
faces showed oscillatory force profiles at the interface, extending 5-6 nm from the in-
terface, with force oscillations corresponding to the average diameter of the neutral
cation/anion pair. Dynamic measurements showed an increased viscosity of the struc-
ture up to 20 nm at the interface when measuring with bare mica surfaces. In contrast to
that, mica surfaces coated with methyl-terminated self-assembeled monolayers showed
no such increased viscosity. Similar experiments of dynamic SFA measurements us-
ing a sphere-on-flat geometry, testing ILs under shear conditions, were conducted by
Cross and co-workers [70], showing that the oscillatory density structure seems to be
independent from confining surface distance.
Angle resolved X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (ARXPS) showed how the ions
of the two imidazolium-based ILs, 1-methyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethyl-
sulfonyl) imide [C1Mim]+ [Tf2N]− and 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoro
methylsulfonyl) imide [C4Mim]+ [Tf2N]− are orientated on mica surfaces [48]. On the
negatively charged mica surface, the cation is adsorbed first, with the imidazolium ring
lying flat on the surface. The cis-oriented anion [Tf2N]− is located above the cation.
The CF3 groups are pointing away from the surface.
When using mica surfaces, water has been identified as a critical influence by the
group of M. Valtiner [36, 37]. Water molecules present in the IL seem to enhance
dissolution of surface bound potassium cations [71]. Using AFM and SFA, it could be
observed how, due to this increased surface charge, stronger layering effects of the IL
result (see Fig. 5.3).
Mica displays the highest charge density of atomically smooth surfaces used. But
also other charged surfaces show layered structures of ILs. Silica is, just like mica, a
hydrophilic surface, but has a lower charge density. An important difference between
mica and silica is that the latter exhibits hydrogen-bonding sites in the form of silanol-
groups. Layering of ILs on silica was observed by AFM measurements for the ILs
ethylammonium nitrate [EA]+ [NO3]−, propylammonium nitrate [PA]+ [NO3]− and 1-
ethyl-3-methylimidazolium acetate [C2mim]+ [CH3COO]− [10, 90]. However, the num-
ber of observed layers on silica is always less than for mica within one and the same
IL.
Sum frequency generation (SFG) spectroscopy executed by the group of Fitchett and
Conboy [61, 224] showed that the imidazolium ring is adsorbed first at the silica surface,
when imidazolium based ILs are used. The ring is slighty tilted (16-32◦), whereas the
alkyl chain stands nearly parallel to the interface normal.
The water influence on solvation layers formed in both mica and silica, was demon-
strated by Sakai and co-workers [232]. When water is introduced into a hydrophilic IL
like 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate [C4Mim]+ [BF4]−, solvation layers
are disrupted and interfacial water adsorbes on silica. No interfacial water adsorbtion
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Figure 5.3: Diagram of the
diffuse electric double layers,
formed by [C4Mim]+ [NTf2]−
ions for ∆U = +500 mV. Anal-
ogous electric double layers are
formed for all other potentials.
The lines overlaying the diagram
indicate the relative concentra-
tion gradient of dissociated ions:
blue represents cations; red, an-
ions; and green, Ccation = Canion =
1/2 Ci,bulk. The bound and dif-
fuse electric double layers are en-
riched in cations (blue) at the
negative mica surface and anions
(red) at the positive gold surface.
Figure and caption (partially) re-
produced from Matthew A. Geb-
bie et al. [71].
was observed on mica, however. Water introduced into a hydrophobic IL like (1-ethyl-
3-methyl-imidazolium bis(trifluoro methylsulfonyl) imide [C2Mim]+ [TFSI]− leads to a
formation of interfacial water on both surfaces. This shows how the chemical structure
of the IL and the chemical structure of the interface both influence interfacial structure
behavior, especially when small polar molecules like water are introduced.
A material also offering atomic smoothness is highly oriented pyrolytic graphite
(HOPG), which has seen application in AFM measurements as an electrically con-
ductive substrate [10, 17, 149]. Also on this substrate, layering is observed for the
ILs 1-hexyl-3-methylimidazolium tris(pentafluoroethyl) trifluorophosphate [C6Mim]+
[FAP]−, 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium tris(pentafluoroethyl) trifluorophosphate [C2Mim]+
[FAP]−, and 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl) imide [C2Mim]+
[TFSA]−. Due to the conductivity of the HOPG, a potential vs. a Pt electrode can be
applied, showing that at positive and negative surface potentials layering of the ILs is
enhanced. At negative potentials, cations adsorb at the interface, lying flat on the surface
due to pi-pi-stacking of the imidazolium ring and van der Waals attractions between the
cation alkyl side-chain and the lattice of the HOPG. Thus, the distance between cation
alkyl side-chains is increased, van der Waals interaction between them diminished and
by that the cohesion of the ion layer. At positive potentials, anions form the first ion
layer. IL layers pack more densely as cations form the second ion layer, orientated
parallel and able to get closer to each other.
An inert, hydrophobic surface that can be electrified as well and manufactured to an
atomically smooth roughness is gold. It has been especially used as a substrate in AFM
and SFA experiments.
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How imidazolium-based ILs orientate, depending on the the gold surface charge,
was investigated by Y.-X. Zhong and co-workers [311]. Using enhanced force de-
tection AFM measurements, resolution of sub-molecular ordering of the IL 1-octyl-
3-methylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate [C8Mim]+ [PF6]− was possible. At negative
gold surface potentials, a consecutive ordering of imidazolium ring, alkyl chain, and
then anion, was found. The order is basically reversed for negative potentials: anion,
imidazolium ring and then alkyl chain.
Using a polished single crystal gold (100) electrode, AFM measurements in an elec-
trochemical cell could shed light on the layering behavior of ILs at a charged surface
[133]. Applying negative surface potentials, up to nine ion double layers were de-
tected in 1-ethyl-3-methyl-imidazolium bis(trifluoro-methylsulfonyl) imide [C2Mim]+
[NTf2]−. Corresponding to that, weakly charged surfaces showed no force profile oscil-
lations.
How the presence of water influences the structure of 1-methyl-3-ethylimidazolium
bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl) imide [C2mim]+ [Tf2N]− was researched by Valtiner and
co-workers using AFM measurements at an electrified polycrystalline gold surface [37].
The dry and wet IL was considered. Also here, layering and a reverse in the ion layering
order for opposite applied potentials is observed. When water is introduced into the
IL, significant effects are only found at positive electrochemical potentials of the gold
surface. Interactions of water seems to be limited to surface adsorbed ions. No water
is found directly at the (hydrophobic, ionophilic) gold surface. The structure at the
electrified gold interface seems to be directed by a balance between ions and water, ions
and the gold surface and the interactions of gold and water.
Molecular layering on a charged sapphire surface was observed for three different
tris(pentafluoroethyl)trifluorophosphate [FAP]−-based ILs by M. Mezger [175, 176].
The cations used were 1-butyl-1-methyl pyrrolidinium [C4Mpyr]+, 1-Hexyl-3-methyl
imidazolium [C6Mim]+ and tetrabutylammonium [Tba]+. A gradually decaying struc-
ture, attributed to alternating anions and cations, was detected by high-energy XRR
measurements for all of them. Structures extended up to 5-6 layers from the interface.
This demonstrates how ILs form pronounced molecular layering on charged sur-
faces [37, 48, 98, 149, 232, 311]. Via electrostatic interactions, surface charging seems
to align cations and anions to form a layered structure in a charge-stacking model. Thus,
electrostatically induced stacking is often considered an important driving force for lay-
ering in ILs [273], for example for the interpretation of the formation of molecular
bilayers in imidazolium based ILs. The IL structure adjacent to an interface depends
critically on the charge of the surface. Previously uncharged surfaces can develope a
surface charge by ion adsorption. Charge reversal can occure when adsorption of ions
leads to overcharging of the original surface charge [208]. Especially in thin films [250]
and close to the interface, chemical composition of the ions [266, 267], surface chem-
istry and the surface charge [206, 215, 274] have a huge influence of the interfacial
structure displayed by the IL.
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Chapter 6
Materials
This chapter is based on the publications ”Mesoscopic correlation functions in hetero-
geneous ionic liquids” [291] by the author and ”The Effect of Concentration on the
Interfacial and Bulk Structure of Ionic Liquids in Aqueous Solution” [38] to which the
author contributed.
6.1 Ionic Liquids for Bulk Structure Analysis
Hydrophilic Ionic Liquids
Two imidazolium-based hydrophilic ILs were investigated for their bulk liquid structure
under water influence. They only differ in their alkyl side-chain length. The intrinsic
hygroscopy of the ILs originates from the great water affinity of the chloride anion.
The shorter ionic liquid is 1-methyl-3-octyl-imidazolium chloride [C8mim]+Cl−
(purity: ≥ 97% HPLC) purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (c.f. Fig. 6.1). Chemical for-
mula: C12H23ClN2, molecular mass M = 230, 78 g/mol, melting point Tm = 12◦C,
mass density ρ = 1.01 g/cm3(20◦C), CAS-No: 64697-40-1 [35, 247]. [C8mim]+Cl−
is liquid at room temperature, however extremely viscous, and completely water mis-
cible. The IL was dried in a vacuum furnace at a pressure p ≈ 10 mbar and 80◦C
for 12-14 hours before use. Water uptake occurred from air humidity by exposure to a
controlled humidity atmosphere. Karl-Fischer titration was used to measure the water
content of the same IL samples. Titration experiments were conducted by the collabo-
ration partner Hsiu-Wei Cheng at the Max-Planck-Institute fu¨r Eisenforschung. By the
correlation curve obtained it was possible to link water content and humidity exposure
time.
The longer IL 1-methyl-3-decyl-imidazolium chloride [C10mim]+Cl− was used in
X-ray Surface Force Apparatus experiments and characterized regarding the bulk liq-
uid structure prior to confinement experiments using SAXS. The IL was chosen as the
longer homologue of [C8mim]+Cl−, as a longer real space distance, due to the longer
alkyl side-chain, shifts the reciprocal space signal to an easily accessible q-range. The
IL was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (purity: ≥ 96%), the impurities are mainly wa-
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Figure 6.1: Molecular structure of a) 1-methyl-3-octyl-imidazolium chloride
[C8mim]+Cl− and b) 1-methyl-3-decyl-imidazolium chloride [C10mim]+Cl−.
ter. Chemical formula: C14H27ClN2, molecular mass M = 258, 83 g/mol, mass density
ρ = 0.99 g/cm3(20◦C), CAS-No: 171058-18-7 [34, 246]. The same drying procedure
as for the octyl-based IL applied here. Water uptake was achieved by physical mixing
with a calculated amount of water. This made water percentage content directly acces-
sible. The IL is a highly viscous liquid at room temperature, mixing with water required
good stirring with a spatula to achieve good mixing.
Hydrophobic Ionic Liquids
Hydrophobic ILs in this work are
• 1-methyl-3-octadecylimidazolium tris(pentafluoroethyl)trifluorophosphate
([C18 C1 im]+ [FAP]−)
• 1-methyl-3-octadecylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide
([C18 C1 im]+ [NTf2]−)
• 1-methyl-3-octadecylimidazolium bis(nonafluorobutylsulfonyl)imide
([C18 C1 im]+ [NNf2]−)
• 1-methyl-3-docosylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide
([C22 C1 im]+ [NTf2]−)
• 1-methyl-3-docosylimidazolium bis(nonafluorobutylsulfonyl)imide
([C22 C1 im]+ [NNf2]−)
As has been shown in chapter 4.1 the hydrophobicity depends on cation and anion, how-
ever anion properties are more influential than cation properties. Small polar molecules,
such as water, are preferentially located at the anion when absorbed. In contrast to the
hydrophilic ionic liquid [C8mim]+Cl−, the hydrophobic ILs display bulky, fluorinated
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Figure 6.2: Hydrophobic Ionic liquids used in this work. (a) Cation structure featur-
ing alkyl side-chain lengths of n-carbon atoms. (b - d) Anion structure. From left to
right, following increasing molecular size: [NTf2]−, [FAP]−, [NNf2]−. Hydrophobic
ILs were especially used because of their anion geometry (size). Hydrophobicity was
an appreciated side effect to avoid moisture influence on structure evaluation. Molecular
weights are given below the structures.
anions. The hydrophobic ILs were not used primarily because of their hydrophobic-
ity, but because of this anionic molecular geometry or long cation alkyl side-chains.
Hydrophobicity, and along with it chemical and thermal stability, are appreciated side
effects, but key properties were molecular geometry of the cation and the anion, i.e.
molecular size.
The hydrophobic ILs were acquired as follows: The IL [C18C1im]+ [FAP]− was pur-
chased from Merck, Darmstadt. All other ILs were synthesized following the route de-
scribed by Bradley et al. [23]. 1-methyl-3-docosyl-imidazolium bromide ([C22C1im]+Br−)
and 1-methyl-3-octadecyl-imidazolium chloride ([C18C1im]+Cl−) were synthesized by
electrophilic addition from n-methylimidazol with 1-bromodocosane and 1-chloro-octadecane,
respectively. The reaction was conducted at 90◦C for two days under argon atmo-
sphere. The solid precipitates were washed with ether, dried, and recrystallized from
tetrahydrofuran. ILs were formed by metathesis reaction in aqueous solution from the
[CnC1im]
+ halogenides with the [NTf2]− and [NNf2]− lithium salts respectively. The
product was recrystallized in a mixture of ethanol/water (75:25). Water-soluble lithium
halogenides were washed out with a cold ethanol/water (75:25) mixture. Combined re-
action yields were 68.2 % for [C18C1im]+ [NTf2]−, 90.4 % for [C22C1im]+ [NTf2]−,
65.9 % for [C18C1im]+ [NNf2]− and 89.6 % for [C22C1im]+ [NNf2]−. Molecular struc-
tures are displayed in Fig. 6.2. Their melting points Tm, entropy of fusion ∆Sf , molecu-
lar volumeVm and volumetric thermal expansion coefficient α are displayed in table 6.1.
Scattering relevant properties such as molecular weigth, cation side chain length, mass
density, electron density and scattering length density (SLD) for X-ray and Neutron
scattering are displayed in Tab. 6.2. Properties for reference compounds are stated as
well.
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Purification
To remove volatile residues the ILs were dried in a vacuum oven over night. Subse-
quently, the ILs were purified by zone melting in a glass tube (20 cm length, 5 mm
inner diameter, 1.5 mm wall thickness) under vacuum. After at least 15 zoning cy-
cles with a speed of 1 cm/h, the IL from the central part of the tube was used for the
experiments.
DSC
Melting points Tm and melting entropies ∆Sm = ∆Hm/Tm of the ILs were determined
by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). Measurements on a Mettler Toledo DSC-
822 instrument were performed at different scan rates between 1 K/min and 10 K/min
(Fig. 6.3a). Extrapolated equilibrium parameters are summarized in Tab. 6.1. All ILs,
and in particular [C18C1im]
+ [NTf2]−, can be significantly supercooled [174]. Their
stability in the supercooled state allows SAXS measurements of their liquid structure
below their melting points.
Molecular Volume
Molecular volumes Vm (T ) of ILs were calculated from the mass densities ρm (T ) of the
liquids (Fig. 6.3b). Densities were measured with a glass pycnometer (volume 1 mL for
[NNf2]−, 5 mL for other ILs) at temperatures T between their melting points and 125◦C.
The molecular volume at the melting point Vm and the volumetric thermal expansion
coefficient α were extracted by linear regression using V = Vm [1 + α (T − Tm)] (lines
in Fig. 6.3b and Tab. 6.1).
Scattering Contrast
Table 6.2 summarizes the scattering length densities (SLD) of the studied ILs for X-rays
and neutrons. Parameters for compounds similar to the molecular moieties of the anions
and cations are provided for comparison. For hard X-rays the SLD is approximately
Table 6.1: Properties of studied ILs: melting point Tm, entropy of fusion ∆Sf , molecu-
lar volume at the melting point Vm, and volumetric thermal expansion coefficient α.
IL Tm ∆Sf Vm α
◦C J mol−1K−1 nm3 10−4 K−1
[C18C1im]
+ [FAP]− 46 169 0.995 7.7
[C18C1im]
+ [NTf2]− 55 162 0.890 6.9
[C18C1im]
+ [NNf2]− 62 98 1.157 6.5
[C22C1im]
+ [NTf2]− 68 197 1.015 7.4
[C22C1im]
+ [NNf2]− 73 126 1.283 10.4
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Figure 6.3: Thermal evaluation of hydrophobic ILs.
given by the electron density ρe of the material. Here, the scattering contrast between the
hydrocarbon side chains of the cations (c.f. octadecane, docosane) and the ionic parts
composed of imidazolium-rings (c.f. 1-Methylimidazol) and the perfluorinated anions
(c.f. HNTf2) is similar for all studied ILs. The SLD ratio of the aliphatic moieties with
respect to the total IL ranges from 0.65 for [C18C1im]+ [FAP]− to 0.72 for [C22C1im]+
[NTf2]−. In contrast, for neutrons the variation in SLD contrast for the different ILs
is much larger. As shown by the Margulis group [7, 94] this can strongly affect peak
intensities of the scattering patterns. Thus, the different peak intensity ratios observed
in SAXS and SANS are primarily attributed to the variation in SLD contrast (Fig. 8.2
and Tab. 8.1).
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Chapter 7
Experimental
7.1 Small Angle Scattering
Small Angle X-ray Scattering
SAXS measurements were done at a self-constructed instrument using a rotating Cu
anode X-ray generator (A) (Rigaku MicroMax 007; 1.54 A˚ wavelength) at the Max-
Planck-Institute for Polymer Research. The device is schematically depicted in Fig. 7.1.
Letters in the text specifiy parts depicted. The beam was monochromatized and colli-
mated by multilayer optics (B) (Osmic Confocal Max-Flux, Cu Kα) and three 4-jaw slit
sets (D) (500 × 800µm2) with lcoll = 1500 mm collimation length. The slits are man-
ufactured by the company JJ X-ray A/S, Denmark and use four independently moving,
O-ring sealed, highly polished tungsten carbide blades of 2 mm thickness to define the
X-ray beam with micrometer precision. To reduce parasitic scattering, silicon tips were
used on the blades in the second, beam defining, slits [151]. An incident X-ray flux
of I = 107 photons/sec at the sample position was measured by an inversion layer
silicon photodiode (XUV-100, OSI Optoelectronics) (not shown). Beam intensity gen-
erated a current in the range of 2 to 5 Nano-Ampere, which converst to a photon flux of
n = 107 [1/s] = 3.5 10−9 [C/s] · 2.815 [1/C] . The conversion of the current A generated
in the photo diode by irradiation with X-ray photons into a photon flux is possible via:
q [C/s]
e
= n
EX-ray [eV]
3.63 [V]
(7.1)
n [1/s] =
q [C/s] 3.63 [V]
e EX-ray [CV]
for X-ray using Cu Kα = 8.04 keV : n [1/s] = q [C/s] · 2.815 [1/C]
Here, e is the elementary charge of an electron ( e = 1.60210−19 C), EX-ray is the energy
of the incident X-ray radiation used, q is the measured charge generated in the diode in
Coulomb C = A/t, which is expressed as the measured current in Ampere (C/sec), n is
the photon flux.
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Samples can be inserted into the device in different holders, depending on their
physical state. Liquid samples with low viscosity can be measured using glass capil-
laries in which they are inserted by a syringe. This system fails for liquids showing
higher viscosity as inserting into the very narrow glass capillaries becomes impractical.
Here self constructed sample holders holding the viscous IL between two flat windows,
sealing them by an O-ring, are used. Window materials can be aluminum foils or single-
crystalline diamonds, both having either low absorption or low background scattering,
respectively. These holders were applied for the hydrophilic ILs used in this work, as
they are highly viscous liquids at room temperature. When mixed with water viscosity
even increased as gelation occurred. These samples were either poured into the holder
or applied by a spatula. Measurements performed on these samples did not require
temperature control and took place at room temperature.
Samples solid at room temperature can be grinded into a fine powder and then be
inserted into glass capillaries. This was done here for ILs with melting temperatures
above room temperature. The filled, but unsealed glass capillaries are placed into a
vacuum oven, in which the sample (here ILs) are molten under vacuum. Venting the
oven presses the liquid IL into the glass capillary without trapping air bubbles at the
bottom. Capillaries were sealed air-tight afterwards. Hydrophilic ILs used in this work
have melting temperatures above room temperature (c.f. Tab. 6.1). Hence, samples
were contained in 1 mm glass capillaries made of borosilcate glass by the company
Hilgenberg, Germany.
Sample holders were placed in a temperature controlled copper holder (stability bet-
ter±0.05 K) mounted inside the vacuum chamber. The whole beam path, except a 15 cm
part of the housing of the Go¨bel mirror and an ≈ 5 cm path in front of the detector (K),
is evacuated to minimize air scattering. Vaccuum system main housing (H) is made of 5
ISO-K 630 flanges installed on a rail system, enabling flexible adjustement of sample-
detector distance, making wide angle and small angle scattering experiments possible
on the same setup. The slit system is connected by a below tube and can be sealed off
by a pneumatic Kapton window (E). As a steel tube houses the X-ray beam until shortly
in front of the temperature controlled copper holder to suppress background scattering,
sealing off the main vaccuum part prevents a fast pressure equalization, avoiding high
gas velocities around the sample capillary, which would otherwise fracture the capillary.
Equalization to normal pressure is done by a by-pass system (V3) and flow resistance
valve (G) and takes ≈ 10 min for the whole system. During evacuation and measure-
ment, when the whole system is at equal pressure, the Kapton window at valve 0 is not
in the beam path (valve 0 open). Evacuation of the whole system is achieved by a scroll
pump (F) (Company: Ilmvac, Germany). To achieve the standard operational vaccuum
pressure of p = 10−1 mbar a time of t ≈ 5 min is required. This enables measurement
of deteriorating samples in a reasonal time span (10-30 min) from sample insertion until
detector read out.
2D diffraction patterns were recorded on an online image plate detector (Mar345)
(K). The primary beam is absorbed by a tungsten beam stop inside the main vaccuum
chamber minimising air scattering. During exposure to the scattered radiation excited
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states are generated in the image plate. A crystalline layer consisting of bariumfluoro-
bromide BaFBr, doped with Europium2+, with a thickness of 0.1-0.3 mm is applied on
the image plate. When exposed to high energy radiation Europium2+ is excited to gen-
erate a free electron and become Europium3+. The generated electrons are trapped in
the conduction band of bromine in the surrounding crystalline structure of the phosphor
material, generating a higher energy metastable state. Return of the excited states is
achieved by laser light irradiation during which bromine releases an electron into the
conduction band. The irradiated laser light is insufficient in energy to create more ex-
cited states. Europium3+ recombines back with the free electron to Europium2+ under
release of blue-violet luminescence (λ = 300 nm). The luminescence is proportional to
the amount of excited states which is proportional to the incident radiation. Collected
by a photomultiplier tube the luminescence can be digitalized and an electronic image
is created. The phosphorous plate can be erased after read-out by irradation with strong
light and then be reused.
Possible errors occure during loss of excited states at higher temperatures of opera-
tion, long exposure times or creation of faulty excited states by other scources of high
energy radiation. Maximum operational temperature of the MAR345 image plate de-
tector is 24 ◦C, which was obeyed by an air conditioning to a laboratory temperature
of 19 ◦C. Exposure times during experiment followed manufacturer recommendations
and did not exceed 15 minutes during quantitative evaluation of the recorded signals to
ensure no excited states are lost. Qualitative signal evaluation would also be possible at
longer exposure times when only signal position and not signal shape (broadth of signal)
is required. High energy extraterrestrial particles are sources of signal manipulation on
a pixel size range and have to be accounted for during signal evaluation.
The sample-detector distance of 2100 mm was calibrated with silver behenate AgBe
as reference sample. SAXS data, collected during three independent measurements with
900 s exposure time each, were averaged and corrected by dark images. This was au-
tomatized by python-scripts developed in our group in consideration of the huge amount
of data created during a measurement run. Artifacts, originating from high energy ra-
diation, were removed by Laplace filtering. 2D datasets were converted to I (q) vs.
momentum transfer q = 4pi/λ sin (θ) by radial averaging.
Small Angle Neutron Scattering
The specific neutron scattering contrast between the molecular moieties of the IL pro-
vides complementary information to the SAXS data (Tab. 6.2). SANS measurements
were performed on the KWS-1 beam line operated by Ju¨lich Centre for Neutron Science
at the FRM-II reactor, Heinz-Maier-Leibnitz Zentrum (MLZ), Garching, using 5 A˚ in-
cident neutron wavelength with 10 % energy resolution. The experiments have been
carried out at three different sample-detector distances (2 m, 8 m, 20 m) correspond-
ing to momentum transfers of q = 3.3 nm−1 to 0.31 nm−1, 0.81 nm−1 to 0.078 nm−1
and 0.327 nm−1 to 0.01 nm−1, respectively. ILs were filled in 1 mm thick quartz cells
and placed in a temperature controlled sample holder with temperature accuracy below
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±0.5 K. Scattering patterns were recorded on an Anger type position-sensitive scin-
tillation detector using 20 min, 60 min, and 120 min exposure time respectively [57].
The obtained two-dimensional data were reduced taking into account different detector-
matrix corrections, scattering of the quartz cell, instrumental background and thickness
and transmission of the samples. The incoherent scattering from the aid of precalibrated
plexiglass (acrylic glass) sample has been used as secondary standard. After radial av-
eraging and absolute calibration reduced data were converted to scattering cross-section
as function of wave vector q.
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Chapter 8
Data Analysis
8.1 Azimuthal Averaging
Azimuthal averaging is done based on a python script developed in our group1. Detec-
tor read-out generates data files in a pixel file format (.png) featuring 2300× 2300 pixel
per file, correponding to each physical pixel on the detector screen (detector diameter
345000µm / 150µm pixel size). Image files are read in using the fabio-package dis-
tributed by the ESRF, Grenoble [122, 130]. Using a calibration file generated during
Silverbehenic Acid (AgBe) measurements a calibration matrix array of 2300 × 2300
pixel was generated attributing a specific sample detector distance, and with that a spe-
cific wave vector transfer q, to each pixel. Several data pixel files (here three) from
independent measurement runs are averaged to one. A dark image is taken and sub-
tracted from sample data to eradicate detector influence. A mask eliminates undesired
pixel. The mask pixel array can be modified by indicating specific pixel in the script or
manually by adjusting a mask pixel file using a standard pixel file program (f.ex. gimp).
Now using this masked data pixel array azimuthal averaging was done summing up the
intensities in all pixel featuring a similar q-value (a similar radius from the beam center),
resulting in a 1-D array correlating wave vector transfer q and intensity I . This array of
q and I values represents 2D-data taken during SAXS measurements and is plotted in
f.ex. Fig. 8.2.
8.2 Teubner-Strey Model
A model suited for analysis of scattering data originated by materials displaying meso-
scopic structure is the so called Teubner-Strey model [9, 78, 210, 214]. Originally it
was invented to phenomenologically describe structures formed in micro-emulsion of
water and oil [264]. It proved to be successfully applicable to bi-continuous structures
in general, as postulated for ionic liquids. Applying the Teubner-Strey model, quan-
titative analysis of IL scattering data could be significantly extended. For quantitative
1Acknowledgment: Julian Mars
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analysis, the experimental SAXS and SANS patterns were analyzed by fitting model
functions to the pre-peak observed below 3 nm−1. Given an intermolecular potential
of finite range, the envelope of an oscillatory total two-point correlation function G (r)
in a D-dimensional liquid system asymptotically decays with r(1−D)/2 exp (−r/ξ) as
r →∞ [84, 168]. Thus, the bulk (D = 3) correlation function can be approximated by
a damped oscillatory function
G (r) ∝ 1
r
exp
(
−r
ξ
)
sin
(
2pir
d
− ϕ
)
=: GTS (r) (8.1)
with periodicity d and correlation length ξ [175]. Here, the correlation length is the
exponential decay length of the oscillatory correlation function. The special case of
Eqn. (8.1) with ϕ = 0 was introduced by Teubner and Strey to describe density fluc-
tuations in microemulsions [264]. Later, it was successfully applied to complex IL/-
surfactant mixtures [3]. Here, GTS (r) describes the oscillatory structure comprised of
alternating aliphatic and ionic regions including the perfluorinated anions. In X-ray and
neutron scattering, these molecular moieties exhibit a significant contrast in the scat-
tering length densities (Tab. 6.2). Therefore, the observed pre-peak in the scattering
patterns is assigned to short range order, originating from nano-phase separation be-
tween the long alkyl side chains of the cations and the positively and negatively charged
moieties [271]. Here, we introduce an additional parameter ϕ that controls the phase of
the oscillations and accounts for the observed asymmetry of the pre-peak. The structure
factor STS (q) is obtained from the correlation function GTS (r) via Fourier transforma-
tion:
STS (q) :=
4pi
q
∫ ∞
0
GTS (r) r sin (qr)dr (8.2a)
= 4pi
∆2 cosϕ− (q2 − q20) sinϕ
∆4 + (q2 − q20)2
(8.2b)
∆2 =
4pi
ξd
, q20 =
(
2pi
d
)2
− 1
ξ2
(8.2c)
Note that, for ϕ = 0 the structure factor STS (q) resembles a Lorentz curve in q2 with
a center at q20 and a full width at half maximum of 2∆
2. Accordingly, the oscillation
period d and the correlation length ξ can be determined from the peak position q20 and
the width ∆2 by inversion of Eqn. (8.2c).
d =
√
8pi
β+
ξ =
√
2β+
∆2
(8.3)
α2 =
√
∆4 + q40 β± =
√
α2 ± q20
The integrated area A =
∫∞
0
S (q) dq under the Teubner-Strey peak (Eq. 8.2b) is given
by
ATS =
√
2pi2
∆2 cosϕ− β2− sinϕ
α2β−
. (8.4)
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Figure 8.1: Comparison of SAXS (blue) and SANS (red) patterns I (q) of [C18C1im]+
[FAP]− (1), [C18C1im]+ [NNf2]− (2), [C18C1im]+ [NTf2]− (3), [C22C1im]+ [NNf2]−
(4), [C22C1im]+ [NTf2]− (5) close to their melting points. Solid lines are fits to the
Teubner-Strey model. Curves for different ILs are vertically shifted by 2 units for clarity.
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Figure 8.2: Comparison of SAXS signals between 40◦C and 100◦C for [C18C1im]+
[NTf2]−. (a) 100◦C, (b) 90◦C, (c) 80◦C, (d) 70◦C, (e) 60◦C, (d) 50◦C, (e) 40◦C
Vertical lines indicate the peak maximum q0. Solid lines are fits to the Teubner-Strey
model. Curves are vertically shifted by 1 unit.
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8.3 Asymmetric Lorenz Model
In an alternative approach to the Teubner-Strey model, SAXS and SANS data were ana-
lyzed using a generic excess structure factor SAL (q) based on a asymmetric Lorentzian
[174].
SAL (q) :=
1
pi
∆
∆2 + (q − q0)2
[1 + a (q − q0)] (8.5)
Here, the first term provides a normalized (AAL = 1) Lorentzian line shape with center
at q0 = 2pi/d and a half width at half maximum of ∆ = 1/ξ. The second part with the
asymmetry parameter a accounts for the observed asymmetric peak shape (Fig. 8.2).
8.4 Fitting
The structure factor STS (q) ∝ I (q)− Ic calculated from the asymptotic decay of G (r)
is proportional to the scattering intensity I (q) in excess to a smooth background Ic. The
constant Ic accounts for incoherent scattering, and other slowly varying contributions in
the small angle regime. Therefore, the normalized SAXS and SANS data I (q) were
fitted to
I (q) = I0STS/AL (q) + Ic (8.6)
where I0 is the amplitude of the scattering signal STS/AL (q). One advantage of the ILs
studied in this work is that the scattering peak originating from charge alteration and
adjacency appear at much larger q values, e.g. 8 nm−1 and 14 nm−1 for [C18C1im]+
[FAP]− [174] or 8 nm−1 and 13 nm−1 for [C22C1im]+ [NTf2]− (Fig. 9.3). Therefore,
the contribution of their peak tails in the analyzed q-range is much smaller than for ILs
with shorter alkyl side-chains [7].
For all ILs and all temperatures, the fits using the generalized Teubner-Strey model
accurately reproduce the experimental data over the entire measured q-range (Fig. 8.2).
Information is gathered by fitting the whole first sharp diffraction peak (FSDP). Peak
amplitude I0 and peak area A can fluctuate due to intensity fluctuations of incoming
beam intensity. This effect especially occurs during X-ray experiments where fluctua-
tions of the primary beam of about 20% were observed. Peak position d and width ∆
are not affected by fluctuations of peak area A. The two parameters evaluated are robust
towards primary beam intensity fluctuations.
Fits using the generic line-shape of an asymmetric Lorentzian yield comparably
good agreements with the experimental data of the Teubner-Stey model. The extracted
fit parameters using the Teubner-Strey (STS) and the generic asymmetric Lorentz (SAL)
models are summarized in Tab. 8.1. Linear regression was used to determine their tem-
perature dependence Fig.9.1 (solid lines).
For both models similar parameters were obtained for the SAXS and SANS data.
This comparison confirms the robustness of the analysis under the different assumptions
presumed by the Teubner-Strey and asymmetric Lorentz models. Differences in the
SAXS and SANS value dm for the periodicity at the melting point are below 2%. While
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larger differences are observed for the correlation lengths ξ all parameters show the
same trends (Fig. 9.1). These differences are attributed to the different scattering length
densities of the molecular moieties for X-rays and neutrons (Tab. 6.2). Eqn. 8.1 and
Eqn. 8.5 map multiple inter- and intramolecular correlations onto a simplified effective
G (r). Therefore, these specific differences are concealed and projected onto the fitting
parameters.
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Chapter 9
Results and Discussion
9.1 Hydrophobic Ionic Liquid Bulk Structure
Investigation of pure IL bulk structure was achieved by scattering experiments, leading
to parameters qualified to give insight into quantitative describtion of bulk structure
length scales. Crucial property to probe bulk liquid structure in scattering experiments
is scattering length density, giving rise to the detected scattering pattern (c.f. Chap. 2).
As mentioned in Sec. 6.1, scattering length density contrast can effect peak intensities
of scattering experiments. Only accounting for intensities, position q0 and half width at
half maximum ∆ = 1/ξ of the pre-peak are affected only slightly (Tab. 8.1). Therefore,
the corresponding real space parameters d and ξ appear appropriate to characterize the
structure of ILs. As shown in Eqn. 8.1 they also describe the two generic features of
an oscillatory correlation function: The periodicity d and the correlation length ξ i.e.
the decay length of the oscillatory modulations. Thus those two parameters are used to
discuss bulk IL liquid structure in the following quantitative discussion.
9.1.1 Periodicity
The periodicities d, obtained from the quantitative analysis, agree well with the esti-
mated length scales dp, calculated from the pre-peak position (Fig. 9.1a and Tab. 8.1).
Qualitatively, it follows the trends observed previously for other ILs [87, 271]. The
longer the CnH2n+1 side chain of the cation, the larger the periodicity d of the corre-
lation function. Their projected chain length dc = dCC sin (α/2)n + dCH3 in all trans
configuration is calculated from a C-C bond length of dCC = 0.153 nm, bond angle
α = 112.9◦, and an extra dCH3 = 0.03 nm for the terminal methyl group. This amounts
to 2.32 nm for C18 and 2.82 nm for C22 respectively. Taking into account the size of
the bulky anions and the positively charged methylimidazolium ring, this suggests that
the observed periodicities d are mainly governed by the cation’s side chains. Compar-
ing the values for [C18C1im]+ and [C22C1im]+ based ILs with the same anion at their
melting points, we consistently find an increase of 0.11 nm per CH2 group. This value
is close to the 0.128 nm expected for one segment of a stretched alkyl chain in all trans
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configuration. A significantly larger increase by 0.196 nm per CH2 group was found
by Russina et al. for a series of [CnC1im]+[NTf2]− ILs with 4 ≤ n ≤ 10 [229, 272].
Thus, it was suggested that in these ILs the alkyl side-chains are not interdigitated.
Hardacre et al. compared the periodicity of a series of [CnC1im]+ based ILs with dif-
ferent anions with n ≤ 20 [23, 87]. They find a phenomenological dependency of
dn = (0.37506 + 0.26717n− 0.004524n2) nm. For n = 8, this equation gives an in-
crease of 0.195 nm per CH2 group. However, for longer alkyl chains, such as n = 20, the
extrapolated value of 0.086 nm is much smaller than the 0.11 nm observed in our work.
For [C22C1im]+[NTf2]−, a crystal structure of alternating ionic and aliphatic layers was
observed [150]. In the aliphatic layers, tilted alkyl side-chains are interdigitated. The
lattice constant along the c-axis of the crystal is 3.17 nm, compared to 3.7 nm in the liq-
uid close to the melting point. This suggests that, unlike for ILs with shorter side-chains,
the ILs studied in this work form a structure with interdigitated alkyl chains (Fig. 9.2a).
In other ILs, interdigitated side chains were particularly found for systems exhibiting
smectic liquid crystalline order [22, 23, 76, 86]. One parameter that determines the ten-
dency for the existence of smectic mesophases is the ratio of the area occupied by the
alkyl side chains vs. the area of anions and cation heads in the charged regions. For
small anions, interdigitated side chains are therefore often accompanied by the presence
of a smectic phase. However, for the large anions studied in this work the ionic moieties
take so much space that even for interdigitated chains no stable smectic mesophases are
found.
In contrast to this comprehensible effect, induced by the cations side chain lengths,
the dependency on the anions seems to be counterintuitive. The molecular mass of
the bulky [NNf2]− anion is about twice of its smaller [NTf2]− analog. However, at all
temperatures ILs with [NTf2]− anions exhibit a higher periodicity d compared to those
comprised of [NNf2]−. The contraction within the apolar regions between ILs based
on [NTf2]− and [NNf2]− amounts for 10% for [C18C1im]+ and 7% for [C22C1im]+. A
similar trend can be found in the data summarized by Russina, while no explanation for
this effect was provided [229]. Apparently, ILs containing larger anions exhibit a shorter
periodicity. We explain this paradox by the tilt and conformation of the alkyl side chains
(yellow cylinders, Fig. 9.2c), acting as spacers between the charged layers containing
the anions (blue spheres) and the positively charged imidazolium rings (red spheres).
The larger the anions, the larger is the projected area σ = V/d per alkyl chain. From the
molecular volume Vm (Tab. 6.1) we obtain an area between 0.27 nm2 for [C18C1im]+
[NTf2]− and 0.37 nm2 for [C18C1im]+ [NNf2]− at their melting points. This area is
much larger than σ0 = 0.20 nm2 in octadecane crystals [46]. In ILs, the excess area
provided by larger anions lead to a lower Van-der-Waals interaction between the chains.
To maintain the preferred distance between neighboring CH2 groups, the chains tend to
collapse with increasing σ. Therefore, the periodicity d is decreasing.
With increasing temperature, the peaks shift to higher q values (Fig. 8.2). This is
reflected by the negative thermal expansion dd/dT of the long axis of the IL-molecule
observed for all ILs in this study (Fig. 9.1a) and agrees with our earlier findings on
[C18C1im]
+[FAP]− [174]. Similar effects were observed in a liquid crystalline ILs [42]
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Figure 9.1: (a) Periodicity d and (b) normalized correlation length ξ/d vs. reduced tem-
perature τ = T−Tm
Tm
extracted from the results of fitting Eqn. (8.2) to the SAXS (dots) and
SANS (triangle) data and from the peak position by dp = 2pi/q0. [C18C1im]+ [FAP]−
(1, blue), [C18C1im]+ [NNf2]− (2, green), [C18C1im]+ [NTf2]− (3, red), [C22C1im]+
[NNf2]− (4, purple), [C22C1im]+ [NTf2]− (5, cyan). Solid lines are linear regressions
to the Teubner-Strey parameters extracted from the SAXS data.
and surfactants [93]. In these systems, alkyl chains act as spacers in mesoscopic lamellar
structures [93]. The observed thermal compression is assigned to an increase in acces-
sible conformations of the alkyl chains (Fig. 9.2b). In alkyl-imidazolium based ILs the
ration between trans and gauche conformations varies [249]. The larger the concentra-
tion of gauche conformations in the side chain, the larger the blue shift of the symmet-
ric and asymmetric methylene CH stretching modes in the IR spectra. For [C18C1im]+
[FAP]−, with increasing temperature a continuous shift towards higher wavenumbers
was observed [174]. This indicates an increase in gauche conformations leading to a de-
creasing distance between the ionic and aliphatic regions. For cations with shorter alkyl
side-chains this temperature induced contraction is expected to be smaller. Temperature
dependent measurements by Fujii et al. give a contraction of approx. −2 · 10−3nm/K
for [C12C1im]+ [NTf2]− while no pronounced trend is observed for the peak position in
[C8C1im]
+ [NTf2]− [66].
9.1.2 Correlation Length
This interpretation of the periodicities d is confirmed by the analysis of the correla-
tion lengths ξ. The larger the widths of the pre-peaks shown in Fig. 8.1 and Fig. 8.2,
the smaller is the correlation length ξ of the underlying oscillatory G (r). Pronounced
changes in the peak widths can be observed at different temperatures [272] and cation
side-chain lengths [65, 87, 229] in the datasets presented in literature. However, this pa-
rameter has been largely overlooked and so far only few authors noted that the pre-peaks
get sharper for cations with longer alkyl side-chains [87, 89]. From our quantitative
analysis, three trends are observed for the normalized correlation lengths ξ/d extracted
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Figure 9.2: (Color) Sketch of the proposed decrease of local alkyl chain ordering (yel-
low) with (b) increasing temperature and (c) increasing anion size. The increasing num-
ber of gauche defects in the alkyl chains lead to a contraction of the periodicity d. Figure
reproduced from H. Weiss et al. [291].
by fitting the SAXS and SANS data (Fig. 9.1b): First, homologues with longer alkyl
side-chains show larger correlation lengths, even when normalized by their larger peri-
odicity d. Note that the lengths of the C18 and C22 side chains are only between three
and four times the polyethylene persistence length of about 0.7 nm [226]. In [C22C1im]+
based ILs, adjacent alkyl chains have stronger Van-der-Waals interactions. Therefore,
the concentration of gauche conformations is reduced. Thus, local fluctuations of the
separation distance between the ionic regions are smaller. This results in a larger nor-
malized correlation length ξ/d.
Second, ILs composed of [FAP]− and [NTf2]− anions show larger correlation lengths
compared to the more bulky [NNf2]−. This observation is evoked by the same effects
as discussed for the periodicity. The increased area per alkyl chain diminishes the Van-
der-Waals interactions in the apolar regions. This causes a less coherent structure with
reduced correlation lengths (Fig. 9.4). As an extreme case, for ILs with long side chains
and very small anions such as [C16C1im]+[PF6]− or [C18C1im]+ Cl−, [BF4]−, and
[PF6]− liquid crystalline smectic-A phases with long range translational order have been
observed [22, 23, 42, 76, 86, 96, 150, 185]. Likewise, for [C12C1im]+ [NTf2]−, i.e. the
IL with the largest normalized correlations length studied in this work, a metastable liq-
uid crystalline smectic-A phase is observed upon supercooling below its melting point
[150]. Third, on temperature increase structures of higher entropy with reduced short
range order are favored. This is consistent with the decreasing normalized correlation
length observed in Fig. 9.1b.
9.1.3 Temperature Effects
To understand the above described overall trends, we compare the derivatives dd/dT and
dξ/dT . The larger the anions, and the shorter the side chains, the higher the concentra-
tion of gauche conformations upon melting. Therefore, a further increase in tempera-
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ture tends to affect the periodicities d and the normalized correlation lengths ξ/d less
(Tab. 8.1). While this simplified rule is not strictly valid for all anion/cation combina-
tions studied in this work, it clearly reproduces the dominating trends. Recently, Fujii
et al. used an analysis technique based on truncated mutual Fourier transformations to
study the temperature dependence of the pre-peak in [C12C1im]+ [NTf2]− [66].
9.1.4 Anions and Cations
As long as only the periodicity d is considered, the structure of the ILs seems to be
dominated by the cations. The increase in periodicity for larger anions observed in this
work is only a second order effect that arises from an increasing number of gauche
conformations in the cations alkyl side-chains. For shorter alkyl chain lengths, this
anion effect is expected to be less pronounced. Furthermore, for cations with side-
chains shorter than octyl, the polarity i.e. the pre-peaks and the charge alternation peaks
start to interfere [66, 229]. In general, this makes the observation of small anion effects
from shifts in the peak position unfeasible. Therefore, it has been proposed that anions
have comparably little effect on the liquid structure, but mainly influence the SAXS
and SANS patterns by providing the scattering contrast between the ionic and aliphatic
regions [94].
In contrast to the periodicity d, Fig. 9.1b shows that anions have a remarkably strong
influence on the correlation length ξ. However, to our knowledge this important struc-
tural parameter has never been quantitatively analyzed and discussed for ILs. The nor-
malized correlation length ξ/d decreases by a factor of approx. 3/2 if the [NTf2]− anion
is exchanged by its larger [NNf2]− analoge with about twice the molar mass. This strong
effect can be directly observed in the SAXS peak broadening, even without fitting of a
specific model (Fig. 8.1a).
The ILs investigated in this work differ in two respects from those commonly used
in many other studies. Their cations C18 and C22 alkyl chains are longer than most fre-
quently studied chains that are typically shorter than dodecyl. The molecular mass of
[NNf2]− and [FAP]− is larger and their structure more complex compared to the more
often used Cl−, [BF4]−, or [PF6]− anions [91]. Therefore, a vast generalization of our
finding, i.e. that for all ILs the normalized correlation length is strongly depending on
the size of the anion, might be misguided. However, the results evidently question the
statement that anions have no significant effect on the liquid structure. Another inter-
esting question concerns possible relations between the correlations within the charged
domains and the correlation length ξ of the polarity alternations. Therefore, it might also
be interesting to investigate possible dependencies between the decay lengths extracted
from the FSDP and the structural information encoded in the wide angle scattering pat-
terns containing the charge alternation and adjacency correlations (Fig. 9.3). However,
in contrast to the FSDP, the second and third scattering peaks are affected by multi-
ple correlations and anti-correlations [7, 94]. This precludes a direct interpretation and
comparison of their peak shapes and intensities.
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Figure 9.3: Wide angle X-ray
scattering pattern of liquid
[C22C1im]
+ [NTf2]− at 96◦C.
The first sharp diffraction peak
(FSDP) originates from po-
larity alternations caused by
microphase separation between
ionic and aliphatic moieties
[5, 7, 94, 272]. Peak II at 8 nm−1
and peak III at 13 nm−1 are
attributed to charge alterna-
tions and adjacency correlations
between neighboring atoms
respectively [7, 120]. Figure
reproduced from H. Weiss et al.
[291].
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9.1.5 Entropy of Fusion
Comparing the entropy of fusion ∆Sf between the [C18C1im]+ and [C22C1im]+ based
ILs shows that ∆Sf increases by 7.25 J/(mol K) and 8.75 J/(mol K) per CH2 group for
[NTf2]− and [NNf2]− respectively (Tab. 6.1). These values agree with the calculated
conformational entropy difference per C-C bond between an all trans chain and all pos-
sible conformations without steric hinderance ∆SCC = NAkB = 9.13 J/(mol K) [190].
The interpolated experimental value for alkanes is about 8.16 J/(mol K) per CH2 group
[39]. For the ILs studied in this work a linear dependency between the normalized cor-
relation length ξ/d at their respective melting point vs. the normalized entropy of fusion
∆Sm/∆SCC (Fig. 9.4) is observed. This interesting relation connects structural parame-
ters on the molecular length scale with a thermodynamic bulk quantity. The ILs behave
differently than long chain alcohols (red circles) [269], where similar mesoscopic het-
erogeneities were observed [18]. Apparently, more experimental data and theoretical
calculations are required to study this fundamental relation.
9.1.6 Conclusions
From the systematic comparison of the correlation functions of five different anion/cation
combinations we deduce a model that describes the short range correlations in ILs with
long aliphatic chains. The pre-peaks observed in the SAXS and SANS patterns originat-
ing from mesoscopic polarity alternation are quantitatively reproduced by a generalized
Teubner-Strey model. In addition to the periodicity d, commonly obtained from the peak
position using Bragg’s law, this analysis technique also yields the correlation length ξ,
i.e. the exponential decay length of the asymptotic oscillatory correlation function.
Comparison between different ILs shows a pronounced anion dependence of the corre-
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Figure 9.4: Normalized correlation length ξm/dm at the melting point vs. entropy
of fusion ∆Sf/∆SCC for the ILs (black circles) [C18C1im]+ [FAP]− (1), [C18C1im]+
[NNf2]− (2), [C18C1im]+ [NTf2]− (3), [C22C1im]+ [NNf2]− (4), [C22C1im]+ [NTf2]−
(5). Lines are linear regressions to the datapoints. Values for linear alcohols C6H13OH
(6), C7H15OH (7), C8H17OH (8), C10H21OH (9), were extracted from Ref. [269] (red
circles). Figure reproduced from H. Weiss et al. [291].
lation length. Therefore, it is concluded that for the studied ILs not only the cations but
also the anions have a strong influence on the liquid structure. In summary: the envelop
of the oscillatory correlation function G (r) for ILs comprised of larger anions, shorter
alkyl side chains, at higher temperatures decays faster. Comparison of the normalized
correlation lengths ξ/d of the studied ILs with thermodynamic quantities shows an in-
triguing relation. A linear dependency of ξ/d at the melting points with their entropies
of fusion was found.
The bulk correlations G (r) drive an oscillatory interfacial structure on the nanome-
ter length scale [174]. These structures can affect the mobility and segregation of guest
molecules at IL surfaces. Therefore, the observed dependencies have important im-
plications for technologically highly relevant processes occurring adjacent to IL inter-
faces. Thus, to understand and improve electrochemical processes [8] and SILP cataly-
sis [160, 221, 259] a detailed knowledge on the mechanisms affecting the bulk correla-
tions in ILs are highly desirable.
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9.2 Hydrophilic Ionic Liquid Water Mixtures
The elucidation of [C8mim]+ [Cl]− under water influence was a contribution by the
author to a collaboration with the Max-Planck-Institute fu¨r Eisenforschung, Du¨sseldorf
[38]. Chap. 4.1 introduced how water can distinctly alter the IL bulk structure. Here,
water uptake takes place during exposure of the IL to an environment of controlled
humidity for a specific time. This enables tracking of the IL bulk structure evolution.
A similar humidity set-up is used as described in Chap. 11.6. Humidity was measured
by a hygrometer and adjusted to 35-40% RH , exposure times varied from 0 to 120 min.
Karl-Fischer titration, performed in Du¨sseldorf, achieved a calibration curve for this IL,
correlating exposure time at the adjusted humidity to water uptake in weight percent
[38]. Before water exposure, the IL was dried for 24 h under high vacuum (10-5 mbar).
9.2.1 1-methyl-3-octyl-imidazolium chloride
Fig. 9.5 and Fig. 9.6 show that three distinct liquid macroscopic structures were found
for different water concentrations. A mesoscopic domain structure under dry conditions
(t = 0 min; w.t. % = 0), a water swollen mesoscopic domain structure between t =
30 min; w.t.% 0 < 15 and a hexagonal columnar structure beyond t = 60 min; w.t.% >
15.
When the IL is dry, the azimuthally integrated scattering pattern exhibits a so-called
first sharp diffraction peak (FSDP). This is indicated by the red curve in Fig. 9.5. FSDP
position around qmax = 2.78 nm
−1 corresponds to a real space distance d = 2pi/qmax =
2.26 nm. Indicating liquid-like intermediate range correlations [291], the FSDP ac-
counts for microphase separation between aliphatic and ionic domains [94]. Different
ILs with long aliphatic side chains lead to similar scattering patterns [21, 58, 59, 87, 228,
291]. The distance between aliphatic and ionic domains is an intricate interplay between
alkyl side-chain length, increasing van der Waals interactions between alkyl chains, and
ionic domain molecular size. In Sec. 9.1 it has been shown, how anion molecular size
increases alkyl side-chain distance, diminishing van der Waals interactions, leading to a
shift in FSDP position. The measured FSDP real space distance of 2.26 nm corresponds
well to the calculated distance of the C8 alkyl side chain length of 1.06 nm [21]. Peak
width is broad in comparison to the other signals. This indicates a fast decay of correla-
tion length of the structure. In total, the dry signal of [C8mim]+ [Cl]− is a typical signal
of a mesoscopically structured ionic liquid. Without water influence the expected polar
and apolar domain structure has developed.
The green curve is recorded after an exposure time of 30 min. Firstly, a peak shift
to smaller q values is observed. The shift to a lower momentum transfer of qmax =
2.69 nm−1 can be explained by an increase of the structural dimension to 2.34 nm, i.e.
swelling by 3.5%. Structure periodicity d has increased, assumingly by water absorp-
tion around the anion. Furthermore, it can be seen that FSDP width has decreased. This
indicates an increased correlation length ξ [291]. Water, absorbed by the already in a dry
state mesoscopically ordered structure, has increased ordering in the bulk of [C8mim]+
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Figure 9.5: Azimuthal
integrated pattern of
structure evolution as
a function of exposure
time of [C8mim]+ Cl−
are measured by small
angle X-ray Scatter-
ing (SAXS). Inset:
Detailed display of
higher order signal at√
3 qmax01 indicating
hexagonal structure.
Figure reproduced from
H.-W. Cheng et al. [38].
Figure 9.6: 2D-scattering pattern of
[C8mim]+ Cl− at q = 2.67 nm−1 at
60 min of exposure under controlled
humidity of 35-40% RH. Clearly the
orientation of the FSDP signal at
qmax01 = 2.67 nm
−1 into a six-fold
structure is visible. The hexagon shall
guide the eye. Figure reproduced from
H.-W. Cheng et al. [38].
[Cl]− in comparison to the dry IL. This might be attributed to solvophobic effects of the
present water. Water presence itself leads to an increased exclusion effect of hydropho-
bic domains, i.e. the aggregation of alkyl side-chains. Also, screening of the anion
charge by the formation of an hydration shell, increases polarity effects within the polar
domains. All this contributes to a further increase of exclusion effects between apolar
domains and domains with increased polarity. Hence, water has a structure inducing
effect when absorbed in [C8mim]+ [Cl]−.
Longer exposure to moisture leads to a more distinct change in mesoscopic struc-
ture. This is indicated by the now very sharp blue and cyan curves in Fig. 9.5 after ex-
posure time of 60 min and 120 min, respectively. The Bragg peak at qmax = 2.67 nm
−1
(blue curve) sharpens distinctly after an exposure time of 60 min. A weak higher order
reflection can be observed at qmax = 4.7 nm
−1 =
√
3 qmax. An inset with a tenfold mag-
nification demonstrates, that this signal indeed is distinct from the background signal. In
general, more focused scattering of a structure indicates higher ordering. Thus, the ob-
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served signal structure of sharp scattering points to a liquid crystalline structure within
the IL. Signal structure of qmax :
√
3 qmax indicates hexagonal nearest neighbor distance,
similar to observations for other ILs under water influence [58]. Higher signal orienta-
tion can also be seen in the 2D-scattering pattern shown in Fig. 9.6. A sharp scattering
ring with a sixfold orientation is visible, pointing to a hexagonal liquid crystalline struc-
ture as well. These two indicators of a hexagonal packed structure correspond to the
pronounced texture with six-fold symmetry comprised of hexagonal packed columns
for the bulk liquid found in other ILs under water influence [59]. Longer exposure to
moist air is depicted by the cyan curve. It is at the same q position as the blue curve,
but signal height is corrupted. Width of the signal peak is comparable. Due to the liquid
crystalline signal formed (c.f. Fig. 9.6), intensity focuses on a narrow ring on the detec-
tor. Resolution is aggravated by this, explaining the corrupted signal. Fine resolution of
peak maximum is not possible anymore. However, a distinct change with longer expo-
sure time can be excluded. A prolonged exposure time to a humidity of 35-40% RH ,
beyond 60 min, seems to have no influence on IL bulk structure.
The highly orientated structure influences macroscopic behavior of the IL. In the
regime of water uptake used here, gelation is observed with increasing water uptake.
While the dry IL is highly viscous, increasing water uptake solidifies the IL to a gel.
Even higher water uptake than achieved in this set of measurements, beyond 50 w.t.%
and more, would lead to a turn-around of phase behavior [21, 281]. As focus was laid
on smaller amounts of water absorbed by ILs, these phases are not dealt with here.
Signal evolution of [C8mim]+ [Cl]− under water influence shows the distinct phase
change from mesoscopically ordered decaying phase, to highly orientated long range
ordered liquid crystalline phase. The threshold of phase change can be identified to be
in the range of an exposure time of 30-60 min, which corresponds to a water uptake
between 10-15 w.t.%. Segregation is driven by the presence of water. Water absorption
to polar domains increases the contrast between polar and apolar parts already present
in the IL. Orientation in the IL is increased by solvophobic effects. Polar domains are
ordered by increased polarity, while apolar domains are excluded due to presence of
water. Water is primarily absorbed to the polar domains, hence packing apolar domains
closer together, increasing van der Waals interactions between them. Stronger interac-
tions within the domains favors the evolution of long range structures. The structure
identified corresponds to a densely packed structure of micelles of sixfold symmetry.
The percolating network, first only swollen by water absorption, switches to discrete
micelle pillars of apolar domains, excluding water-rich polar domains. Water absorp-
tion drives IL molecular structure and viscosity, making it possible to adjust bulk IL
molecular structure by operating at a controlled water percentage within the IL. How
the presence of interfaces influences the IL structure under water influence will be in-
vestigated in the upcoming chapters.
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9.2.2 1-decyl-3-methyl-imidazolium chloride
The previous chapter showed which intriguing structural behavior is displayed by
[C8mim]+ [Cl]− under water influence. However, for dynamic measurements in a slit-
pore confinement, the system featuring the longer homologue 1-decyl-
3-methyl-imidazolium Chloride [C10mim]+Cl− was chosen to be elucidated by XSFA
measurements. Prior to be used as a sample in confinement experiments, the bulk liquid
structural behavior under water influence of 1-decyl-3-methyl-imidazolium Chloride
[C10mim]+ Cl− was characterized during in-house SAXS experiments. In contrast to
[C8mim]+ [Cl]−, which was moisturized by exposure to a controlled humid atmosphere,
[C10mim]+ Cl− was physically mixed with water. The real water content can be indi-
cated. For details on sample preparation see Sec. 6.1. Figure 9.7 shows the acquired
SAXS-pattern.
During dry conditions the expected mesoscopic structure signal, indicated by an
FSDP at 2.41 nm−1, can be observed (red curve Fig. 9.7). This corresponds to the
segregated domain structure, into which polar and apolar parts migrate. A real space
distance of d = 2pi/q = 2.61 nm results. Comparing with the real space length scale of
[C8mim]+Cl− having d = 2.26 nm, the difference between [C10mim]+ and [C8mim]+
is not equal to the length of 2 CH2-groups (2 CH2 = 2 × 0.128 nm = 0.256nm). The
length of the [C8mim]+ cation is shorter than the 2.354 nm resulting when subtracting
the 2 CH2 group distance from the [C10mim]+ real space distance length. This can be
explained by the stronger van der Waals interactions between the C10-chains, leading
to more anti-conformations and by this a longer alkyl side-chain length. In contrast to
that, apolar domains of [C8mim]+Cl− exhibit less van der Waals interactions. Hence,
the alkyl side-chains take up more gauche conformations, leading to a diminished ob-
served real space distance between domains. This observation corresponds well to the
results observed in Chap. 9.1 for the hydrophobic ionic liquid bulk structure. There also,
increased van der Waals interactions between longer alykl side-chains were observed.
Upon a water addition of 5-60 w.t.% H2O to the IL, a liquid crystalline gel re-
sults (green and blue curve Fig. 9.7) [59]. Signal position shifts to lower q, indicat-
ing an increased real space distance. Signal sharpness increases drastically, indicat-
ing increased correlation length. Peak width is now in the order of the device resolu-
tion. No further information can be extracted about peak width evolution. The green
curve corresponds to a water content of 10 w.t.%. When comparing signal position at
qmax = 2.31 nm
−1 = 2pi/q = 2.72 nm with the real space distance at dry conditions, a
swelling of 4.2 % is observed. This is in the same range as the 3.5 % of swelling ob-
served for [C8mim]+Cl−. It is likely that the water enters the polar domains, forming a
hydration layer around ions, having two effects. Firstly, ions within the polar domains
will be further separated from each other. Secondly, ionic charge is shielded. When
one ionic species is preferentially hydrated this increases polarity in the bulk liquid as
only the charge of this specific ion is shielded, whereas the other ion is partially lacking
its counterpart. This might explain the increased orientation observed in the IL. The
increased signal sharpness points to an increased correlations length. The bulk liquid
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Figure 9.7: Bulk
liquid structure
evolution of
1-decyl-3-methyl-
imidazolium Chlo-
ride [C10mim]+Cl−
as a function of
water content mea-
sured by Small
Angle X-ray Scat-
tering (SAXS). See
text for details.
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structure under water influence is much more ordered than the dry IL. An explana-
tion might be the increased polarity keeping polar domains apart. The emerging longer
ranged forces would increase the order.
When adding 20 w.t.% of water, the signal still indicates liquid crystalline structure,
having a very sharp signal. Signal position shifted to q = 2.23 nm−1 which corresponds
to d = 2.81 nm. This indicates a further swelling by 3.7% of the structure when compar-
ing to 10 w.t.% water content. The second swelling is a little bit less than upon the first
addition of 10 w.t.%. Upon first water addition, water molecules form a hydration layer
around ions, increasing polarity. A further addition of water still leads to swelling, ergo
a larger distance between ions in the polar domains, but not to further shielding of the
ions. This points to the idea, that not the distance increase upon formation of a hydra-
tion layer around an ion, leads to polarity increase. It is the shielding of one preferred
ion that increases polarity due to the lack of shielding of the counter-ion. Coulombic
interactions between ion pairs are diminished, leaving one ion less shielded. Polarity on
polar domains increases, hence long range forces increase, having an ordering effect on
the mesoscopic structure due to the repulsive interactions.
Exceeding a water content of 62.5 w.t.% in the mixture, signal structure changes dis-
tinctly. The signal becomes much broader and shifts to low q, the structure is not liquid
crystalline anymore. Peak positions at qmax = 1.85 nm−1 corresponds to a much larger
real space length scale of d = 3.40 nm. This signal can be explained by assuming a mi-
cellar structure of IL cations in water, with the chloride anions hydrated and dissolved.
A phase reversal from a continuous IL phase to a now continuous water phase occurred.
When taking into account the length of two cations (c.f. Fig. 6.1), one readily arrives at
a length scale of d = 3.44 nm which corresponds well with the observed length scale. It
seems reasonable to assume micelles made up of IL cations, with the hydrophobic tail
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orientated inwards. The chloride anion is fully hydrophobized and is dissolved in the
continuous water phase. In this regime, ILs form similar structures to tensides. Peak
width is broad, reflecting the heterogeneous size distribution of the micelles. All in all
the signal structure at 62.5 w.t.% water content points into the direction of an IL in water
structure, in which water forms the continuous phase.
Macroscopic observations correspond to that. Upon water absorption, for the liq-
uid crystalline phase, gelation was observed. But crossing the tipping point of phase
change by adding more water than 60 w.t.%, the mixture became liquid again. Viscosity
decreased immensely compared to the previously observed gel phases. This backs up
the interpretation of the formation of an IL in water phase.
This preliminary characterization showed that a liquid crystalline structure induced
by water absorption occurs in [C10mim]+Cl−. If a similar structure forms under water
influence in molecular confinement and how the structure behaves under shear stress,
was researched on by XSFA experiments. Results are presented in Chap. 13.2.
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Part IV
X-ray Surface Force Apparatus
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Chapter 10
Materials
The construction of the X-ray Surface Force Apparatus was the main project of this the-
sis. During the thesis two experiments were performed. Planing, calculation and coordi-
nation of these joint experiments was done by the author. The device is designed to per-
form experiments at a synchrotron beamline. Assembly of the device takes place prior
to the synchrotron experiment on site. Successful performance of experiment requires
close collaboration of both Surface Force Apparatus controller and X-ray operator. SFA
control was done by the collaboration partner, the group of Markus Valtiner, during each
experiment1. The device is based on the design principle drafted by the collaboration
of Prof. Dr. Markus Valtiner, Prof. Dr. Frank Uwe Renner and Jun.-Prof. Dr. Markus
Mezger.
10.1 Liquid Crystal 4‘-octyl-4-cyano-biphenyl (8CB)
During the first synchrotron beamtime experiment of the newly constructed XSFA in
February 2016, characterization of the device using a benchmark system was neces-
Smectic A phase8CB dimer
3.2 nm
0.9 nm
Figure 10.1: Rod
like structure of
4‘-octyl-4-cyano-
biphenyl (8CB)
dimers (left) and
molecular align-
ment of mesogens
in the liquid crys-
talline smectic
A phase (right).
1Acknowledgment: Prof. Dr. Markus Valtiner, Dr. Hsiu-Wei Cheng, Claudia Merola, Sadhanaa Bu-
vaneswaran, Dr. Christian Weber, Kai Schwenzfeier
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sary. As a model system, which has also been well characterized by other groups,
we choose the liquid crystal 4‘-octyl-4-cyano-biphenyl (8CB) (Sigma-Aldrich, purity:
98 %, CAS: 52709-84-9). Being a liquid crystal 8CB displays several phases, the or-
der of phase transitions and their respective melting points are: Crystalline / Smectic A
(21.5◦C); Smectic A / Nematic (33.7◦C) ; Nematic / Isotropic (40.6◦C). We see that
at 22◦C, 8CB exhibits a smectic A phase (Fig. 10.1). 8CB is known to form dimers
by pi-pi-stacking effects of the adjacent rings, hence leading to dimer-molecule dimen-
sions larger than the single monomer (Fig 10.1) [230]. Other groups already researched
on the structure of 8CB in SmA phase in confinement under static [184] and dynamic
[260] stress conditions. Complementary to that, we study the influence of compres-
sion/decompression forces on the structure of 8CB under confinement. Due to inter-
actions of the unsaturated ring system with a polar surface, 8CB dimers lie down flat
[230] on polar surfaces. To induce a perpendicular orientation of the 8CB molecules
at a surface, hydrophobization, i.e. functionalization with a Self-Assembled Mono-
layer (SAM), is necessary. Different surfaces (mica, silica, gold, HOPG, sapphire, etc.;
c.f. Chapter 5) require different SAM-functionalization treatment. As we will see in the
following chapters, the XSFA confining surfaces are made of two different materials.
Thus, upper and lower confining surface of the XSFA were hydrophobized by a self-
assembled monolayer of hexadecane-thiol and octadecyl-trichlorosilane, respectively.
During the XRR and in-plane scattering experiments, the liquid crystal was confined to
two gap widths of 120 nm as well as 1700 nm, in order to study the dynamic response
during increasing confinement over one order of magnitude. The gap widths correspond
to about 38 and 532 layers of 8CB dimers, respectively, when the dimers are stacked in
a SmA phase with their long axis parallel to the surface normal. The arrangement of the
rod-like molecules in smectic layers gives rise to a pronounced scattering peak in the
small angle scattering (SAXS) regime (Fig. 11.1b). Very small amounts of sample are
needed using the XSFA, usually about a droplet (≈ 0.1 mL) is sufficient to perform a
set of measurements. The sample is placed onto the confining surfaces using a spatula
or syringe.
10.2 Hydrophilic Ionic Liquid 1-decyl-3-methyl
-imidazolium chloride
The second beamtime performed using the XSFA researched on structure evolution in
a molecularly confined hydrophilic IL under moisture influence. The sample system
chosen was 1-decyl-3-methyl-imidazolium chloride [C10mim]+[Cl]− (Sigma-Aldrich,
purity: 98 %, CAS: 171058-18-7, M = 258, 83 g/mol, Tc = −2.1◦C [185]). The IL
is a viscous liquid at room temperature featuring a small, hydrophilic anion. Due to
the rather long alkyl side-chain, the molecular geometry anticipates a periodicity in
a range of reciprocal space well visible in X-ray experiments, when forming an or-
dered molecular orientation. Ils featuring longer alkyl side-chains have higher melting
points, prohibiting a use in the liquid state at a temperature of 22◦C. Shorter cation
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Figure 10.2: Molecular structure of 1-decyl-3-methyl-imidazolium chloride
[C10mim]+[Cl]−. This IL was used as sample system in the second XSFA beam-
time.
side-chains lead to shorter real space distances which are not well visible in the accessi-
ble q-range of the XSFA, making an imidazolium based IL featuring a decyl-side-chain
and a hygroscopic anion the system of choice. In preliminary wide-angle X-ray scatter-
ing experiments the phase behavior of the IL under water influence was elucidated (see
Sec. 9.2.2). In a dry state, a mesoscopically ordered structure was observed, indicated
by the the previously also in [C8mim]+[Cl]− observed FSDP. A liquid crystalline phase
with high order was detected in a range between 10-60 w.t. %. Until about 60 w.t. % wa-
ter is absorbed in the ionic liquid, beyond that a phase switch takes place and the IL is
dissolved in a continuous water phase. The IL was dried before use for 24 h under high
vacuum p = 10−5 mbar. [C10mim]+[Cl]− is significantly hygroscopic on a time scale
of minutes (5-10 min). Hence, handling and application once removed from vacuum
were performed stringent. Within the XSFA chamber the sample liquid is surrounded
by dry helium gas under constant flow, excluding and resorbing possible traces of ab-
sorbed water within the IL during handling and insertion. During the experiment, when
confined between the two surfaces, moisture is taken up by the IL from the surrounding
controlled humidity in the helium purging gas. Again, only very low quantities of sam-
ple were needed to perform measurements. Application onto the confining surfaces can
again be done by a spatula.
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Chapter 11
Experimental Technique
11.1 Compendium on X-ray Surface Force Apparatus
Concept
By today, most structural information of confined fluids is obtained by computer sim-
ulations [77, 234] or indirectly deduced from force-distance curves measured using a
Surface Force Apparatus (SFA, Fig. 11.1d), Colloidal Probe (Fig. 11.1e), or Atomic
Force Microscopy (AFM). In particular, the Surface Force Apparatus (SFA) is an es-
tablished experimental setup to simultaneously measure forces and distances across two
surfaces approaching each other on a range from micrometers down to nanometers with
A˚ngstrom precision.
This instrument can hence be used to create a controlled slit-pore confinement with
dimensions on the molecular length scale [109]. Also, an SFA can very precisely apply
stress on the confined material and measure its viscoelastic response. However, the
force measurements in an SFA, colloidal probe, or AFM, actually do not probe the
spatial arrangement of the molecules [126, 138]. Structural information are always
extracted from force measurements using ”reasonable” assumptions aiming to explain
the measured data [169, 257]. On the other hand, X-ray scattering and reflectivity
(XRR) are powerful techniques to directly probe structures on molecular length scales
in bulk and at interfaces [55, 242, 294]. Today, high-brilliant synchrotron sources even
allow in-situ studying of the structural dynamics on sub-microsecond time scales [212,
307].
For instance, extensive work has been conducted on the molecular scale structure of
soft matter confinement in porous bulk-like materials using X-ray and neutron scattering
techniques [27, 28, 127, 261, 262, 301]. Today, nearly mono-disperse cylinders in silica
or aluminum oxide with diameters ranging from 5 nm to 1000 nm are available [101,
146, 155, 239, 310]. A good review on the behavior of ILs confined into pores is given
by Shiguo Zhang et coworkers [309]. The work of M.N. Garaga et al. showed how
the bulk liquid structure dynamics of an imidazolium-based long alkyl side-chain IL is
influenced by nanopore confinement [69]. The observed faster molecular dynamics in
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Figure 11.1: Overview of various experimental geometries to study confined liquids by
X-ray scattering. The surface normal of the slit pore walls (grey) can be aligned perpen-
dicular to the momentum transfer of the scattering vector q = kf − ki in transmission
(a) or in-plane scattering geometry (b). Specular reflectivity with q parallel to the sur-
face normal of the slit pore walls probes the interfacial profile along the z-direction, i.e.
across the slit pore (c). Confinement can be created in the standard SFA crossed cylin-
ders geometry (d), the colloidal probe plane-sphere geometry (e), the plane-cylinder
geometry (f), or the plane-plane geometry (g).
confinement were attributed to the weak surface interactions. The walls of the nano-
tubes were hydrophobized.
However, when dealing with materials confined to a porous structure the pore ge-
ometry has an influence. Due to the Gibbs-Thomson effect [171, 219, 265], the large
curvature in nano-sized porous materials strongly affects the phase behavior of confined
fluids [85]. Another problem in data analysis of scattering experiments of confined liq-
uids in the porous material arises from the averaging of different directions. Moreover,
dynamic studies during shear, compression, and decompression are intrinsically difficult
to realize experimentally in a porous system. Therefore, to probe the intrinsic structure
and dynamics of liquids confined between two parallel walls, other geometries have to
be employed.
An X-ray Surface-Force-Apparatus (XSFA) simultaneously combines the two com-
plementary experimental techniques of force-distance measurements and X-ray scat-
tering [109]. This unique combination promises results not accessible by any other
experimental method. Therefore, the development of an XSFA, that allows to drive the
structure of the confined liquid out of equilibrium and record its relaxation by scatter-
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ing techniques, will open up new ways to study the structural relaxation dynamics of
confined liquids.
The first X-SFA for transmission experiments (Fig. 11.1a) in crossed cylinder geom-
etry (Fig. 11.1d) was introduced in 1993 by the groups of J. Israelachvili and C. Safinya
[73, 74, 104, 105, 106, 131, 152]. Experiments on the liquid crystal 4‘-octyl-4-cyano-
biphenyl (8CB) demonstrated, that a 10 nm thick 8CB film provides sufficient scattered
intensity to extract static information on the molecular orientation induced by the con-
finement between the two mica cylinders.
Later, two different teams, lead by H. Reichert and F. Mugele at ID10C [13], ESRF
and J.F. van der Veen and M. Heuberger at the Swiss Light Source [188], used a sim-
ilar geometry. The latter team also explored the potential of an X-SFA in reflectivity
(Fig. 11.1c) using the crossed cylinder geometry (Fig. 11.1d) [201, 202, 203, 204].
However, due to the large curvature of the cylinders, data can only be taken at large
qz > 4.0 nm
−1. This precludes conventional XRR measurements. Therefore, the
structure of the confined liquid can only be deduced from the crystal truncation rods
(CTR) using a rather complex data analysis [204]. No structural in-plane information
(Fig. 11.1 b) is accessible in this geometry, since a defined confinement is only estab-
lished at the very center of the crossed cylinders.
More recently, the group of O. Seeck and M. Lippmann at PETRAIII designed an
X-SFA in plane-plane geometry (Fig. 11.1g) [156]. The confining walls were made of
two diamond culets (200µm diameter), normally used in Diamond Anvil Cells, cut in
crystallographic (100) direction. To achieve molecular scale confinement, the force of
several tens of Newton is applied to the diamonds. With a maximum possible pressure
of 100 N onto the 200µm diameter culets, a pressure of about 3 GPa can be achieved.
However, normal operation mode is around several hundreds of MPa to avoid sample
changes and artifacts by the high pressure. This device was used in X-ray scattering and
specular reflectivity experiments of the confined liquid benzene of thicknesses down to
5 nm. However, parallel alignment of the apposing macroscopic planar interfaces can
be challenging and the roughness of RMS ≈ 1 nm with peak-to-valley roughness of
up to 1.4 nm of the diamond surfaces sets a limit to the information extracted from the
scattering patterns.
Application of dynamic conditions was also performed in the crossed cylinder ge-
ometry [268]. The group of Kazue Kurihara demonstrated synchrotron measurements
on confined ([C4mim][BF4]) between silica surfaces. Surface seperation was in a range
of 2 to 500 nm.
A different approach is to design cells and surfaces for Neutron experiments. These
devices usually feature large confinement areas up to square centimeters to accommo-
date the large footprint. This aggravates a reproducible, exact confinement over the
whole area. The group of T. Kuhl succeeded in creating a confinement of around 100 nm
with a gap divergence of 35 nm [136, 137]. In this cell shear experiments are possible
in the range of 0.001 to 20 Hz and it was especially used to investigated polymer films
[80]. In a device by the group of S.W.Prescott a flexible membrane was used to create
a confinement across the large area required [43, 288]. Only stress vertically to the con-
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fining surfaces can be created by applying a different amount of gas pressure onto the
membrane. Also in this device it proofed crucial to keep the large confinement area free
of contaminating particles, which are prone to corrupt measurements when trapped in
confinement. A task becoming more challenging when dealing with larger confinement
areas.
Neutron reflectivity was also employed to probe changes on the interfacial profiles
of hexadecane under shear rates up to γ˙ = 1000 s−1 in a cone-plate rheometer [295,
296, 297]. A setup using a modified plate-plate rheometer was employed to study the
influence of shear forces on the structure of bulk liquids by X-ray scattering techniques
[240, 260]. However, most experimental designs based on conventional rheometers are
not able to reach high enough shear rates to detect fast interfacial relaxation processes
on the molecular length scale such as adsorption and desorption [177, 182].
How the device constructed during this work contributes to the work done on X-
ray surface force apparatus research so far and how it avoids and ameliorates flaws and
drawbacks of the devices presented is dealt with in chap. 11.2.
11.2 X-ray Surface Force Apparatus
We present a novel design of an X-SFA in planar-cylinder geometry (Fig. 11.1f) for
in-plane scattering (Fig. 11.1b) and specular XRR (Fig. 11.1c). Using white light in-
terferometry, this device can realize a controlled confinement in a slit pore geometry
with gap thicknesses D ranging from several 10µm down to molecular length scales.
With this set-up, we can precisely control the thickness of the confined liquid, probed
by the X-ray beam, over a lateral area up to l = 4 - 5 mm along the cylinder apex and a
width of w ≈ 80µm. The instrument is capable to apply and monitor effects during dy-
namic changes through lateral (shear stress) and vertical (compression/decompression)
motion of the lower one of the confining interfaces. Simultaneously, normal and fric-
tional forces can be measured by strain gauges. Thus, XSFA experiments can provide
complementary information to force distance measurements and conventional X-ray and
neutron scattering studies in nano-porous materials.
In the present X-SFA setup (Fig. 11.2), confinement is realized between a stationary
upper planar surface and a cylindrically curved lower surface in a flat-on-cylinder ge-
ometry (Fig. 11.1f). For dynamic studies, the lower surface can be moved vertically and
horizontally with nanometer precision, while the upper planar surface remains static.
The upper surface is provided by a template stripped atomically smooth gold layer
on an Al2O3 single crystal (Fig. 11.4) [154, 256, 258, 283]. A mica sheet, back coated
with a semitransparent silver mirror serves as lower surface. For mechanical support,
the thin mica is glued on a glass cylinder using UV hardened epoxy resin. Due to the
compressibility of the glue, the mica sheet can comply with the planar upper surface
when pressed against each other. This generates a slit-pore with a length l that is sim-
ilar to the width of the crystal used, as well as a width w that depends on the applied
pressure.
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2D-
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Figure 11.2: Photography of the
X-SFA setup mounted on the
HEMD diffractometer at ID31
ESRF. Arrows indicate white
light (yellow) and X-ray (red)
beam paths. The sample is lo-
cated at the diffractometers rota-
tion center inside a helium-filled
stainless steel chamber. X-rays
enter and leave the chamber hor-
izontally trough 80µm Kapton
windows. White light from a
fiber light source is fed in via a
mirror from below. Microscope
objective, beam splitter, align-
ment camera, and spectrometer
are mounted on the upper instru-
ment level.
As a result, in this geometry, the confined area is much larger than for the conven-
tional crossed cylinder setup (Fig. 11.1d). Typically, the plane-cylinder configuration
provides a large scale confinement over an areaA of 80µm×4−5 mm. For aD = 2µm
slit-pore gap width, a total volume V up to 3 × 10−3 mm3 is probed by the X-ray beam.
This is about 10-50 times the scattering volume probed by other XSFA setups in reflec-
tion geometry, depending on the applied pressure and hence contact area [156, 201].
When confining to a smaller gap thickness D the scattering volume decreases, but, as
we show in Sec. 13, due to the long confinement length l still enough signal is generated
by the material in the gap.
Both surfaces in direct contact with the liquid are atomically smooth with RMS <
0.5 nm roughnesses. Surface properties can be tuned from hydrophobic to hydrophilic
by functionalization with self assembled monolayers. Alignment of the nanometer con-
finement is actively measured and controlled using an interference microscope based on
multiple beam white light interferometry. The incident X-ray beam enters through the
side of the upper substrate in direction of the cylinder apex [103]. This avoids scattering
artifacts from the mica edges. The Al2O3 single crystal reduces background scattering
from the substrate. As the beam has to penetrate through several millimeters of Al2O3,
high energy X-rays are essential. The SFA is mounted inside of a gas tight stainless
steel chamber (Fig. 11.3). A helium atmosphere improves the thermal stability of the
setup and reduces background scattering. In addition, a humidity sensor and a humid-
ifier allow online control of the relative humidity from 0 − 90 ± 3% relative humidity
(r.h.) by moisturizing the helium flow constantly purging the cell.
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Figure 11.3: Sketch of the sam-
ple cell. The sample-cell acco-
modates the SFA moving parts
while surrounding the confining
surfaces with a Helium atmo-
sphere to reduce background sig-
nal. White light (yellow) enters
the cell from below, impinges the
confining surfaces and is tracked
by white light optices brought
close to the confining surfaces
from the top. The X-ray beam
enters horizontally. Two Kapton
windows (orange) enable back-
ground reduced X-ray beam (red)
entrance.
X-ray
white light source
Spectrometer
(b) CCD Camera
11.3 Confining Surface Fabrication
To produce flat, atomically smooth, and reflecting surfaces, gold layers were template
stripped from silicon wafers onto single crystalline corundum (Al2O3) cuboids. Corun-
dum blocks (10 mm × 4.8 mm, thickness 3 mm) were cut from flat optical grade pol-
ished discs (CrysTec, Berlin). To avoid parasitic scattering from the edges in gracing
incidence measurements, the side facets and edges were polished. Hydrophilic corun-
dum blocks and silicon wafers (approx. 20 mm × 10 mm) were prepared by immer-
sion in freshly prepared Piranha solution (1 part H2O2, 35%; 3 parts H2SO4, 98%) for
20 minutes. Subsequently, substrates were rinsed with ultrapure water and blown dry
with nitrogen. A 40 ± 1 nm thick gold (purity 99.9999 %) layer was evaporated at
2 × 10−5 mbar (BAL-TEC, MED 020) onto the silicon wafers with angstrom rough-
ness. Epoxy resin (Epo-Tek 377) was spread on the corundum cuboids and degassed for
30 min at 10−1 mbar. Subsequently, the gold coated silicon wafers were glued on the
cuboids and cured for 2 h at 150◦. An epoxy mass density of ρm = 1.272±0.009 g/cm3
after curing and an epoxy layer thickness of tepoxy = 10 ± 1µm was determined by
gas pycnometry (Quantachrome Pentapyc 5200e) and AFM (JPK NanoWizard 3). Af-
ter immersion in ethanol (97%, Carl Roth) for approx. 1 h, silicon wafers were stripped
from the corundum cuboids. To prepare hydrophobic gold surfaces of low roughness
1 mM hexadecane-thiol (97%, Alfa Aesar) can be added to the ethanol solution [72, 92].
After SAM assembly for 8 h the blocks were rinsed with ethanol and dried in a stream
of nitrogen.
To produce atomically smooth mica surfaces, mica sheets with a thickness ranging
from tmica = 4− 8µm were hand cleaved from Grade V1 mica sheets (refractive index
n = 1.56). A 40 ± 1 nm silver film was evaporated onto the mica sheets. Mica sheets
were then glued onto glass cylinders (refractive index n = 1.46) silver side down by
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(a) Cylinder-on-flat geome-
try. Layers are explained
in 11.4b. Layer size not
to scale.
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X-ray
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D
(b) X-SFA in plane-cylinder geometry; white light (yellow) and
X-ray beam path (red), Al2O3 single crystal (a), epoxy resin
Epo-Tek 377 (b), gold mirror (c), optional gold surface func-
tionalization (e.g. alkanethiol) (d), confined liquid (e), optional
mica surface functionalization (e.g. alkanesilane) (f), mica (g),
silver mirror (h), UV hardening epoxy resin NOA-81 (i), sup-
porting glass cylinder (j). For details see text or Tab. 11.1.
Figure 11.4: Detailed view of confining surfaces
using optical index matched glue NOA-81 (n = 1.56) which was cured by UV-light
for minimum 4 h. The mica covered glass cylinders were mounted onto the sample
holder. The mica surface can be functionalized, i.e. hydrophobized by deposition of
self assembled monolayers (SAMs) of octadecyl-trichlorosilane (OTS, Aldrich; 90%).
For silane based SAMs we use a vapor phase deposition in order to avoid multilayer
formation. For this, a vial with pure OTS was placed into a dedicated desiccator together
with the samples. The clean mica substrates, that were already glued onto the glass
cylinders, were kept in the deposition atmosphere at room temperature for more than
8 hours, and were rinsed twice in fresh n-hexane and ethanol after removal.
Figure 11.5: XSFA surfaces. (Left) Surfaces in their specific sample holders. Both
substrates are transparent to white light. The flat surface already carries 8CB on it.
(Right) The two mounted surfaces seen in the direction of the X-ray beam.
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Figure 11.6: (right) Schematic of the SFA controls, strain gauge springs and optical
setup for recording Newton’s interference and fringes of equal chromatic order (FECO).
(a) Top-view of the confined 8CB by video microscopy indicating perfect parallel align-
ment of the apposing surfaces. (b) FECOs are used to determine the gap width. Figure
reproduced from [290].
11.4 Surface Positioning and Force Measurements
Chapters 11.4 and 11.5 were not written by the author and are citations from ref. [290].
They are contributions by the group of M. Valtiner, designing the SFA part of the XSFA
device.
The X-SFA setup displayed in Fig. 11.6 includes two linear piezo-stages (Physical
Instruments, Karlsruhe, Germany) with 100µm travel range that are mounted perpen-
dicular to each other for simultaneously applying both, shear stress and compressive
stress by lateral and vertical motion of the lower surface (mica), respectively. In a shear
experiment, the mica cylinder is aligned in such a way, that the surface slides along the
apex direction. This ensures that the confined region remains at the same location of the
single crystal mounted on the upper surface, exactly where the X-ray probe is aligned
during experiment.
The deflection of two perpendicular mounted double cantilever springs on the lower
sample mount can be recorded with strain gauges (ME-Messsysteme, Henningsdorf,
Germany) with an experimentally verified detection limit of F/R > 0.1mN/m for
a contact of two crossed cylinders. Hence, for the flat-on-cylinder geometry, which
features generally larger and longer ranged forces, the sensitivity is sufficient for char-
acterizing and controlling both lateral and vertical forces with an absolute accuracy of
1µN.
Oscillatory stress in vertical or lateral directions can be applied to the sample by
a home-build piezo controller that is based on OEM parts from Physical Instruments.
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A home build LabView software controls the piezo and reads out the amplified strain
gauge voltages.
In this setup, the hydrophobized corundum block (Al2O3) and the cylindrical hy-
drophobiced mica sheet can be aligned perfectly parallel to each other using a manual
1D goniometer stage (Thorlabs, Newton, NJ, USA) to rotate the cylinder with respect
to the corundum block. In a future version, the manual goniometer will be exchanged
for a piezo-driven rotation, in order to make this critical alignment computer controlled
and more efficient.
Fringes of Equal Chromatic Order (FECO) as well as Newton lines recorded with the
top view camera are used to guide the aligment procedure. After successful alignment of
the apposing surfaces the Newton lines are perfectly parallel over the entire contact area
as shown in Fig. 11.6. The parallel Newton lines indicate a perfect alignment, while
the FECO of the contact indicate a flat contact region at the apex (cf. figure caption
for details). FECO are recorded with the spectrometer slit aligned perpendicular to the
long-axis of the confinement, allowing the measurement of the radius of curvature. This
2D contact profile can be scanned along the entire apex by moving the entire setup with
a lateral x/y translation stage.
11.5 Light Microscopy and FECO
The XSFA uses white light interference between two semipermeable mirrors to mea-
sure the distance between two atomically flat surfaces. For optical interference mea-
surements, the lower and upper surfaces were coated with semi-transparent mirrors as
described above. Collimated white light from a tungsten filament is guided through
the contact of the apposing surfaces. Constructive and destructive interference leads
to standing waves at distances, that are roughly even and odd multiples of the stand-
ing waves wavelengths. Shifts of these wavelengths indicate an absolute shift of the
distance across the two mirrors.
First, as shown in Fig. 11.6a, the interference pattern can be visualized using a video
camera after passing through a band-pass filter (here green, from Thorlabs). This results
in so-called Newton’s interference pattern. In a crossed cylinder geometry, this results
in well known Newton rings that also occur at the contact of two glass plates. Here, the
geometry results in the appearance of Newton lines if the cylinder is aligned perfectly
parallel to the flat gold surface. In particular, a bright line as shown in the figure, cor-
responds to one standing green wave, and the parallel alignment of the lines indicates
that the surfaces have a uniform surface separation along this line. The Newton lines are
used to align the surfaces parallel to each other before an X-ray experiment is started.
The most critical alignment step is the rotation of the cylinder. Only if the cylinder is
rotated into parallel alignment, Newton lines do appear, serving as an alignment feed-
back control and indicator. Using a 20/80 beam splitter (Fig. 11.6 right), 80% of the
interfering white light can be simultaneously guided into an imaging spectrometer, to
split it up into the individual standing wavelengths. This results in the detection of so
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called Fringes of Equal Chromatic order (FECO) shown in Fig. 11.6b. Using an analy-
sis of the interference pattern based on the multiple matrix methods (using our software
code SFA-Explorer [118]) allows determination of the mica thickness in dry contact.
This reference measurement defines the ”zero” distance, where the surfaces are in close
so-called ”hard” contact. The reflecting metal surfaces cannot approach to any closer
distance, defined by the mica thickness tmica. After wetting the contact with a fluid the
thickness of the fluid, that ingresses into the contact area, can hence be directly calcu-
lated based on the resulting wavelength shifts. For details of FECO analysis in an SFA
experiment the reader is referred to previous work [37, 109, 111, 275]. As such, using
both Newton lines and FECO pattern, the surfaces can be aligned with respect to each
other and the confined area and the fluid gap height can be monitored and controlled
with respect to the X-ray beam.
11.6 Sample Atmosphere Control
During measurements the sample was kept under a controlled atmosphere. The XSFA
sample cell is designed to withstand vacuum and can be sealed air tight. Under standard
operation the cell is flushed by a slow but steady stream of Helium (technical grade
Helium (N4.6), purity = 99.996 %). The inert helium atmosphere reduces scattering
and avoids side reactions of the sample during longer measurement runs, hence also
reducing beam induced damage. A diffusor on the gas inlet finely dispenses the inserted
gas flow, avoiding liquid sample perturbation by the gas stream. On the outlet a gas
washing bottle was used to supervise the gas stream as well as avoiding inward diffusion
into the sample cell. A humidity sensor HTM2500LF by the company Measurement
Specialty is accommodated inside the cell. Sensor signal was incorporated into the
online control software, enabling simultaneous recording of humidity signal. Sensor
sensitivity ranges from 10 to 95 % relative humidity (r.h.), featuring an error of 5 % from
10 to 35 % r.h., an error of 3 % between 35 and 78 % r.h. and again 5 % beyond 78 % r.h.
A self constructed humidity set-up enables humidity adjustment of the inflowing helium
gas stream (see Fig. 11.6). Helium gas seeps through a bath of deionized water. Water
bath temperature and a downstream Liebig cooler can be used to adjust Helium flow
humidity. The downstream arrangement of the Liebig cooler, set to a temperature colder
than sample cell temperature, avoids condensation of water anywhere past this cold
sink. This guaranteed that no water condensated anywhere in the tubing or sample cell.
Measured humidity inside the sample cell is hence accurate and reliable. Gas flow was
high compared to sample volume inside the cell. A local fluctuation due to water uptake
by the very little amount of sample can be neglected. The sample is always surrounded
by a sufficient amount of fresh atmosphere.
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Figure 11.7: Humidity set-up
used to adjust the humidity of
the sample environment. Left:
Set-up as used during the second
experiments performed at ID-
31, ESRF-The European Syn-
chrotron. Right: Set-up as used
for bulk liquid measurements in-
house. a: Heating plate and mag-
netic stirrer for water bath; b:
water bath; c: Temperature con-
trol of water bath; d: Helium
supply pipe; e: Liebig cooler; f:
Cooling water supply; g: moist
Helium to sample cell; h: back-
pressure reservoir, condensation
check; i: sample cell, inside vis-
ible: humidity sensor
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11.7 In-Situ X-Ray Scattering and Reflectivity
X-ray scattering experiments have been performed at the high energy beamline ID31
at ESRF-The European Synchrotron, Grenoble, France. Figure 11.9 shows a sketch
of the beamline layout and X-ray optics. The X-ray beam from a cpmU22 undulator
is parallelized by the first CRL transfocator (TF1) [252, 253] and monochromized by
a multilayer mirror (MLM, energy 70.0 keV). A second CRL transfocator (TF2) focus
the beam onto the sample position with a 5×20µm2 spot size normal and parallel to the
slit pore, respectively. To minimize the radiation dose on the sample, a 7 stage absorber
(PA) and fast shutter (FS) are used. For sample positioning and orientation, the XSFA
was mounted onto the High Energy Micro Diffractometer (HEMD) setup for surface
and interface studies [97, 213]. Scattered intensities are alternatively detected by two
2D hybride pixel detectors. High resolution and low background signal is achieved by
the CdTe MAXIPIX system (1478 × 1679 pixels, 55µm pixel size) mounted behind a
collimation system (CS, DS). The Dectris PILATUS3 X CdTe 2M detector (1478×1679
pixels, 172µm pixel size), behind a beam stop (not shown) to absorb the primary and
specular reflected beam, is mounted on a dolmen like granite construction [100].
To probe buried interfaces the high energy X-ray beam impinges the slit pore through
the side of the corundum (Al2O3) single crystal (Fig. 11.4, length 4.8 mm, X-ray trans-
mission 67.5%). Background scattering from the single crystalline substrates is primar-
ily caused by Compton and thermal diffuse scattering and significantly reduced com-
pared to amorphous materials. At the critical angle qc = 0.768 nm−1 of gold the foot-
print on the substrate is 0.477 mm.
Density profiles perpendicular to the confining interfaces were investigated by X-ray
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Figure 11.8: XRR curve of the
upper template stripped gold
substrate recorded at 70 keV.
Specular signals were recorded
in conventional XRR geometry
(blue) and the incident and re-
flected beam penetrating through
the bulk Al2O3 single crystal
(red, Fig. 11.4). Black curve is
the calculated Fresnel reflectiv-
ity of gold. Vertical lines indi-
cate the critical angles of total re-
flection αc. Curves are vertically
shifted by one order of magni-
tude.
reflectivity (XRR) (Fig. 11.1c). Scattering experiments with the momentum transfer q
parallel to the slit pore probe the in-plane structure of the confined liquid (Fig. 11.1b).
Scattering angles were converted to momentum transfer using q = 4pi/λ sin (θ).
11.8 Instrument Characterization
To characterize the instruments performance, prior to sample measurements, the free
gold surface was measured in XRR geometry. Figure 11.8 shows two curves recorded
during XRR runs at a free gold surface and the corresponding calculated Fresnel-decay
of intensity in this angular regime. Both measured graphs show the expected plateau for
total reflection before the drop at the critical angle. A sharp drop at the calculated critical
angle of qc = 0.768 nm−1 (dashed vertical line) corresponding to an interface between
Al2O3 and gold is observed. The electron density of Al2O3 (ρe = 3.94 × 1029 1/m3)
and the epoxy-glue layer ρe = 4.36 × 1029 1/m3 are similar, but small in comparison to
gold (ρe = 4.58× 1030 1/m3). The electron density contrast of the interface Al2O3-glue
has only a weak influence on the beam and is negligible. This supports the idea that
reflectivity is measured at the gold-sample interface, not at the Al2O3-glue or glue-gold
interface. For small angles the measured intensity behavior follows a Fresnel-decay for
an ideally flat gold surface (black curve), for higher angles the reflectivity decays faster
for the blue and red curve. Kiessig-Fringes of the gold layer can be recognized for
both curves. Calculation of the gold-layer thickness from the experimentally observed
Kiessig-Fringes gives 40±1 nm, which corresponds well with the targeted tAu = 40 nm.
The intensity behavior over the whole angular regime is sufficient for XRR measure-
ments. This shows that reflectivity measurements probing the structure perpendicular to
the reflecting surface are possible in the XSFA.
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Chapter 12
Analysis
Analysis of XSFA data takes place in a combined approach. Data recorded by both
methods involved, the Surfaces Force Apparatus and the X-ray methods, are analyzed
complementary to each other. X-ray techniques and surface distance measurements
supply supplemental information.
12.1 Mechanical Analysis
The SFA supplies three types of experimental data (see Chap. 11.4 and Fig. 11.6): The
whole length of the confinement apex is observed by video microscopy. The acting
relative forces onto the movable cylinder surface are recorded by strain gauges. The
confinement gap distance is tracked by FECO.
Macroscopic observation by video microscopy supplies information about sample
behavior under confinement. The focus visualizes large parts of the confinement apex
and adjacent sample. Crystallization processes, beam damage or contaminations are
traceable by this tool.
Tracked by strain gauges the forces exerted onto the sample can be interpreted
against the sample structure probed by X-ray. Changes in sample structure can be
related to changes in force measurements and vice versa. Temporal resolution of the
signal evolution of both signals, deflection/force and X-rays signal, can be used to gain
insight into the rheological behavior of the sample. Sample structure evolution can be
compared to onset of perturbation by force application.
A˚ngstro¨m resolution of the gap distance is achieved by FECO recording. A static
confinement situation can be created. Measurement of normal forces during confine-
ment gives insight into mechanical properties of the sample. Evolution of sample struc-
ture, traced by X-ray methods, can be interpreted against the background of normal
force evolution. This enables research on structures in a static pore geometry.
Dynamic measurements of the confined sample are possible by deflection of the
cylinder surface. Shear and normal forces can be applied by Piezo stages, stressing
sample structure while tracking structure evolution by X-ray methods. During com-
pression/decompression cycles of normal force oscillation, the actual gap distance is
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resolved by the FECO measurements, providing the gap distance is small enough for
the gap to be transparent. Recording deflection while applying stress gives insight into
mechanical properties of the sample structure. Linking information about the chem-
ical sample structure and sample rheology is possible this way. For viscous samples
deflection of the compressing surface is often observed to require a larger force, dimin-
ishing the resulting deflection. Shear force is applied by deflecting the cylinder surface
horizontally, along the confinement apex. Two different mode of operation are possi-
ble: A step-wise application of shear stress consecutively deflects the cylinder surface
in discrete steps. No shear rate results as the cylinder surface remains static after the
deflection step. Viscoelastic sample properties can be probe by this mode, detecting if
structural sample effects occur by recording X-ray and strain gauge signal during the
static application of shear strain σ. Dynamic shear oscillations can be applied using
different oscillation profiles via a wave generator. Shapes like sine-wave or triangular
wave profiles for shear force oscillation is possible. In this mode, a discrete shear rate γ˙
and viscosity of the material is yielded.
12.2 Analysis by X-ray Methods
Sample structure is elucidated by two different X-ray techniques: X-ray Reflectivity
(XRR) and X-ray Diffraction (XRD). Complementary to that, two different detectors are
available. A high spatial resolution detector for reflectivity experiments (CdTe MAX-
IPIX system) and a large area detector for scattering experiments (PILATUS3 X CdTe
2M system) (see Chap. 11.7). Using the MAXIPIX system specular intensities were ex-
tracted from the 2D patterns by integration over an designated region of interest (ROI).
The ROI was of a line shape having 8 × 1 detector pixels to achieve good angular res-
olution. The MPX detector is especially suited for visualization of the specular signal
during XRR, but less suitable for XRD, as the detector area is small and usually can not
record the whole scattering pattern. The large area detector PILATUS P3 can be used
for both, extraction of specular intensities (XRR) as well as recording the whole 2D
scattering patterns (XRD). Specular ROI was set to 40 × 20 pixel. In-plane intensities
were integrated over 10 × 30 pixel. An example of ROI to signal size ratio and ROI
positioning is shown in Fig.12.1.
As introduced in Chap. 3, XRR especially probes the structure perpendicular to an
interface (see Fig. 11.4). By pointing the wave vector transfer q into a discrete solid an-
gle, structure information can be gathered in this specific direction. Momentum transfer
qz is perpendicular to the sample surface. During XRR measurements only the specular
beam is recorded. The primary beam is masked by appropriate slit settings. Resolution
across molecular length scales is reached by scanning up to sufficiently high angles. The
specular reflected X-ray beam was recorded up to incident angles αmax ≤ 0.75◦. This
converts to a maximum momentum transfer of qz = 4pi/λ sin (αmax) ≤ 9.3 nm−1. In-
tensity adjustment to detector sensitivity is achieved by measuring at different absorber
settings. Up to six different absorbers were used during one scan. Absorber intervals
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In-plane ROIs
top specular ROI
bottom specular ROI
Figure 12.1: Example of ROI po-
sitioning and size on the P3 de-
tector area. Figure does not show
full detector area. Positioning of
ROIs was adjusted to measure-
ment. Highlighted areas are used
to yield integrated intensity values
shown in this work. Depending on
geometry, only selected ROIs are
plotted.
were merged and interpolated to an equidistant qz-grid. Background signal is low due to
the single crystalline substrate used. The background signal mainly originates from the
diffuse scattering contributions of the Kapton windows and the amorphous glue layer.
At higher angles, strong reflexes, generated by the mica sheets on the lower confining
surface, have to be masked by appropriate absorber settings.
Gathered signal can be analyzed according to confinement situation. During static
confinement, real space sample structure d is accessible by reciprocal signal position
d = 2pi/q. Reasonable assumptions on molecular orientation in the confinement gap can
be achieved from comparing molecular dimensions to measured signal position. Sample
amount and sample orientation contribute to signal intensity. Under static confinement
sample structure is unperturbed and signal intensity remains static as well. A highly
orientated sample leads to a strong signal intensity scattered into a narrow solid angle.
During dynamic confinement signal intensity changes according to sample structure. To
extract information about sample structure, XRR intensity signal evolution under dy-
namic stress is related with gap width measurements. Gathering intensity at an angular
position corresponding to sample signal position accesses sample structure evolution.
Following the perturbation, signal intensity changes when molecular structure is driven
out of equilibrium. A less orientated structure exhibits less focused scattering, resulting
in a diminished intensity scattered into the solid angle probed. Recording the signal
intensity during dynamic measurements gives insight into sample structure. Only qual-
itative analysis of the XRR signal was possible due to the intricate stratified inter-facial
structure. Fitting a model interface structure to the XRR signal obtained was unsuccess-
ful. Multiple interfaces and interfacial roughness contribute to the signal decay. Kiessig
fringes, originating from the gold layer, overlap the sample signal.
In Small-Angle X-ray Scattering geometry, the material along the whole confine-
ment apex is probed. The whole angular range is recorded in the 2D pattern acquired.
Measurements at different angular positions (different ROIs on detector) of the scatter-
ing pattern resolves sample structure orientation. Confinement dynamics will change
orientation and by this scattering angle.
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Chapter 13
Results and Discussion
13.1 Benchmark System 4‘-octyl-4-cyano-biphenyl
In this chapter, first proof of principle experiments on the smectic liquid crystalline
benchmark system 4‘-octyl-4-cyano-biphenyl (8CB) in confinement demonstrate the
capability of the newly constructed device. Previously, this system was extensively stud-
ied using crossed cylinder XSFAs in transmission geometry [104, 105, 106, 184, 231],
making it an ideal benchmark system. Time resolved experiments on confined 8CB
were carried out during active compression and decompression cycles. The recorded X-
ray scattering and reflectivity data was complemented by simultaneous interferometry
based thickness measurements. The results demonstrate the feasibility of the cylinder-
on-flat geometry and the increased sensitivity and capability of the new instrument.
13.1.1 Static Structure of 8CB in Confinement
During the XRR and in-plane scattering experiments, the liquid crystal was confined to
two gap widths of 120 nm as well as 1700 nm, in order to study the dynamic response
during increasing confinement over one order of magnitude. The in-plane scattering
geometry probes the structure in the x-y-plane, parallel to the solid/liquid interface
(Fig. 11.1b). This yields I(q||) with q|| =
√
q2x + q
2
y . In-plane scattering experimental
data of 8CB confined to D = 1700 nm are summarized in Figure 13.1. The associated
scattering pattern in Fig.13.1a exhibits a sharp peak (I) at qI = 2.0 nm−1 correspond-
ing to 2pi/qI = 3.14 nm real space distance. This value is in good agreement with the
dimensions of the long axis of 8CB dimers (Fig. 10.1) and also compares well to the
periodicity of 3.2 nm for the smectic mesophase of 8CB confined in between two hy-
drophobized surfaces as observed in SFA experiments [230]. The observed peak shape
is consistent with quasi long range liquid crystalline smectic order. A second, broad
peak (II) appears around qII = 14 nm−1. This 0.45 nm periodicity corresponds to the
short distance between the rod-like 8CB molecules within the smectic layers. The large
FWHM of 4 nm−1 originates from the short range order perpendicular to the long axis of
the molecules. This signal structure is typical for liquid crystals in the smectic A phase
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Figure 13.1: Scattering signal from confined 8CB. (a) In-plane pattern recorded in
the scattering geometry depicted in Fig. 11.1 b. (b) Measured (red) specular X-ray
reflectivity R. Model calculated reflectivity curve (purple) from a periodic arrangement
of 560 smectic 8CB layers arranged with their long axis perpendicular to the solid/liquid
interface. For clarity, curves are shifted vertically by one order of magnitude.
[41]. In the smectic A phase the molecules are arranged in layers with the molecule
director all pointing in one direction (Fig. 10.1), displaying high order in the long-axis
orientation, however low order perpendicular to this direction.
Specular reflectivity I(qz) probes the density profile perpendicular to the solid/liquid
interface (Fig. 11.1c, red curve in Fig. 13.1b). The critical angle of total reflection at
0.768 nm−1 is given by the large scattering contrast between the gold mirror and the
Al2O3 block. At higher qz, the X-ray beam is transmitted into the gold layer and the
slit-pore filled with 8CB. Kiessig fringes of periodicity ∆q = 0.15 nm−1 originate from
interference at the 40 nm thick gold layer. At approximately 2 nm−1 a sharp Bragg-like
peak is observed. Like peak I observed in the in-plane scattering geometry (Fig. 13.1a),
this reflection is attributed to the smectic order, i.e. the long-axis, of 8CB.
The purple curve in Fig. 13.1b shows a calculated XRR curve based on a simplified
model consisting of 560 smectic 8CB layers with 3.2 nm periodicity on top of a semi
infinite gold substrate.
The scattered intensity found in specular condition, i.e. with the momentum transfer
perpendicular to the solid/liquid interface (z-direction), is orders of magnitudes stronger
than the intensities found for other directions (Fig. 13.2a). The angular intensity distri-
bution over the scattering rings of constant total momentum transfer originates from
the anisotropic structure caused by the confinement. The observed scattering patterns
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Figure 13.2: Time resolved
X-ray scattering experi-
ments. Numbers compare
to point of measurements
depicted in (b);
(a) Specular signal evolution
under stress;
(b) Signal evolution under
stress for different signals;
Black: Oscillatory stress
signal (60 s holding time;
8 s ramp); Red: Specular
first oder signal; Green:
In-plane first order signal
(90◦ tilted towards Red);
Blue: Specular second order
signal;
indicate that the smectic layers of the confined 8CB are preferably arranged with their
long axis perpendicular to the solid/liquid interfaces. This layered structure can now be
stressed by the compression oscillation exerted on the liquid structure in the confinement
gap, by applying vertical motion of the lower mica cylinder (Fig. 11.6).
13.1.2 Relaxation Dynamics
After having elucidated the 8CB structure in confinement, it is demonstrated how the
liquid crystalline structure in the slit-pore confinement is brought out of equilibrium by
periodic compression and decompression cycles. Changes in the gap width D(t) are
continuously monitored by the FECO interference pattern. Simultaneously, the struc-
tured arrangement of the 8CB molecules is probed in real-time using specular XRR and
X-ray scattering. The confining surface distance is still D = 1700 nm, corresponding
to about 560 layers of 8CB molecules (Fig. 10.1).
Figure 13.2b shows the time evolution over two compression/decompression cycles.
Grey shaded areas indicate decompression, white areas compression force application.
The top most black curve depicts the compression/decompression voltage signal. A
step signal was applied featuring 8 sec ramp and 60 sec holding time. Recorded X-ray
signals are shown in red, green and blue. The red curve shows the first order signal
evolution (see Fig. 13.1, peak I) for momentum transfer pointing in z at qI = 2.0 nm−1
(specular XRR). The green curve describes signal behavior in x-y direction (in-plane
XRD) at qI = 2.0 nm−1, respectively. The blue curve describes intensity scattered into
in-plane direction at a wavevector transfer of qII = 14 nm−1 (peak II).
At t = 0 the confinement gap is decompressed. The intensity scattered into specular
direction (red) drops rapidly. Order within the liquid crystal has decreased. The less
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ordered molecular structure now does not scatter intensely in specular direction any-
more. Redistribution of scattered intensity from the specular direction to a ring of equal
wave vector transfer in reciprocal space occurs. This leads to an increase of in-plane
scattering, marked by a rise in intensity observed in the green curve. The increase is
prompt after decompression at t = 0. Also molecular order within the smectic layers
seems to decrease with less compressive stress. The blue curve drops as well at t = 0.
Less intensity is scattered into in-plane direction at a wavevector transfer of peak II.
Viscoelastic behavior of the LC structure is indicated by the signal evolution after
decompression. While intensity scattered in specular direction dropped at first, it re-
covers during the subsequent 60 sec holding time. The red curve converges towards a
plateau. An increase of molecular order within the gap would justify such a behavior.
The 8CB molecules reorientated their long axis perpendicular to the confining surfaces.
Orientational order to a degree comparable to the state observed under compression
stress is not regained, though. Signal intensity does not reach prior values. The reori-
entational process occurs on a time scale of around 20 seconds. Viscous behavior of
the 8CB molecules within their smectic layers can explain such signal behavior. De-
flected from an orientation parallel to the surface normal due to the decompression, the
molecules tilt back to this parallel position.
Upon compression (t = 60 s), intensity is not preferably scattered along the ring
of equal wavevector transfer anymore, but more into specular direction again. The
red curve rises instantaneously. This indicates that compressive stress is increasing
the alignment of the liquid crystalline smectic layers relative to the confining surfaces.
Anisotropy in the angular intensity distribution, that means, the order within the liquid,
increased. Backing up this idea, the intensity of the second broad scattering peak at
qxy = 14 nm
−1 (in-plane, blue curve), shows complementary signal modulation. The
blue curve rises upon application of compressive stress. Also the distance distribution
within the smectic layers became more uniformly. In contrast to that, intensity in the
green curve drops upon compression application. Scattering in the in-plane direction
has decreased because the source of scattering, the molecules, are well ordered now and
scatter more uniformly into a discrete solid angle. Adoption of well ordered orienta-
tion takes place viscoelasticly again. In the same manner as observed after structural
perturbation due to decompression, also the adoption of the equilibrium position under
compression takes around 20 seconds. This is indicated by the relaxation of signal in
the green curve. Intensity scattered into in-plane direction decreases after compression
stress application and converges towards a plateau after around 30 seconds.
The structural relaxation upon compression and decompression is visible in the ac-
cording 2D scattering patterns. Figure 13.2a shows a selection of 2D data recorded at
specular condition. Numbers compare to point of measurement in Fig. 13.2b. As can be
seen, upon decompression (1 and 5), scattering stretches out over the diffraction ring.
Intensity is not focused into specular direction anymore, but is tilted slightly away from
it. Accordingly, we observe an increase in the in-plane direction. Upon compression
(time point 2), the molecular structure scatters more uniformly into specular direction
again. Intensity on the ring decreases.
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(a) XRD signal evolution of confined 8CB un-
der stress. Numbers compare to time of mea-
surement, see Fig. 13.2 b. 2D-images in
in-plane direction depicting signal intensity
evolution under stress. Black: low intensity,
Red: high intensity. Arrows should guide the
eye.
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Figure 13.3: Decompression (1): Intensity across the ring is high; Compression (2):
specular intensity increases , low intensity in in-plane direction; Decompression (3-5):
in-plane intensity increases.
Complementary behavior is observed in the 2D-images showing in-plane direction
intensity in Fig. 13.3a. Again, numbers compare to time of measurement in Fig. 13.2b.
The angular distribution of intensity is shown in Fig. 13.3b. Angular range is 0◦ (bottom)
to 180◦ (top). Areas of high intensity at 180 degree and 0 degree are masked to protect
the detector. Thus, intensity data ranges from 18◦ to 162◦ in Fig. 13.3b.
Upon decompression (point 1, red data points), overall intensity across the ring is
high. Maxima are observed at 0◦, 90◦ and 180◦ direction. Compared to the intensity
scattered into 45◦ or 135◦, intensity at in-plane condition (90◦) is high. This indicates
structural orientation in in-plane direction. The ratio in-plane/off-plane does not reach
such a high value again for consecutive decompression cycles. Compressing the LC
structure leads to orientation of the structure, indicated by focused scattering into dis-
crete solid angles. Intensity vanishes from the recorded in-plane detector area and is
focused to 0◦ and 180◦. As can be seen in point 2, a ring is still visible, however in-
tensity is low. The green curve shows that overall intensity in in-plane direction under
compression stress is low and intensity is evenly distributed. Tracking the decompres-
sion in point 3 to 5 shows how the liquid crystal orientation decreases. Intensity is
scattered across the ring again, being deflected from top and bottom orientation. Inten-
sity over the ring is as high again as during the first compression cycle as can be seen
in Fig. 13.3b when looking at curves 3 to 5. Also, signal orientation into 90 degree
direction increases over the course of curve 3 to 5.
The data for dynamic decompression/compression cycles on the liquid crystal 8CB
in smectic orientation, confined to a slit-pore of 1700 nm, demonstrate the viscoelastic
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Figure 13.4: Time re-
solved X-ray scattering
experiments. (a) Evolu-
tion of surface distance
and specular signal dur-
ing compression cycles;
Blue: Oscillatory stress
(30 s holding time, 2 s
ramp); Black: Distance
of confining surfaces.
Start: 120.3 nm, End:
107.0 nm, see text for
details; Red: Specular
first order signal evolu-
tion; Green lines should
guide the eye.
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behavior of the LC structure. Compression stress enhances orientation within the smec-
tic layers. Reorientation after structural perturbation, might it origin in application of
compression or decompression stress, occurs viscoelastic on a timescale of around 20
seconds.
After presenting a bulk like confinement gap of 1700 nm, results obtained using a
smaller confinement of 120 nm are presented subsequently. A confinement of 120 nm
compares to 38 layers of 8CB dimers. The confining surface distance can be precisely
measured by FECO, as the material in the gap is not absorbing the white light anymore.
Fig. 13.4a combines gap distance and XRR signal intensity evolution. The applied
voltage signal profile is shown in blue, ranging from 5.8 to 9.8 V. Gap distance is
shown in black, decreasing from 120 nm to 107 nm over the course of 7 compression
oscillations. The corresponding XRR signal is plotted in red.
Without sample contact, this voltage range of 4 V would correspond to a cylinder
surface deflection of 40µm. However, due to the discrete measurement of surface dis-
tance, it is visible that the surfaces do not move by more than a few nanometers, indi-
cating that we are only modulating the applied pressure. With a displacement of 3.4 nm
and a spring constant of 54 Nm−1 a force oscillation of 0.1836µN results. In a con-
finement apex of area A = 5 mm × 100µm = 0.5 mm2, this converts to a pressure of
p = 0.1836µN/0.5mm2 = 0.3672 · 10−6 N/mm2.
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Figure 13.5: Possible molecular
structure in 8CB after compression
cycles. The smectic A structure is
broken up by molecules laying flat
between smectic layers due to me-
chanic stress during compression.
The periodic application of pressure influences the sample structure. Indicated by
the red curve, gap width D drops upon compression from 120.4 nm to 117.0 nm. A
decrease by 3.4 nm, a length scale comparable to the molecular long axis dimension.
Consecutive decompression however does not induce a strong rise in gap width. Merely
a gap width recovery of 0.8 nm is observed. Hence, a continuous overall decrease of
gap width from 120 nm to 107 nm is detected. Fig. 13.4b summarizes gap width change
upon compression (black) and decompression (red). It can be observed that gap distance
change during compression continuously decreases from 3.4 nm to 2 nm, while the dis-
tance change during decompression remains rather constant around 1 nm. Fig. 13.4c
depicts gap distance evolution during holding times.
The specular signal shown in Fig. 13.4a (red) indicates a signal increase upon com-
pression, and hence a more ordered structure of the liquid molecules. Decompression
leads to an instantaneous drop. Modulation of intensity does not change significantly
overall, although a smaller increase for the last three oscillation periods is observed.
Whereas on compression a signal relaxation is observed during the 30 sec holding time
(curved green lines), no such effect is observed upon decompression in the XRR signal
(flat green lines). XRR signal intensity also returns to a nearly constant value during
consecutive decompression. Significant material loss due to push out of larger amounts
of material would lead to an overall intensity decrease.
The decrease in gap width, compared to the rather constant XRR intensity points
to an ordering effect instead of a push-out effect. No significant amount of material is
squeezed out of the gap. Only during the first compression the decrease of gap distance
corresponds exactly to the molecular layer dimension. Consecutive cycles do not show
this constant value of 3.4 nm again, gap distance change ∆D decreases. It seems that
no material is lost, but that gap distance decrease is achieved by compacting and pertur-
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bating the LC structure. This points towards an effect depicted in Fig. 13.5. So called
parking-lot-states are induced by the compression stress cycles. LC molecules are lying
in their smectic layers in a disordered way. This reorientation is already postulated dur-
ing normal diffusion behavior of rod-like LC molecules from simulation experiments
[183]. Time scales are much faster there, but this shows that smectic LC molecules can
display this structural behavior. Mesogenes are not lying in between layers as this would
increase repetition unit distance, which was not observed in XRR measurements. This
disordered structure does not scatter uniformly into specular condition anymore and
XRR intensity decreases. Compression leads to ordering of the structure. After com-
pression, molecular orientation relaxes and looses alignment during the holding time.
An effect not observed under decompression.
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13.2 Ionic Liquid Crystal System 1-decyl-3-methyl
-imidazolium chloride
During the second beamtime performed using the XSFA in February 2017, focus was
laid on the ionic liquid crystal system 1-decyl-3-methyl-imidazolium chloride [C10mim]+
Cl−.
Measurement of structures formed in ionic liquids by combined force measurements
and X-ray techniques have not been performed to the best of our knowledge. ILs have
been probed by single techniques extensively, but not by complementary force and ra-
diation probe measurements. Especially behavior under dynamic force conditions are
interesting, but have only been probed without direct elucidation of molecular structure.
Ionic liquids have been researched on by SFA-techniques on different surfaces [200].
From experiments [20] and simulation [31] of confinement between two surfaces in an
SFA it can be shown that ILs display an oscillatory interaction force. This is interpreted
as molecular layering by the surface force community. The same accounts for AFM
measurements, which point to layering of IL molecules between confining interfaces
but lack direct molecular probing. Hence by the following results presented, we expect
to be the first to shed light on IL structural behavior under static as well as dynamic
conditions under molecular confinement.
In Chap. 9.2.2 it has been shown in SAXS bulk measurements, that [C10mim]+Cl−
forms well ordered structures under water influence. The IL forms liquid crystalline
phases when containing 10-60w.t.% water. A static confinement situation is evaluated
first. Here, IL structure evolution in confinement under water influence is observed.
Consecutively, dynamic force measurements were applied onto the IL structure formed.
13.2.1 Water induced IL structure under static confinement
Figure 13.6 displays the measured humidity in the cell over time. The recorded scat-
tering patterns demonstrate the structural evolution of the IL over exposure time to the
controlled atmosphere. The dried sample is inserted swiftly to avoid long exposure to
surrounding air. Afterwards the sample is dried by purging the cell with dry Helium
for one hour. The XSFA surfaces are confining the sample down to 800 nm gap size.
Further confinement can not be achieved as the sample is very viscous and resists fur-
ther confinement. Normal forces onto the confining surfaces are too high. The XRD
geometry probes the whole volume in the confinement gap.
When the IL is dry, a homogeneously distributed scattering ring is observed (see
point a). The signal is completely unorientated, pointing to an unorientated sample
structure, accounting for mesoscopic liquid structure. An influence of the confinement
is not evident.
Water is introduced into the cell via the helium stream. Relative humidity is adjusted
to 20 ± 3 % and reaches the desired value after about 30 min. Already after an expo-
sure time of 45 min to humid Helium, a strong orientation of the ring can be observed
(see point b). Signal structure is now liquid crystalline like, with the scattering ring be-
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Figure 13.6: H2O
absorption kinetics
of 1-decyl-3-methyl-
imidazolium chloride
and subsequent oriented
structure evolution in
800 nm confinement.
Top: Relative humidity
measured in the sample
cell over time. Bottom:
X-ray scattering signal
evolution. Characters
indicate time of picture
taken corresponding to
upper graph.
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coming narrow and scattering intensity being concentrated to spots of high intensity. A
sixfold signal orientation is emerging, pointing to a sixfold structure in the liquid. This
demonstrates that already an exposure time of 30 minutes to low humidity has a dis-
tinct effect onto IL structure. [C10mim]+Cl− takes up water, with a resulting structure
change, on a timescale of 20 to 30 minutes. A sixfold structure emerges in confinement.
Increasing humidity in the cell to 28±3 % fully orientates the IL structure (see point
c). After an exposure time of 155 min, a clear sixfold orientation of the signal devel-
oped. Intensity along the ring is nearly fully scattered into distinct reflexes. Afterwards,
humidity was increased further to the highest saturation achievable. However, no further
signal orientation is observed thereafter.
After no further structure change was observed on increase of humidity after point
c, the sample cell was purged with dry helium. The detected signal changes back to a
more unoriented liquid crystalline signal again. Dry Helium resorbs the water from the
sample again and the sample structure drys out. Structure within the IL vanishes after
an exposure time of 80 min to a dry atmosphere. This corresponds to the time scale of
structure change due to water uptake, being in the 20 to 30 min range.
The sixfold signal structure originates from domains of hexagonally packed columns
of IL molecules (see Fig. 13.7 and Fig. 13.8a). Within the domains the columns display
a high relative orientation. Domains not oriented along confinement are not visible by
the X-ray signal, as their high real space length and high polydispersity lead to a broad
scattering signal around the beam stop (see Fig. 13.8a). It is assumed that a continuous
phase embeds the columnar structure, made of a polar network, excluding the apolar do-
mains into columnar centers. This interpretation is based on the idea that the observed
water absorption is favored by a high mobility of the water molecules. Water absorption
will take place preferentially in the polar domains. Diffusion of water between hydra-
tion layers within the polar network favors the proximity of ions. A continuous phase of
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Figure 13.7: Sketch of the assumed
hexagonal phase in [C10mim]+Cl−
at a water content between
10-60 w.t.%. Cationic imidazolium
head groups are shown in red, alkyl
chains in yellow, chloride in green.
The cation ratio of head/tail cross
section favors micelle formation.
Arrow A indicates cation diffusion
between pillars, which is a slow
process. Arrow B indicates the
much easier diffusion process of
the cation along pillar long axis.
polar domains enables good intermolecular diffusion of water molecules. A preferential
hydration of one of the ions is assumed to lead to an increased polarity in the structure,
driving structure formation. Less shielding of the cation charge, due to preferred hy-
dration of the counter-ion chloride, would lead to a repulsion of the imidazolium-rings.
This favors a columnar structure, in which imidazolium-rings have a discrete distance
from another, while remaining in proximity of the chloride anions.
Intricate molecular dynamics are observed in the water induced hexagonal liquid
crystalline structure. Considering the dynamics in a water free structure gives insight
into unperturbed IL dynamics. As observed by the group of G. Voth in simulation
experiments, the alkyl-imidazolium side chains aggregate in domains, which are very
stable [285]. Although the system is in a liquid state, domain position is rather fixed.
Tail groups can diffuse, moving within the domain. This structure supports the idea of a
domain structure, that can follow dynamic stress in a liquid like manner. Q. Berrod et al.
probed diffusion behavior in the mesoscopically ordered ionic liquid [C4mim]+ [TFSI]−
on different length scales [14]. On the nanometer/nanosecond-scale, a cation is observed
to diffuse within domains of a size of 11.4 ± 1.2 A˚. When leaving this nano-domain,
diffusion is observed on length scales of micrometer. This shows different molecular
dynamics for the nano-segregated structure, as diffusion inside of the nano-domains
happens differently than outside.
When water is introduced into the structure, molecular dynamics change. Theoret-
ical considerations of the interactions of IL and water were first to perceive an interac-
tion between small anions with a high surface charge and polar solutes like water [82].
Studying the structure of 1-decyl-3-methyl-imidazolium bromide aqueous solution by
MD simulation gave further insight into water influence [15]. Self-assembly of cations
into micellar aggregates occurs. The decyl side-chains form the inside part of the mi-
celles avoiding water contact, the polar head groups face towards the water. Dynamics
of heavy water in 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride was elucidated by Yasaka et al.
using NMR-techniques [303, 304]. The exchange rate of H/D between heavy water and
the hydrogen bound at the second position of the imidazolium ring gave an insight into
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(a) Possible domain like structure formed by
the hexagonal structure in the confinement
gap. Domains of hexagonally densely
packed pillars are packed into domains with
different orientations. The orientation within
a domain is uniform but contains defects.
(b) Possible domain structure after shearing. As
cylinders in a non-parallel angle can not fol-
low shearing motion without moving, an ori-
entation with the long axis parallel to the
shearing direction is energetically favorable.
Figure 13.8: Domain orientation in equilibrium (13.8a) and after shear force application
(13.8b).
water position. During low water content the H/D exchange rate is low as all the water
is located close to the chloride anion, bound by hydrogen bonds. Excess water diffuses
throughout the structure as it is not part of the hydration layer around the chloride anion
and contributes to the H/D exchange rate.
Whereas the dynamics of anion and cation diffusion in neat ILs, as well as the dy-
namics of water in a mesoscopic IL structure, are well researched, this does not account
so for the molecular dynamics in a water induced liquid crystalline structure. Most work
in this field was done on lyotropic hexagonal liquid crystalline structures formed by ten-
sides. Water dynamics confined in a hexagonal lyotropic crystal phase was theoretically
elucidated by Mantha and Yethiraj [165]. Simulated QENS curves gave insight into
diffusion dynamics of water, showing a decrease of water dynamics when confinement
increases. Willis and coworkers probed the diffusion dynamics of water in a hexagonal
tenside phase [293]. Probing by NMR and simulation methods, focus was laid on the
diffusion of molecules/ions around the cylinders. Water is diffusing faster throughout
the structure than ions do, although ions used in this study differ quite much from ionic
liquids. Observing the diffusion dynamics of tracer particles as a probe in a hexago-
nal columnar liquid crystal, Gambin and Coworkers saw a difference in diffusion [67].
Diffusion direction along the pillars is orders of magnitudes faster than perpendicular
to the pillars. Pace of diffusion perpendicular to the pillars is controlled not by distance
travelled, but by pillars overcome.
These literature results show that the hexagonal structure influences diffusion dy-
namics of ions and water differently. Different diffusion behavior is also observed
within the different domains (apolar/polar). Mostly, water dynamics were observed
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to be faster when unconfined and were also faster than ion dynamics in general. This
backs up the idea of a continuous polar phase as this enables good water diffusion. Also
the idea of ion diffusion mainly taking place along a columnar domain is supported by
the observations of slowed ion dynamics.
The 2D-SAXS-patterns depicted in Fig. 13.6 were azimuthally averaged. Figure 13.9
compares the four patterns. Small oscillations at the beginning of all curves are an
artifact of low pixel statistics during azimuthal averaging at low q. The blue curve
(a) (dry IL), has a signal intensity orders of magnitude lower compared to the liquid
crystalline signals. No discrete signal can be recognized, as intensity is scattered across
a broad ring. The green curve (b) shows strong and sharp liquid crystalline peaks when
water is introduced, three major signals can be recognized. The first signal occurs at
around q = 1.65 nm−1, splitting up into different maxima. The strongest and sharpest
signal at this position occurs in the red curve. The main signal, which remains the
strongest during all exposure times, occurs at qmax = 2.12 nm−1. It is indicated by ver-
tical lines and converts to a real space length of d = 2.96 nm. This signal corresponds
to scattering in specular direction (see Fig. 13.10). A third signal at q = 2.65 nm−1
is also visible. For the red and cyan curve a weak higher order signal is observed
at 2 × qmax = 2.12 ≈ 4.15 nm−1. This demonstrates the increase of long range or-
der, induced by longer exposure to the humid atmosphere. All signals become sharper
from (b) to (c), indicating increased orientation of sample structure under longer ex-
posure time. Upon water content decrease, in the cyan curve (d), overall signal inten-
sity has decreased, indicating that structure is vanishing. The liquid crystalline peak at
qmax = 2.12 nm−1 has broadened slightly, indicating a decrease of long range structure.
All in all the influence of water absorption induces a hexagonally ordered structure in 1-
decyl-3-methyl-imidazolium chloride. In the presence of water, order within the liquid
drastically increases. Strong and sharp signals with a hexagonal order evolve. A meso-
scopically ordered dry structure converts to a highly ordered liquid crystalline structure.
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Figure 13.10: X-ray reflec-
tivity of 1-decyl-3-methyl-
imidazolium chloride
[C10mim]+Cl−. The IL is
confined to an 800 nm slit
pore and was exposed to
a controlled atmosphere
of humidity of 65% until
equilibrium was reached
and no more signal change
occurred.
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Elucidation of sample structure perpendicular to the confining surfaces was also
done in X-ray reflectivity geometry. Figure 13.10 shows XRR measurements of the IL
sixfold structure. After the critical angle of qc = 0.73 nm−1 the signal decays showing
Kiessig-fringes induced by the 40 nm gold layer on top of the single crystalline substrate
(see Fig. 11.4). Sample signal is visible in a strong reflection at q0110 = 2.12 nm−1.
Signal q-position is the same reflex as the strong signal visible in Fig. 13.9. This points
to structure with a layered texture in qz, which is parallel to the confining surfaces,
with a periodicity of d = 2.92 nm−1. This observed length scale can be explained
by the micellar arrangement of the pillars. A structure consisting of micelles made
of [C10mim]+Cl− would have a repetition of polar domains and apolar domains. The
polar domain size is only limited by the large imidazolium ring, whereas the smaller
chloride anion is not limiting polar domain size being located above the imidazolium
ring. The length of two times the C10 alkyl side-chain plus the imidazolium ring gives
a length of about 3 nm which corresponds well with the observed periodicity of d =
2.92 nm−1. Hence, the strong XRR signal backs up the idea of a sample structure made
up of domains of hcp layered pillars.
13.2.2 Dynamic stress of water induced IL structure under confine-
ment
A SAXS pattern recorded in 400 nm confinement at XRD geometry is presented in
Fig. 13.11. The figure compares well to Fig. 13.6c and shows further increase of sig-
nal orientation. Assuming a molecular length scale of 1.9 nm for [C10mim]+Cl− (see
Fig. 10.2), the confinement gap of D = 400 nm corresponds to about 210 atomic layers.
The sixfold signal orientation became more sharp and focused. Discrete assignment
of the reflexes to the lattice planes of the hexagonal structure is done here. Character
l indicates direction parallel to the long axis of the columnar structure. Especially in-
tense are the specular first order signals (011¯l) and (01¯1l). Higher order reflexes are
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Figure 13.11: Scattering pattern of
1-decyl-3-methyl-imidazolium chlo-
ride [C10mim]+Cl− in equilibrium
with 65.2 % r.h., confinement gap
D = 400 nm. Plane directions are
indicated by hki. The plane parallel to
the beam direction is unresolved and
indicated by l. Numbers indicate Miller
indices of associated hexagonal lattice
planes. Inset shows details of liquid
crystalline truncation rod signal. The
hexagon guides the eye.
clearly visible now in both specular directions. The broad diffraction ring in the pattern,
which appears slightly below the second order reflex (022¯l), originates from the Kapton
windows.
First order signals on the ring indicate a truncation rod structure [56, 117, 222, 263].
The name Crystal Truncation Rod (CTR) refers to the signal shape, scattering in a rod
like structure. This signal structure occurs, when a highly ordered phase is truncated by
a surface. The surface of the semi-infinite highly ordered structure creates a diffraction
pattern. CTRs are a surface effect. An infinite highly ordered structure would lead
to Bragg diffraction spots only, scattering in a Dirac delta distribution. However, the
bulk diffraction spots are extended here. Extension of the scattering pattern takes place
normal to the surface of the structure. Hence, CTR orientation indicates confinement
direction. The confining surfaces are orientated perpendicular to the CTR signals in
Fig. 13.11. This backs up the picture of micelles order in a layered manner. All in
all, this signal structure is a strong indicator of a highly ordered sample structure in the
confinement. Considering that the sample is still in a liquid crystalline phase, the order
inducing confinement effect on a liquid molecular structure is illustrated.
Reflexes at q =
√
3 × (011¯l) = 3.64 nm−1 indicate the hexagonal close packed
structure of the pillar arrangement. This reflex corresponds to the (112¯l)-plane. All
four of the corresponding reflexes of this type of planes are visible in the 2D-pattern.
Figure 13.12 illustrates the layer distances and orientation in the structure. The long
axis aligned along the confinement apex can not be resolved in this geometry. The faces
of the micellar columns are assumed to be orientated perpendicular to the X-ray beam.
Taking the azimuthal average of Fig. 13.11 corroborates the liquid crystalline struc-
ture of the sample. Reflexes of first order along the ring are the strongest. The reflex is
sharp and focused, pointing to a high order along the y-z-plane of confinement. Signal
maximum of qmax = 2.10 nm−1 is the same as during measurement in 800 nm confine-
ment. Structure itself did not change, just long range orientation increased. The second
order signal at q = 2 × qmax nm−1 is already orders of magnitude weaker. Being too
weak the signal at q =
√
3×(011¯l) = 3.64 nm−1 is not visible in the azimuthal average.
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Figure 13.12: Orientation of the hexagonal
structure in confinement towards the confin-
ing surfaces. Layer distance d = 2.92 nm is
perpendicular to the confining surfaces and
reflects into specular direction. Due to the
destructive interference at distance d only
the short distance d/2 yields visible reflects.
The layers corresponding to a distance of
d = 1/2 · √3 · d are tilted by 30◦ and for
example yield reflex 1¯10l in Fig. 13.11.
Figure 13.13: Azimuthal aver-
age of Fig. 13.11. The liq-
uid crystalline signal is orders
of magnitudes stronger than the
other signals. Inset shows the
higher order signal. Due to weak
intensity the reflex pointing to
hexagonal structure at q =
√
3×
(011¯l) = 3.64 nm−1 is not visi-
ble in the 1D spectrum.
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Dynamic stress in 180 nm confinement
This structure is now stressed by deflection of the curved surface parallel to the X-ray
beam. Being in XRR geometry the angle is adjusted to track first order signal evolution
at q = 2.1 nm−1. Normal force (relative force) was adjusted to 0 mN.
Application of step-wise shear
At first, shear force is applied in steps of 0.5 V piezo voltage, resulting in a step-wise
stress increase. Figure 13.14 shows three different signals: Gap width (black) in a range
from 177 nm up to 184 nm, Forces (cyan) in milli-Newton from 0 to 35, X-ray intensity
(red) is set to 100% for the highest intensity in this scan.
Gap width is constantly increasing over the course of measurement and shows no
sign of influence by the shear steps applied. Over the course of 40 min a nearly linear
increase of the gap size from 177 nm to about 184 nm is observed. Gap size corresponds
to about 177 nm/2.53 nm = 70 layers. The increase of 7 nm converts to 3.8% expan-
sion of the gap width. Being a small but steady overall increase, this which might be
interpreted as sample swelling due to continuous water uptake, as the sample has not
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reached equilibrium yet.
Reaction of strain gauges to applied stimulus was prompt throughout the whole mea-
surement. This means that the cylinder was not deflected at all but shear force applica-
tion was absorbed by the springs holding the lower cylinder. Increasing above a shear
stress of 15 mN, force relaxation is observed. This indicates a motion of the cylinder
over timescales of 4-5 minutes. Force never relaxes below 20 mN. Later deflection step
above 25 mN are fully relaxed.
XRR intensity (red curve) shows distinct drops which occur at the same time as
shear step deflection onset. Reaction is prompt and constant over time in the beginning.
Over the course of the scan intensity decreases by about 28% due to deflection. Specular
signal position did not change upon force application, therefore a misalignment of the
device can be ruled out to be responsible for X-ray intensity change.
The first application of shear is not accompanied by a decrease in XRR intensity.
Only the application of a shear stress of 7.5 mN (Piezo 1 V, second step) has an impact
on XRR intensity. XRR intensity drops by 5%. Similar behavior is observed for the
second and third shear step (1.5 V and 2 V, respectively).
From about the fourth step (F = 17.5 ± 1 mN) onwards, shear force relaxation
during holding time is observed. The material starts to behave viscoelastic. Shear
strain σ is calculated from the applied force F over the area of stress application A =
5 mm · 0.1 mm = 0.5 mm2 (= 5 · 10−7 m2), using a confinement apex width of 100µm.
For the fourth step, this yields a shear strain of σ = 0.035 N/mm2. This seems to be
the threshold for creep in the LC structure [184, 260]. The effect of stress relaxation
increases with increasing deflection of the surface. Later shear applications are nearly
fully relaxed when shear force is in a range of about 25 ± 1 mN. From the point on
when creep is observed no drastic changes in XRR intensity are recorded anymore. The
application of shear force is not followed by structural change in the sample anymore.
This signal behavior can be interpreted by assumption of an LC sample structure
in the confinement gap featuring different LC domains. Being in a preferred order in
the beginning, the structure of IL domains is misaligned by shear stress. The structure
within the single domain, which can be imagined to be composed of a pillar structure,
remains the same. Reaching a level of shear strain of σ = 0.035 N/mm2 the struc-
ture starts slipping, leading to the decrease of shear tension, while XRR signal remains
unchanged because the LC structure is not deflected anymore.
Application of oscillatory shear
The step-wise shear measurements were continued with dynamic oscillatory shear mea-
surements. A triangular excitation wave of deflection motion is applied to the surface.
Combined results of X-ray and SFA are shown in Fig. 13.15. No FECO were recorded
here, so no gap width can be shown. However, no distinct changes were detected in
force or X-ray recording, so the assumption of the previous gap distance of 180 nm is
reasonable.
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Figure 13.14: Evo-
lution of XRR first
order signal under
stepwise shear
from 0 V to 5.5 V
in steps of 0.5 V.
Relative humidity:
55-53%, Gap width
(black), Forces
(cyan) and X-ray
intensity (red).
X-ray intensity is
set to 100% for the
maximum during
this scan. Black
lines should guide
the eye.
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Table 13.1: SFA Parameters ap-
plied in Fig. 13.15.
Ampl. U Frequ. f Force F
[V] [mHz] [mN]
0.1 30 1
1 30 25
2 30 50
2 15 50
3 15 100
4 15 130
5 15 160
The mesoscopic structure of hexagonally packed pillars of [C10mim]+Cl− is now
stressed at different shear forces. As can be observed in Fig. 13.15, especially the am-
plitude of shear has an impact. During the first part, applying 1 mN, no significant
change in XRR intensity is observed. The sample structure is uninfluenced by such me-
chanical stress. A tiny intensity increase is observed in the second part, applying 25 mN,
but still no significant sample restructuring due to mechanical stress occurs.
Applying an amplitude of 2 V at the same frequency however, an increase of 15%
in XRR intensity over 23 min results. Increase of XRR intensity converges towards a
plateau of finite intensity. Reflected intensity rises, the sample scatters more uniformly.
This points to an increase of order within the sample for shear forces F > 50 mN.
In the subsequent step, shear frequency was lowered to 15 mHz and and amplitude
of 2 V. Again, at this shear force no change in XRR signal intensity results. Sample
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Figure 13.15: Dynamic shear force measurements and corresponding XRR first order
signal evolution. Forces in cyan, XRR intensity in red. Top numbers: shear frequency
(mHz), bottom numbers: amplitude (Volt). Maximum intensity of XRR signal during
the scan was set to 100%. Humidity: 53.0 to 50.5%r.h.
structure seems to be uninfluenced by shear forces F ≤ 50 mN.
Upon the application of F = 100 mN (3 V; 15 mHz), XRR intensity drops by about
9%. During the course of shearing though, a slight increase of signal intensity is visible
again. Structure seems to recover from the initial disturbance by a higher shear stress,
but it does not reach prior intensity levels again.
Switching to an even higher shear force F = 130 mN , a drop of XRR intensity
of 15% is observed upon shear application. The orientation in the LC-structure has
decreased. Shear seems to not only induce structure orientation, but also to misalign the
structure when applying shear forces higher than F = 100 mN. Backing up the idea of
an LC domain structure being deflected by shear force application, is the observation of
stable XRR intensity during shear. Disturbance of structure occurs instantly upon force
application.
The same behavior is observed at the highest shear force F = 160 mN applied.
XRR intensity drops to the lowest value of 67% and remains at this value during shear
application.
When shearing is stopped, XRR intensity rises reaching even higher levels than
before. Intensity plateaus after about t = 11 min . This observation coincides with a
rise in normal force. Whereas shear force stays around zero, normal force rises from
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Figure 13.16: Rheology: Frequency sweep measurement of [C10mim]+Cl− at different
water contents; T = 23◦C at all measurements. Storage modulus G′, loss modulus G′′
and complex shear modulus G∗ are plotted in Pa on the left y-axis. Complex viscosity
η∗ = G∗/ω is plotted in Pa · s on the right y-xis.
0 to about 60 mN. This points to a structural reformation after the structure has been
strongly disturbed by shear force application. Seeding within the gap, the newly formed
structure is not slowly formed under equilibrium conditions as before. This leads to a
confinement effect, in that the structure “sees” the confining surface as obstacles while
restructuring.
Comparison of bulk and confinement viscosity
For comparison between bulk and confinement viscosity behavior, frequency sweep
measurements were conducted on dry and wet bulk [C10mim]+Cl−. Results are pre-
sented in Fig. 13.16. Three different water contents (10w.t.%, 20w.t.%, 30w.t.%) were
measured in a frequency range from 0.1-100 rad/s.
Dry [C10mim]+Cl− displays liquid like features (Fig. 13.16a). Loss modulus G′′ is
much higher than storage modulus G′ indicating low elastic properties but high viscous
properties of the IL structure. Accordingly, storage and loss modulus ratio has high
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values of tan(δ) = 9 - 29. No structural order is present to store energy elastically, shear
energy is fully dissipated. Complex modulus G∗ is fully determined by G′′ and both
curves overlap. Complex viscosity is low at |η∗| = 10± 1 Pa · s. These viscosity values
are in a similar range to other dry ILs having mesoscopic structure. For [C8mim]+Cl−
in a dry state (H20 = 0.1 w.t.%), a viscosity of η = 33.07 Pa · s was measured [241].
The liquid-like behavior only applies for neat ILs in a non-liquid crystalline state.
When being in a LC state, the internal structure has a distinct influence on mechanical
properties. The viscosity of imidazolium based ILs is known to vary distinctly with trace
amounts of chloride and water [217, 241, 287]. Already amounts of 2 w.t.% (20 mol%)
can lead to a reduction of 50% of the viscosity. However, most work observes a reduc-
tion of viscosity, not an increase, upon water absorption. Most of these ionic liquids do
not form liquid crystalline phases, though. For [C10mim]+Cl−, macroscopic gelation is
observed when a liquid crystalline phase is induced by water. This is shown in the bulk
measurements at higher water content in Fig. 13.16b to d. Here G′ is higher than G′′ and
dictates complex modulus G∗ behavior. The material has a stronger elastic component
now and behaves like a viscoelastic material. The hexagonal structure is able to store
stress elastically. This also compares to the range of tan(δ) = 0.3 - 0.5, which is in the
range of a viscoelastic gel or solid. Complex viscosity |η∗| is much higher than during
dry conditions at a range of 106 to 104 Pa·s. The constant decrease with increasing shear
rate is a typical behavior of a material with a strong elastic component. Energy is stored
elastically in the structure and the sample behaves like a viscoelastic body. Whereas
the neat IL can often be described as a Newtonian-Liquid, the liquid-crystalline phase
shows typical behavior of a hexagonal lyotropic phase, as usually found in surfactant
solution systems [218].
Dynamic stress in confinement less than 100 nm
Using the Pilatus Dectris detector system, the dynamic measurements were continued
in XRR geometry. Results are shown in Fig. 13.17. To reach a lower confinement
gap, a normal force of 190 mN was applied during this experiment, yielding a pres-
sure of 0.38 mbar in the gap (p = F/A = 190 mN/5 mm · 0.1 mm). This pressure
is orders of magnitudes lower than the compressibility of liquids, thus the structure
within the liquid can be assumed to remain unchanged. Shear stress application splits
in step-wise shear force application and dynamic oscillation. Step-wise shear was per-
formed first (Fig. 13.17a ), followed by three dynamic measurements (15 mHz, 5 V;
15 mHz, 5 V; 1 Hz; 5 V). During step-wise shear stress application, firstly the surface
was deflected in steps of U = 0.5 V, yielding strain gauge forces of 3.6 to 5.9 mN.
Gap distance decreases from 100.9 nm to 96.9 nm. The first two steps of deflection are
not influencing the gap distance. Only after the third step, at a force of F = 22.4 mN
(shear strain σ = 44.8 mN/mm2), a decrease in gap distance follows. Later force appli-
cation is not directly followed by a decrease in gap distance, but gap distance changes
occur randomly. This points to a restructuring of the LC domain structure. Following
the decrease in gap distance, XRR intensity decreases by 28.0% during the application
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Figure 13.17: Step-wise and oscillatory shear force measurements and corresponding
XRR first order signal evolution performed in a confinement regime of 110 nm to 55 nm.
Gap size (black); Normal Force and Shear Force (cyan); XRR intensity (red). Normal
Force set to F = 195 mN, Shear Force: F = 0 mN, XRR intensity was to to 100% for
the highest value of the scan. Relative humidity 60-62% r.h.
of the U = 0.5 V deflection steps. This indicates a perturbation or deflection of the LC
structure.
Application of step-wise shear
Detailed view of the 2.5 V shear steps is shown in Fig. 13.18. Confinement is now at
D = 99 nm ≈ 37 micelle layers. A shear force step of 2.5 V at 35 min is promptly
followed by a force increase of F = +25 mN (shear strain σ = 50 mN/mm2). Again,
the cylinder surfaces was not deflected, but remained stationary. The applied deflection
force is absorbed by the sample liquid. Force application is followed by only a small
response in gap distance of less than +0.5 nm and by an XRR signal oscillation of less
than 1%.
During the subsequent holding time, gap distance, as well as XRR intensity, is not
decreasing but remains constant. Considering that the surface is in equilibrium position,
it can be assumed that no shear force is acting upon the structure anymore. As all signals
remain constant, structural changes only occur, when the structure is stressed. However,
also no structural recovery is observed.
At 40 min a deflection in the opposite direction (5 V to 2.5 V) is applied. This is an-
swered by an immediate decrease of XRR intensity of about 5%, but no instant change of
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Figure 13.18:
Step-wise shear
force applica-
tion of ±2.5 V
(Fig. 13.17a).
Response in
force (cyan),
gap distance
(black) and XRR
intensity (red).
gap distance. Sample structure seems to be driven out of equilibrium without a gap dis-
tance change. During the subsequent holding time the gap distance decreases viscoelas-
ticly in two distinct steps of 3 nm from 97 nm to 90 nm, a length scale corresponding to
the micellar dimension. Material seems to be squeezed out of the gap. Meanwhile XRR
intensity shows a slow but linear decrease of 4%, which is in the range of assumed loss
of material in the gap (i.e. two micelle layers out of 37 ≈ 5%).
For the next deflection period the same behavior is observed. When shear force
switches back to 5 V at around 45.5 min, no gap distance change is observed, however
again an increase of XRR signal intensity of 5%. The structural changes happening
instantly upon deflection seem to be reversible in deformation. At 51 min the relaxation
process is observed again. During a holding time of 8 min the relaxation of two times
the micelle dimension is visible accompanied by an XRR intensity decrease of 3 to 4%.
Two effects are reasoned from this observation. The LC domain structure is re-
versibly deflected when stressed (instant XRR intensity drop), but also releases stress
by a squeeze out of layers. When the deflected surface is in equilibrium position, nei-
ther a gap distance change, nor a change in XRR intensity is observed. The LC structure
does not change further, but the structural perturbation induced by shearing is also not
recovered, as XRR intensity does not increase again.
When comparing step-wise shear force application in 180 nm (Fig. 13.14) and in
90 nm (Fig. 13.18), signal behavior points to a structure consisting of deflected hexag-
onally layered LC IL-domains. When the sample is stressed by 2.5 V in Fig. 13.14, a
relaxation of force by about 8% from 24 mN to 22 mN is observed over the course of
5 minutes. In later force applications of 2.5 V on the same sample (Fig. 13.18), non such
force relaxation occurs. Sample structure seems to have increased in rigidity when being
in equilibrium now (fully saturated with water). This corresponds to the gap distance in-
crease in Fig. 13.14, which can be explained by swelling of the structure, as equilibrium
water saturation was not reached yet. The increase over time observed there is small
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with 7 nm over the course of 44 min. When material is squeezed out of the gap, gap
distance change is much faster, in Fig. 13.18 gap distance change of 7 nm happens in
5 min. This observation backs up the idea of a slow swelling of the LC structure, which
is still absorbing water in Fig. 13.14, as the first measurement was performed one hour
after water introduction, the second measurement several hours after water introduction.
In the later experiment (Fig. 13.14) water saturation was reached and gap distance only
changed upon structural perturbation following shear force application. The majority of
the structure however is already in the hexagonally layered LC structure after about one
hour. This is indicated by the constant XRR intensity in the measurement at 180 nm.
XRR intensity remains constant over time and always shows a decrease when shear
strain is applied for both measurements. Reaction of sample structure to force applica-
tion however changes. In the 180 nm confinement measurement, a force application of
2.5 V results in a XRR decrease of 20%, whereas in the 100 nm confinement measure-
ment a force application of 2.5 V yields only a change of 5%. Also here, an increased
rigidity of the sample structure for the second measurement featuring the smaller con-
finement is observed. Whether the structure became more rigid due to the decreased
confinement or by being fully water saturated is hard to estimate.
Application of oscillatory shear
The overview of the measurement in Fig. 13.17 shows the three oscillatory shear mea-
surements (15 mHz, 5 V; 15 mHz, 5 V; 1 Hz; 5 V) as b, c, d, respectively. Detailed views
of the measurements b and c is shown in Fig. 13.19 a and b.
The first oscillation is performed in a confinement of d = 84 nm. This gap distance
compares to about 33 micellar layers of a hcp packed pillar structure orientated along the
confinement apex. The applied triangular wave profile is reflected in the force read out.
Force reaction to excitation signal (not shown) is prompt, no phase difference occurs.
Starting at about −9 mN relative force, shear force oscillates from +56 mN to −74 mN
in an amplitude of ±65 mN. See Tab. 13.2 for parameters.
Gap distance oscillations follow the shear stress signal. Upon shear force applica-
tion gap distance increases instantly. Starting at the equilibrium value of 84 nm, distance
increases to a higher mean value of around 92 nm, but then decreases again towards the
end to values around 85 nm. Over the course of shear force application a gap distance
change of only 3 nm occurs, finishing at a value of 87 nm. Amplitude of gap distance
oscillation does not change over the course of shear and is around 12 nm, which cor-
responds to about 13% of total gap width oscillation or three times the LC-IL layer
distance.
Maximum and minimum of gap distance always occurs at zero position transition.
However, a hysteresis is observed depending on shearing motion direction. When the
shearing surface is moved in one direction, gap distance either runs through a maxi-
mum or through a minimum, depending on which direction the surface is moving. This
points towards a structure deflected from a closely packed equilibrium position. The
fact that gap distance increases upon deflection might be explained by a pretilted struc-
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ture. The LC-IL domain structure can be thought of to be first disordered by shear but
subsequently also reordered by shear in a more compact way. This effect is repeat-
edly observed. Shear force application in general can be assumed to induce a preferred
orientation along the confinement apex. An angle of the pillar structure different than
along the confinement apex would require a rolling motion of the pillars to release shear
stress. Rolling motion is unnecessary however, when pillars slide along the long axis.
This orientation is much more favored under shearing conditions as it does not require
the pillars to move. Being the equilibrium structure, the hexagonal pillar structure is
maintained under shear. The structure reorientates along shear direction, enabling dif-
fusion of the IL molecule within the pillar, along apex direction. As molecular diffusion
is about six orders of magnitude faster (µsec) than shear induced restructuring (sec),
molecular reorientation is much faster than shear influence.
XRR intensity also increases upon shear force application. An increase by 12%,
from 63 to 75 percent, occurs over the course of shear force application. Shear appli-
cation seems to increase the isotropic orientation of the structure. The height of gap
distance oscillation ranges from 6% at the beginning to about 9% at the end. XRR in-
tensity and gap distance oscillations are in phase. This simultaneous reaction of gap
distance and XRR signal also points to a deflection of a structure within the LC. The LC
hexagonal pillar structure is not destroyed by shear, but merely deflected. Maximum oc-
curs always at the half way point of motion range, i.e. the middle of the gray area which
indicates continuous motion into one direction. This observation of the same hysteresis
for the XRR signal backs up the idea of a perturbation/restructuring cycle induced by
shear application.
The second oscillatory shear performed about 6.5 min after the first is shown in
Fig. 13.19b. A triangular wave profile with the same parameters is applied (see Tab.13.2).
Force oscillations also promptly followed the excitation signal, ranging from +52 mN
to −80 mN, oscillating around a mean value of −14 mN with an amplitude of ±66 mN.
Gap distance starts at 87 nm, the same value as it stopped during the first shear. No
gap distance change occurred without shear force influence. Also here, on onset of
shear, gap distance increases. Gap distance always seem to increase and does not go
below the starting value, unless the mean value decreases as well. Constant oscillations
of about±5 nm are visible over the course of shearing. In contrast to the first oscillatory
shear, a decrease by about 14 nm (16%) to a gap width of 73 nm occurs. A mean value
of 80 nm is assumed for Fig. 13.19b.
XRR intensity oscillations follow again gap distance oscillations. It starts at 76%,
the end value of the first shearing. In this second shear force application, overall inten-
sity decreases by 6% to 70%. This goes hand in hand with the decreased gap distance.
In opposition to the first shearing, here in the second shearing sample material seem
to leave the gap, leading to a decrease in gap distance and intensity. This might be ex-
plained by a destruction of LC structure due to the consecutive shearing. During the first
shear, the sample dissipated shear stress by reorganizing in a more isotropic structure,
leading to an increase of XRR intensity. This way of shear stress dissipation is not pos-
sible anymore during the second shear force application. Subsequent shearing destructs
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Table 13.2: SFA Parameters ap-
plied in Fig. 13.17 b, c, d.
Ampl. U Frequ. f Force F
[V] [mHz] [mN]
5 15 65
5 15 66
5 2000 46
the LC structure. After termination of shearing, both gap distance and XRR signal in-
crease again, pointing to a structural recovery in a way that the structure becomes more
isotropic.
The third oscillatory shearing is shown in Fig. 13.17d, but not dealt with in a separate
figure. A high oscillation frequency of f = 2000 mHz was applied here (see. Tab. 13.2).
Oscillation frequencies that fast (two oscillations per second) were not resolved properly
as recording parameters of both instruments were not set accordingly. Hence neither
strain gauge force, nor XRR intensity are well resolved. Nevertheless, interesting signal
behavior is observed.
Gap distance decreases rapidly and constantly under this shear regime from 74 nm to
57 nm. With 17 nm in about 9 minutes the strongest decrease (−23%) observed during
shear force application. The observed drop in gap distance is obviously linked to the
high shear force applied. The LC structure seems to display shear thinning as well as
being destructed to a certain degree. Stopping shear, gap distance remains constant
again.
Upon shear force application intensity drops instantly by about 3%. This points
to a destruction of structure, instantly occurring upon force onset. During subsequent
shearing intensity only decreases slightly, but steady, by about 1%. This points to shear
thinning of structure by this high shear rate, enabling material to leave the confinement
gap. Stopping shear, XRR intensity recovers and rises again to a value of intensity of
about 68%. A value close to the intensity before shear application. Loss of material is
small, the structure recovers isotropic orientation, taking up equilibrium structure again.
The following conclusions can be drawn from oscillatory shear force application.
The liquid crystalline IL structure is assumed to consist of different domains, featuring
different orientations. Shear stress is released by structural reorientation of the LC do-
mains, or squeeze out of the gap. The LC structure is not changed by the shear stress
applied, the columnar structure remains the same. Upon force application gap distance
and XRR intensity always instantly increase. Presumingly a deflection of a pretilted
structure occurs. Deflection of the structure leads to an increase of gap distance, as the
structure is deflected from its optimum packing. The synchronous oscillation of XRR
and gap distance also points to a tilt of structure during shear. Both signals probe the
same structure. The hysteresis of the oscillations, depending on shear direction, seems
to origin in structural changes of the sample. It can be assume that the structural changes
do not depend upon shear direction, but on repeated perturbation by shear. A first ap-
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plication of shear force leads to an increase of molecular order, the XRR signal rises
in intensity. Meanwhile the gap distance remains constant. Material does not leave the
gap, but domains are more isotropically ordered as a reaction towards shear. Domains
orientate in the force field of shear and orientate along shear direction. When the sys-
tem is already orientated, it can not release stress by orientation anymore. Now shear
application leads to perturbation of the structure (XRR decrease) and squeeze out of ma-
terial from the gap occurs (gap distance decrease). Upon stop of shear force application,
XRR intensity and gap distance recover, but do not reach prior values. This points to a
structural recovery of the sample, the mis-alignment of the structure due to shear van-
ishes. High shear rates however destroy the molecular order and lead to shear-thinning.
An instant drop in XRR intensity shows that shear destroys molecular orientation, fol-
lowed by a squeeze out of material indicated by further XRR decrease and gap distance
decrease.
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(a) First oscillatory shear (Fig. 13.17b).
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(b) Second oscillatory shear (Fig. 13.17c).
Figure 13.19: Oscillatory shear stress of wet [C10mim]−[Cl]+ in confinement:
Frequency f = 15 mHz,Amplitude U = 5 V, shear rate at 85 nm: γ˙ = 0.425 s−1.
Normal Force set to F = 195 mN. Gap size (black); Normal Force and Shear Force
(cyan); XRR intensity (red). Grey patches: continuous shearing motion in one direc-
tion. XRR intensity was to to 100% for the highest value of the scan. Relative humidity
60-62% r.h.
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Chapter 14
Summary and Conclusion
The goal of this thesis was the construction and operation of an X-ray Surface Force
Apparatus using a cylinder-on-flat geometry to gain new insights in the field of molecu-
larly confined liquids. The asset of the new instrument are dynamic in-situ studies on the
response of a confined liquid to an external stimulus. The sample system is brought out
of equilibrium by compression/decompression or horizontal shear stress of the slit-pore.
Simultaneously, molecular order dynamics are probed by X-ray scattering techniques.
The structural information obtained from XRR and XRD are complemented by SFA
force and distance measurements.
The capabilities of the device were demonstrated probing the smectic liquid crystal
8CB as a benchmark system. In the confinement gap the 8CB dimers display typi-
cal smectic A structure with high orientational and positional anisotropy in a stratified
structure. XRR and XRD showed a sharp first peak, indicating high order perpendic-
ular to the confining surfaces, and a second broad peak indicating low in-plane order.
Applying compression/decompression cycles, the dynamic behavior of the system was
resolved. Upon decompression of a D = 1700 nm confinement gap, anisotropy of the
8CB structure decreased, indicated by an instant drop of specular intensity and a rise
of in-plane intensity. However, specular signal intensity recovers on a timescale of 20
seconds after decompression. The increase of X-ray signal points to a viscoelastic be-
havior of mesogens. Subsequent compression application increases specular intensity
to prior values again. The alignment of 8CB liquid crystalline layers is increased by
compressive stress. In a 120 nm confinement gap compression application showed a
gap width decrease of one molecular layer for the first cycle, but smaller steps in sub-
sequent cycles. In contrast to that XRR intensity did not decrease significantly. The
layered structure is disturbed by stress application, but an overall change of the smectic
order is not observed. Discrete smectic layers are not squeezed from the gap with each
compression cycle. Structural defects on the order of misaligned mesogens seem to be
induced. Under oscillatory force application it can be assumed that these defects move
through the liquid crystalline structure. They are pushed out of the structure, as com-
pression stress increases anisotropic alignment of mesogens. This effect can explain the
continuous gap distance decrease at constant reflectivity intensity.
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The sample system [C10mim]+Cl− gave insight into dynamics of ionic liquid crys-
tals in confinement. Water induced structure evolution showed a transition from a meso-
scopically ordered dry IL to a liquid-crystalline structure. The sixfold signal structure
of very sharp reflexes indicate a stratified structure formed of domains of hexagonally
close packed columns oriented along the confinement apex. High structural order is also
indicated by CTRs oriented perpendicular to the confining surfaces. This pillar struc-
ture is assumed to be formed by columns of apolar IL alkyl side-chains embedded in a
continuous phase of water-rich polar domains.
Step-wise shear experiments were performed in 400 nm and 100 nm confinement.
Applying step-wise shear force at 400 nm confinement results in a decrease of XRR
intensity, pointing to a deflection of sample structure. Whereas previous deflection force
application was stored elastically in the material by deflection, for shear strain above
σ = 35 mN/mm2 force relaxation is observed. The liquid crystalline structure shows
viscoelastic creeping. When creeping is observed, no structural sample changes are
observed anymore, XRR intensity stays constant. In a large gap of 400 nm creeping
might be explained by defect translation throughout the structure above a threshold of
shear strain. This mechanism requires neither gap distance for stress release, nor is
deflection of structure necessary. An effect corroborated by the gap distance and X-ray
intensity signal behavior. In a confinement of 100 nm, step-wise shear force application
observed elastic structure deflection. The overall hexagonal structure is retained. In
contrast to the larger confinement, here shear strain application of σ = 50 mN/mm2
leads to a squeeze out of discrete layers of d = 3 nm which can also be resolved by a
decrease in XRR intensity. In a smaller confinement, less defects are present. Hence,
the material can only release stress by discrete layer push out.
Also oscillatory shear measurements were performed in 400 and 100 nm confine-
ment. During shear force application in 400 nm an increase of XRR intensity above a
shear force of F = 50 mN indicates an increase of structural order within the IL. Higher
shear forces of F = 100 mN however yield a drop of XRR intensity. Upon cease of
shear force, a rise in XRR intensity is detected. Structural order recovers after perturba-
tion. Similar to step-wise shearing, oscillatory shear force application enables restruc-
turing. The threshold in oscillatory force was in the same regime with σ = 50 mN/mm2
as observed in step-wise shearing with σ ≥ 35 mN/mm2. This points to the same mech-
anism of defect translation to the edge of the LC structure accounting of an increase in
order. The observation of structure decrease at higher shear force however points to
an inception to defects by mechanical stress. In 100 nm confinement, gap distance and
XRR intensity oscillate in phase in a similar range of 12% and 13%, respectively. The
LC domain structure is deflected by shear. Applying two consecutive cycles of shear
with F = 65 ± 1 mN, the first application of shear force has an order inducing effect,
XRR intensity rises over the course of shearing, whereas during the second cycle XRR
intensity decreases. During the first cycle gap distance d remains constant, during the
second cycle it decreases. Not only shear strain amplitude seems to have an influence,
but also time of application. After going through a maximum of structural order, pro-
longed shear force application has a destructive effect and seems to induce defects.
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The work presented provides novel insights into liquid (crystal) dynamics under
molecular confinement. Results achieved can lead to a better understanding of struc-
tures formed by complex liquids and the resulting dynamics under mechanical stress.
Contributions in several fields in which complex liquids see application might be possi-
ble. IL solid-liquid interfaces are an active area of research, as it is well know that the
structure formed by ILs at the electrode interface directly influence device performance
and durability [153, 248]. Thus, elucidating IL structure at an interface can contribute
to a tailor made design of structures at interfaces. Based on the data obtained in this
work, insight could be gained in catalysis, where IL structure formation in thin films
can influence chemical reactions [16, 220, 221]. The influence of impurities such as
water and resulting mechanical properties in confinement were probed in this work and
can contribute to research on thin films formed in catalytic processes. The performance
of shear experiments, complemented by structure elucidation by X-ray techniques on a
molecular level, contributes to the field of microrheology. Fruitful contributions to this
area of research [162, 282] are possible adding to fields such as technical lubrication but
also effects observed in biological systems [51].
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Chapter 15
Outlook
Future work can improve capabilities of the device. Using the existing device further
results can be achieve by choosing the appropriate sample system.
A first approach for improvements of the device might be in redesigning the con-
fining surface architecture and material selection. An ever applying requirement for the
confining surfaces is atomic flat- and smoothness. However, the process of template-
stripping always results in an amorphous glue layer below the smooth surface. Ag-
gravating reflection measurements during the experiments performed in this thesis, this
difficult surface structure might be avoided by developing deposition or etching tech-
niques resulting in a single crystalline surface covered by an atomically smooth semi-
transparent metal surface. Configuring the SFA in reflection geometry to achieve FECO
distance measurement of gap width might also enable a different confining surface set-
up. Other promising results might be accessible by using different confining surface
materials. Highly-ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) might be used as an electrode
material. Being electrically conductive and smooth, this material has shown first results
being used as an SFA surface [180, 216]. It is often used as a model surface for research-
ing on processes in Li-Ion batteries, where it serves as an electrode material. Shedding
light on in-situ electrode processes when used in an electrochemical XSFA, this surface
material promises interesting results. Using the confining surfaces as electrodes, elec-
trochemical processes can be probed by the XSFA. Noble metal surfaces or their oxides
promise insight into the process of ion adsorption when using an electrolyte as sample
liquid. The template-stripped gold surface already contributes one noble metal surface.
This paves the way to further development of the XSFA into an electrochemical
XSFA. Future improvements of the device can enable the application of an electric field
across the confinement gap. Using the semi-transparent mirrors on both confining sur-
faces as electrodes, an electrochemical X-ray Surface Force Apparatus seems possible.
Small metal stripes connected to the specific surfaces can provide the electric contact. A
reference-electrode can enter the sample liquid from the side. Wiring to a potentiostat
can be done via the feed-throughs in the sample cell. The build-in feed-throughs are
already suitable for the required power supply. A comparable electrochemical Surface
Force Apparatus has already been demonstrated by our collaboration partner M. Valtiner
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[275]. An electrochemical XSFA can gain insight into surface structure changes under
electrochemical processes such as corrosion or electroplating. Also, probing layered
structures of molecules under the influence of an electric field might be possible. This
time-resolved research on surface dynamics of electrodes would enable insights in the
field of electrochemistry.
The already existing device without hardware changes can contribute further results
when a suitable sample system is selected. Choosing the sample system for the XSFA
is crucial. A well suited sample for the XSFA is characterized by an easily accessible
signal in q-range, originating in a suitable real space orientation and length scale. Fur-
thermore, an interesting liquid sample structure has to be present (liquid crystalline or
other molecular ordering, layering, etc.), maybe being controlled by an external stimu-
lus. In this thesis, humidity of the ambient helium atmosphere was used as an external
stimulus to induce molecular structure change. The response of the sample structure to
mechanical stress can lead to insight into structural properties.
Another external stimulus accessible by the XSFA might be light. Used as a trigger,
light of suitable wavelength can be coupled into the beam path of the white light. A
possible system whose structural properties can be altered by light are Azo-compounds.
Azo-compounds with mesogene character can be switched by light to different con-
formations. This results in structure alteration (smectic/nematic/isotrope) that can be
tracked by X-ray [107] The question how mechanical stress influences the structure
conversion is largely unresolved.
Also, polymer microemulsions are a possible system for dynamic XSFA measure-
ments. Polymer microemulsions can be made of a homopolymer blend of immiscible
polymers A and B, mediated by a blockcopolymer of AB which acts similar to a ten-
side. Under static conditions this ternary system exhibits a structure similar to the ILs
probed in this work. The scattering signal generated by the mesoscopic bulk structure
can be described by the Teubner-Strey model [32]. They feature a bicontinuous struc-
ture characterized by a periodicity d and a correlation length ξ. Dynamic measurements
using a rheometer were successfully probed by X-ray scattering. Resolving the struc-
tural response in a molecular confinement might be possible. Influence of confinement
effects on the dynamic properties could be probed. Microemulsions featuring ionic liq-
uids have found to give good X-ray scattering signals [9], as well. This IL containing
system might again be influenced by water absorption. Being mesoscopically struc-
tured, these liquid systems are promising candidates for dynamic measurements of the
structural response to shear or compression.
A third interesting system are long-chain liquid alkanes like hexadecane [134]. They
show pronounced layering upon molecular confinement. Measurements using AFM
have been successful in detecting oscillatory force curves when a confinement regime
of 5 nm and less applies. Also shear measurements of the structure have been performed
in AFM measurements. On a single surface the structure is sheared by the AFM tip.
Results point towards structure formation in a gap confinement of 10 to 20 nm between
two surfaces.
A system comparable to liquid alkanes, 1-Dodecanol (C12H25OH), has already pro-
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(a) 1-Dodecanol in 9.8 nm confinement. The
beamstop was masked. A lead mask sup-
pressing strong reflexes is visible in the up-
per right hand corner. See text for details.
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(b) Radial averaging of 15.1a. Signal at q =
3.3 nm−1 is atttributed to 1-Dodecanol bulk
signal (C12OH). The broad amorphous sig-
nal origins in the glue layer. Sharp, focused
signals a,b,c,d,e are attributed to mica. See
text for details.
Figure 15.1: SAXS of 1-Dodecanol.
vided first results during this thesis. 1-Dodecanol has a length of l = 1.46 nm in all-trans
configuration. Fig. 15.1a shows 1-Dodecanol in a confinement gap of 9.8 nm. The radial
average is shown in Fig. 15.1b. Smaller confinement gaps were reached more easily for
this less viscous sample. The confinement gap corresponds to about 5 molecular layers,
a regime in which AFM experiments observed layering for liquid alkanes.
Besides the sample signal, several artifacts are visible. The intense uniformly dis-
tributed ring around q = 8 to 13 nm−1 is attributed to the amorphous glue. A scattering
streak in horizontal direction is visible, being more pronounced on the ring. Scattering
of the glue is absorbed by the confining surfaces, leading to an increased intensity in
confinement gap direction where no absorptions occurs, hence this streak in horizontal
direction. Intense reflexes at higher angles point to a small, highly ordered structure.
The reflexes are labeled a to e in Fig. 15.1b. All these signals are sharp and focused,
they do not follow confinement direction. They are attributed to the mica substrate,
whose crystal structure is highly orientated, though not a single crystal.
1-Dodecanol bulk signal is visible at q = 3.3 nm−1. This is the most inner isotropic
scattering ring marked by (C12OH). This signal might origin in sample liquid before or
after the confinement gap. A reflex structure in perpendicular direction to the confine-
ment gap is visible up to the fifth order. Marked by vertical lines in the radial average its
high regularity of ∆q = 4.82 nm−1 is emphasized. This reciprocal length scale yields
a real space length scale of about d = 1.30 nm. This is just 12.5% shorter than the
all-trans length of 1-Dodecanol and on a same length scale d = 17.8±2.3A˚ as observed
by Ocko and coworkers [189]. There, the 1-Dodecanol film was free standing as a SAM
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on a sapphire (Al2O3) substrate and not confined. A confinement induced freezing of
1-Dodecanol in the gap would lead to a signal as observed here: A highly periodic
structure of the molecular length scale, in an orientation perpendicular to the confining
surfaces. The difference of 12.5% might be explained by a tilt of the 1-Dodecanol struc-
ture in confinement. Further experiments are required to elucidate the structure formed,
but the periodic signal in perpendicular direction supports the idea of a confinement in-
duced structure. This shows that also non-liquid crystalline sample system promise to
yield good results.
All in all the XSFA can form the starting point for future research in several direc-
tions. Contributions to recently developing fields of research might be gained, such as
liquid crystalline dynamics, lyotropic structure dynamics or confinement induced struc-
ture dynamics. By this, contributions to a vividly developing field of interest [187] are
possible. The capabilities of the device can be broadened. A solid platform to conduct
further construction work was established. Nevertheless, already the existing device
can yield further interesting results depending on the sample system chosen. The sam-
ple system 1-Dodecanol demonstrated that other sample systems beside liquid crystals
promise interesting insights into molecular structure formation under confinement con-
ditions.
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Abbreviations and Acronyms
6CB 4′n-hexyl-4-cyanobiphenyl
8CB 4′n-octyl-4-cyanobiphenyl
AFM Atomic Force Microscopy
ARXPS Angle resolved X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy
AL Asymmetric Lorentz
AgBe Silverbehenic Acid
BS Beam safety shutter
CCD camera Charge-coupled-device camera
CTR Crystal truncation rods
CTAB Hexadecyltrimethylammonium Bromide
cpmU22 In-vacum cryo-colled undulator
CRL transfocator Compound refractive lens transfocator
DESY Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron
DHDAA Dihexadecyldimethylammonium Acetate
DSC Differential Scanning Calorimetry
ESRF The European Synchrotron Research Facility
[EA]+ Ethylammonium
[FAP]− tris(pentafluoroethyl)trifluorophosphate
FS Fast shutter
FECO Fringes of equal chromatic order
FSDP First Sharp Diffraction Peak
FW-line Fisher-Widom line
FWHM Full width at half maximum
GMSA Generalized Mean Spherical Approximation
HEMD High-energy micro diffraction device
HPLC High Performance Liquid Chromatography
HOPG Highly Oriented Pyrolytic Graphene
HWHM Half width at half maximum
IL Ionic Liquid
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ID-31 Insertion device 31 at the ESRF, a beamline
K-line Kirkwood line
LC Liquid Crystal
MD Molecular Dynamics Simulation
MLM Multilayer mirror
[NTf2]
− bis(trifluoromethyl-sulfonyl)imide
[NNf2]
− bis(nonafluorobutyl-sulfonyl)imide
OEM parts Original equipment manufacturer parts
OMCTS Octamethylcyclotetrasilane
OZR Ornstein-Zernike Equation
[PA]+ Propylammonium
PA PEEK absorber
PDF Pair Distribution Functions
PETRA III Positron-Elektron-Tandem-Ring-Anlage III
PEEK poly(ether) ether ketone
RDF Radial Distribution Functions
RTIL Room Temperature Ionic Liquid
RPM Restricted Primitive Model
RMS Root mean square
SAM Self assembeled monolayer
SAS Small Angle Scattering
SAXS Small Angle X-ray Scattering
SANS Small Angle Neutron Scattering
SFA Surface Force Apparatus
SFG Sum Frequency Generation
SLD Scattering Length Density
SILP catalysis Supported Ionic Liquid Phase Catalysis
SS Slits
TEHOS Tetrakis(2-ethlyhexoxy)silane
TTMSS Tetrakis(trimethylsiloxy)silane
TF Transfocator
TS Teubner Strey
UV Ultra violet
vdw van der Waals
XRR X-ray Reflectivity
XSFA X-ray Surface Force Apparatus
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Symbols used in equations
Elementary constants
CODATA internationally recommended values of the fundamental physical constants
where taken from NIST [191].
c = 2.9979 · 108 ms−1 vacuum light speed
e = 1.6022 · 10−19 C elementary charge
ε0 = 8.8542 · 10−12 Fm−1 permittivity of free space
~ = 1.0546 · 10−34 Js Planck constant /2pi
kB = 1.3807 · 10−23 JK−1 Boltzmann constant
me = 9.1094 · 10−31 kg electron mass
NA = 6.0221 · 10−23 mol−1 Avogadro constant
re =
e2
4pi0mec2
= 2.8179 · 10−15 m classical electron radius
Symbols
α volumetric expansion coefficient
αc critical angle of total reflection
αmax maximum angle of reflection measurements
A amplitude
A area
β complex part of optical constant
b scattering length
C Coulomb
Ctotal attractive forces (for example: van der Waals forces)
Corient interaction of freely rotating dipoles (Keesom interactions)
Cind interactions between induced dipoles (Debye interactions)
Cdisp induced dipoles in normally apolar particles (London dispersion forces)
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c(rα,β) direct correlation between particles
D confinement gap thickness
∆2 peak width (FWHM or HWHM)
δ Dirac delta
δ real part of optical constant
d periodicity
dc length alkyl chain
 potential well depth
E photon energy
f atomic scattering factor
f atomic form factor
f′(E) real part of dispersion correction
f′′(E) imaginary part of dispersion correction
γ correlation length
G(r) oscillatory correlation function
G(r) total correlation function
gα,β radial distribution function (RDF)
∆Hm Helmholtz energy
h(r) = g(r)− 1 reduced pair distribution function
ISC intensity of scattered beam
I scattered intensity
KN kinetic energy
k = 2pi/λ wave vector
K degree Kelvin
λ
′ wavelength of scattered particle
λ wavelength of incident particle
l length of confinement gap
µ absorption coefficient
M molecular mass
N Newton
Nα number of particles of species α
n0 number density
n = 1− δ + iβ complex optical constant or refractive index
ξ decay length
Ω solid angle
ωα,β potential energy between particle α and β
qα charge of particle α
qc wave vector transfer at critical angle
q = k − k′ wave vector transfer
q20 peak position
φ phase factor
p pressure
ρ mass density
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B SYMBOLS USED IN EQUATIONS
ρm mass density
ρe electron density
RF Fresnel reflectivity
rh relative humidity
rα,β interatomic distance between particle α and β
σ root mean square (rms) roughness
σ = V/d projected area
σ particle distance at which inter-particle potential is zero
dσ/dΩ differential scattering cross section
∆Sm melting entropy
∆Sf entropy of fusion
S(q) scattering amplitude
S(q) liquid structure factor
STS(q) structure factor Teubner Strey
Θ0 flux of incident beam
θ phase angle
2θ scattering angle
Tm melting point
t time
tAl2O3 thickness Korund substrate
tAu thickness of gold layer
tepoxy thickness of epoxy glue layer
tmica thickness of mica sheet
tAg thickness of silver layer
|VN | potential energy
Vm molecular volume
V confined volume
w width of confinement gap
wt% weight percent
χγ = Nγ/N direct correlation between particles
χj transition coefficient of jth interface
z number of electrons in an atom
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Appendix C
Appendix
C.0.3 Small-Angle X-ray Scattering Measurements of hydrophobic
ILs used at different temperatures
Corresponding Small-Angle X-ray Scattering Measurements to Fig. 8.2 of the hydropho-
bic Ionic Liquids used in Sec. 8.
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parison of SAXS
signals between
40◦C and 100◦C
for [C18C1im]+
[FAP]−. Vertical
lines indicate the
peak maximum
q0. Solid lines
are fits to the
Teubner-Strey
model. Curves are
vertically shifted
by 1 unit.
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Figure C.2: Com-
parison of SAXS
signals between
60◦C and 100◦C
for [C18C1im]+
[NNf2]−. Vertical
lines indicate the
peak maximum
q0. Solid lines
are fits to the
Teubner-Strey
model. Curves are
vertically shifted
by 1 unit.
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Figure C.3: Com-
parison of SAXS
signals between
70◦C and 100◦C
for [C22C1im]+
[NTf2]−. Vertical
lines indicate the
peak maximum
q0. Solid lines
are fits to the
Teubner-Strey
model. Curves are
vertically shifted
by 1 unit.
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C22mimNFSI Figure C.4: Com-
parison of SAXS
signals between
70◦C and 100◦C
for [C22C1im]+
[NNf2]−. Vertical
lines indicate the
peak maximum
q0. Solid lines
are fits to the
Teubner-Strey
model. Curves are
vertically shifted
by 1 unit.
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C.0.4 Comparison of SAXS and SANS data at 90 degree Celsius
Figure C.5: Comparison of
SAXS (blue) and SANS
(red) patterns I (q) of
[C18C1im]
+ [FAP]− (1),
[C18C1im]
+ [NNf2]− (2),
[C18C1im]
+ [NTf2]− (3),
[C22C1im]
+ [NNf2]− (4),
[C22C1im]
+ [NTf2]− (5) at
90 degree Celsius. Solid
lines are fits to the Teubner-
Strey model. Curves for
different ILs are vertically
shifted by 2 units for clarity.
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